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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND 
Record No. 3215 
ROLAND RUDOLPH GARY., Plaintiff in Error, 
CLARENCE ARTIST., Defendant in Error, 
PETITION FOR A WRIT OF ERROR AND 
SUPERSEDE.AK 
1'o the Honorable Chief J'U,stice. and Justices of the Supreme 
Coiirt of ApveaJ,s of Virginia: 
Your petitioner, Roland Rudolph Gary, respectfully rep-
resents that he is aggrieved by the final judgment of tlie 
Hustings Court of the City of Richmond, Part Two, entered 
against him and other~, and in fa:vor of the respondent to 
this Petition, on the 16th day of July, 1946, in a·*certain 
2* action at law wherein the respondent herein was plain-
t~ff and your petitioner, Jones & Davis, Incorporated, 
and '.Willie Edwards were defendants. For convenience, the 
parties will be referred to according to the positions which 
they occupied in the lower court. . 
.I ,J 
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~. .. .. · ~upreme.Cbnrt bf Appeals of Virginia: .: 
: TlIE! CASE IN~'XHE COURT BELO~ ... 
- • • • • • \. - •. I • 
: On January ·2, ·1946, the· plaintiff, Clarence Artist, filed hi~ 
N.otice Qf° .M_otion f o~ J udg·ment ,Jn the Cl~;rk ?s .offi~e t>f the 
court n~etl against the. defet1dahts, Jo:qes & pa~s, Iucor-i 
porated, Wjllie··Edwards and·this defendant, Roland Rudolph 
Gary, alleging, in· stibstallce; _that on July 21, 1945, in the 
Ci}y of ~ichmond, Virg~:nia, .Will\_e 11Jdwa~d~, acting a.~ th€! 
seivant of J orws &, D~:v1s, Jncorporated,. and the defe~dant 
Gary so n~gUgently, operat'e.d ]he ·tespective· -II!-Ot9r yelncles, 
of which they w,~re . then Ju ~h~tge, Jhat Jlie ·; yeh.i.cte :he.long .... 
i.ng to ·Jones &'Davis, IncorpQr~Jed, ran a~ross the s.id~walk 
~nd. injured. the __ plaintiff .r, ;4;£\.fter the plainti:tr .had fi.Ie.d the 
particulars of -his claim, alt defendan.ts .pl~~ded .th_e _general 
issue and. the aQtioJ'). came _on for trial to a jury .on the -2pd 
and 3rd days of May, 1946.. - . . . ,. , ,, . . . · .. 
. .. .At the. close of J4e plaintiff's case, thi.s def~nd~nt, qiovec{ 
the .Qoutt to strike ouf·all of the evidence on the ·ground 
· ' that .. no . i;teglig·eµ~e ~onstituting a proximate 01~. ~con-
3*. tribut.ing cause of the plai~tiff ~~ injuries_had.,been shoWJ1~ 
: . ~hich mot,ion was overruled' and an exception noted 
(Tr., pp. 51-53).. After. all. parties })ad rest~d th~ir respectiv~ 
cases, this motion was rel)ewed mid .. was again qverruled; 
(Tr., pp. 100-10)-). Tbis defendant. assigned the Sf!me g·en-
er~t.g-r.O».¥d .. aa cil;ljection to the granting of any J11structions 
~ni hehalt.of -the· pl~intiff. and ~ertain, specijic objections tq 
particular. instructions, -which will hereinafter. be .pointed out 
in detail. . · . . . . . . . · 
' After ~ ve~dict .for the plijbitiff agai~st .all three defend~ 
ahts ·in the sum of $3,750.00, 'this defendant moved ·the Court 
to s~t aside th~- ve~dict tis- to him and enter final judgment 
m his behalf 1ipo1rthe grou_nd ·that the same was contrary 
to ·the law and the evidence and without evidence to support 
it, or, in ~e alternative; to gratit him a ne,v trial ·ror etrors 
com~itted in·~·rnnting·any antl certain instructions on behal£ 
6£ the plaintiff. ,Jories & Da'Vis, Incorporated, and Willie 
~dwa~ds ~m~de no motion. in arrest of .. judgment._. Tbe nfo~ 
tion of this defendant was ove1-ruled on July 16, 1946, and the 
jud~ent complained of entered (Tr., pp. 1-j-1--1). 
THE FACTS IN THE CASE. 
The .events gf ving rise to this action transpired near and 
at the mtersechon of Cary and Randolph Streets in the City 
of Richmond at about 6 :30 P. M. on July 21, 1945. •The 
4* clay was clea_r and dry and it was still light. Cary Street 
runs approximately east and west and intersect.sat right 
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angles with Randolph Street. Fro~ this intersection, Ran-
dolph Street runs northwardly a distance of one block to 
Main Street, where it terminates. At the place in question 
Carv Street is 42 feet wide, having a strip of cement 8 fe.et 
wide along either side and an asphalt strip 36 feet wide in 
the center. At the northern crosswalk, Randolph Street is . 
28 feet wide, at the southern crosswalk, 24 feet wide (Tr., 
pp. 61, 62). . . 
At the time of the accident the plaintiff was sitting on 
the steps of the store at the northwest corner of the inter-
section. He saw the truck of Jones & Davis, Incorporated, just 
before it struck him and knew nothing else concerning the 
events which led up to his injury (Tr., p. 30). The eyewit-
nesses to the accident were the defendant, Willie Edwards, 
and this defendant, Roland Rudolph Gary, and the passen-
g-ers in his car, namely, his brother, Horace Gary, and his 
sister, Mrs. Dorothy Finnigan. A police officer arrived at 
the scene shortly afterward. 
Since this defendant contends that the judgment as to 
him is not supported by evidence of adequate probative value, 
the testimony of Willie Edwards, by which he sought to 
place at least a part of the blame for the accident 01i 
5* *this defendant, and the other evidence in the case on 
the question of liability will be summarized separately. 
WHlie Edwards testified that he was driving· his em-
ployers' truck westwardly on Cary Street, about one car 
width out from the curb, approaching· the intersection with 
Randolph Street, when he noticed the automobile of this de-
feudant ahead of him a distance of 30 feet, or three car 
lengths ( Tr., p. 36). In fact, he said that he did not notice 
the Gary car until he "got right up to him'' (Tr., p. 46). He 
admitted that there was no other traffic (Tr., p. 36), that 
Cary Street was perfectly straight at this point; and that 
here were no obstructions to his vision (Tr., pp. 36, 40). He 
would not undertake to estimate his own· speed and would 
not deny having· told the officers that his speed had been :-m 
to 35 miles per hour. He admitted that the brakes on the 
vehicle he was driving were bad at the time of the accident, 
but did not recall having- told the officer that they had been 
bad on earlier occasions· (Tr., pp. 41, 42). . 
In any event, according- to the testimony of Willie Ed-
wards, wl1en he first saw the Gary car it had ''stopped'' or 
''slowed up" to make a left turn (Tr., p. 37), which he in-
ferred from the fact that the front end was about 2 feet to 
the south of the rear end (Tr., pp. 43, 59). He saw no sig-
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nal for a tu.rn ( Tr., p. 30), but acting upon the assump-
(3* tion that *the Gary car was about to turn to the left, an.d 
apparently to avoid hitting it in the rear -(Tr., pp. 38, 
46, 58), he cut around to the right and was in the act of 
passing on the right when the Gary car turned to the right 
a total distance of 4 feet (Tr., p. 59), at whieh time it was 
struck a glaneing blow on its right front fender (Tr., pp. 38, 
4&), whereupon the truck be was driving went out of control, 
finally striking- the plaintiff. 
The testimonv of this defendant, Gary, oonoborai€d by 
that of his brother and sister, .as well as by that of the inves-
tlgating offic<3r and the phy-~foal fac~s in the case, was to the 
effect that he was pr-0eeedmg stra~ght through westwardly 
on Carv Street about 8 to 10 feet out from the north CUl'bing 
at a speed of 20 miles per hour (Tr., pp. 64, 67, 68, 74, 76, 
89, 90). Within that block, though not at the exact point of 
the accident, there were one or more vehicles pa1·ked at the 
north curb (Tr., pp. 67, 75, 84). No signal fo;r a turn in 
either direction was given, sinee no turn was either ,contem-
plated or made (Tr., pp. 62, 65, 75, 76). The first knowledge 
of the pz·esence of the trook driv,en by Wime Edwards was 
received when it came up on the right and vee:red into the 
right front f-ender of the Gary ear {Tr., pp. 64, 66, 67, 81, 
HO). The v.ehld~s at .tlaat time laekeit abor1rt 2.0 to 23 feet 
of arriving· at the point where Randolph Street eomes into 
Cary Str.eet from the ;north ('rt··~ pp. 75, 81). After the 
7* impact, *the G.a1ry car was br-0ught to a stop in. iLO or 15 
feet .(Tr., p. 68t . 
On this point Offteer Kn~ght testifie1dl as follows (Tr., p. 
26): 
''Q. Officer, which way was the .anfo1nobiile headed when 
you got thexe? 
'' A. Perfectly sfraight .about 8 f.ee,t fi,01111 :the north curb-
ing·. no effo['t to make any tu:1.·n in iei.thetr dfrection. 
·, 'Q. So far .as you couid :Se.e .T 
'' A. As far as I ,c.G>rulol see. 
· "Q. Yo.u. iUJil.derstand .tliait is the posi:tfon 1t came to a stop? 
''A. Yes, sir. 
'' Q.· Where was it with r.ef~rence ta Randolph StTeet -when 
it ·did come to a s.top ¥ · 
'' A. It had not qui.te reached the inforsection. '' 
Immediately af.tc.r the iaocfoloot, Wa[[ie Edwarals explained 
to Officer Knight that he had ,th(i)ugh:t •the ·Gairy cait' w.a-s go-
ing to 1:1ake a left-hand turn. He said nothing, as was bis 
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principal cont4;:mtion at ,the trial, about a turn hE:tck to the 
right (Tr., p. 24).. His excuse was, according to Of~f 
Knight, that the brakes on the truck we1·e bad and had· b~eJl 
before the aceident {Tr., pp, 25, ·26).. He admitted dfiv-
8*> . ing *30 to 35 miles per lmu.r in a zone whe·re the limit 
was 25 miles per hour (Tr.,. pp. 229 23) .. 
There was also .considerable .evidence eoacerning · the mo.st 
,convenient route to b.e trav.eled by the defendan~ Gal'Y, and 
-concerning the fact that tbis defendant's br-0~ber wa.s ac- · 
'(]Uainted with a young woman at the oorn&r of Randolph and 
Main Streets. AU three oecupant.s of the Gary .c.ar testified, 
however, that Cary Str~t wfffi cho.£en as the best route .and 
that they had no in-tention -0f going any plaee other than a 
skating rink on Broad .Street at the we.stern edge of the 
City. 
THE ASSIGNME~TS OF ERJWR, 
· 1. The lower c.ourt erre,d in overruling this d·efendant 's 
motion to set aside the verdict of the jury ~nd enter up final 
judgment in bis favor on the ground that the s.aid verdict 
was contrary to the law and the evidence .and without evi-
dence to support it. . 
2. The lower court erred. in giving .Instruction No. 2 at 
the requ~st of the plaintiff on the ground that the:r.e was no 
evidence of speed in excess of 25 miles per h<>ur on the part 
of this d.ef endant. 
3. The low.er couJ.'t erred in giving· Instnrntion .No. 3 at the 
request of the plaintiff -O;n the g;round that the.re was 
9 61 *no evidence that this defendant attempted to make a 
right. turn into Randolph Street. 
4. The lower court en·.ed in giving Instruction No. 6 .at 
the request of the plaintiff on the ground that it left the 
ouestion of negligence to the jury in too gener.al terms. 
5. The lower court erred in giving Instnwt1on No. 8 at · 
the request of the plaintiff on the ground that it was repeti-
tious on both the question of negligence and the question of 
damage.s. 
6. The Iower court erred in giving Instruction No .. E at 
the request of the defendants, J.ones .& D.avis, Tu1corporated, 
.and Willie Edwards, on the ;ground th.at therie was no ,evi-
Qence that this defendant pulled bis car to the left or .center 
of Cary Street and that, acco.rcling· to the law, Wjllie Ed-
wards was not justified in passi:qg on the ;right on the as-
sumption of a left turn .on the p.a;rt of this def~nda.ut in :the 
absence of a hand sig·nai for a left turn by :this .defendant 
made according to the statute. 
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7. The lower court erred in giving Instruction No. G at 
the request of the defendants, Jones & Davis, Incorporated, 
and Willie Edwards, on the ground that there was no evi-
dence that this defendant made a right turn after pulling to, 
the left. and· that it was repetitious of Instrn.ction No. E.. 
8. The lower court erred in g·iving Instruction No. J 
10-* *at· the request of the defendants, Jones & Davis, In-
corporated, and Willie Edwards, on the ground that. 
· there was no evidence of a violation by this def ~ndant of any 
of the statutes therein set forth. 
9 .. The lower court erred in overruling· this defendant's 
motion for a new trial on the ground of pre-judicial error 
committed in the giving over the objection of this defendant 
of the instruotions ref erred to in Assignments of E1-ro1· Nos .. 
2 to 8., inclusive. 
THE LEGAL QUESTIONS PRESENT]i]D. 
1. Is the judgment in favor of the plaintiff, as against this 
defendant, contrttry to the law and the evidence and without 
evidence to support it 1 . 
2. Is it reversible err.or to give a finding· instruction which 
is completely unsupported by the evidence 1 
3. Should the question of negligence be le.ft to the jury in 
g·eneral termsf · 
~ 4. May the driver of a following motor vehicle overtake 
another and pass it on its right at an intersection in the he-
lief that the driver of the. forward vehicle is about to make 
a left turn when no signal for a left tum has been made by 
t~e latter according to the statute? 
•ARGUMENT. 
A. No Negligence Efficiently Contributing to Cause the Pla-in-
tiff's lnju.ries was Shown 011, the Pat·t of the 
Def endan-t, Gary. · 
The plaintiff's case against this defendant must find sup-
port, if any may be found, in the testimony of "Willie Ed-
wards. As has been pointed out in the summarv of" tI1e facts 
in the case, this witness did attempt .to cast at least a part 
of the blame for the accident on this defendant by statina, 
by way of conclusion, that the making of a rigl1t turn by this 
defendant without. a hand signal was the cause of the col-
~ision between ~he. two vehi.cles, ultimately resulting in· in-
Jury to the plaintiff. In tlns manner .he sought to explain 
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\ the uncontradicted fact that his truck struck the Gary car 
a ofancing blow on the side of its right front fender. All of 
th~ othe~· testimonv in the case on this point explained the· 
collision between the two vehicles in accordance with the 
theory of this defendant, namely, . that Willie Edwards un-
lawfully attempted to pass on the right and veered into the 
Gary car while1 the latter was proceeding straight ahead. 
Either of these theories, it is ,believed, properly might be re-
garded as consistent with the established fact as to the actual 
striking of the Gary car by truck driven by Willie Edwards. 
It is this defenda.nt 's contention, however, that neither Wil-
lie Edwards' conclusion, nor the reasons which he gave 
12* for arriving at it, viewed as a whole *and in the lig·ht 
of the other testimony in the case, justified a submission 
of that witness' theory to the jury or will now support a judg-
mment against this defendant resting thereon. 
1. Willie Edwards' Conclusion as Evidence. 
The rule that the opinion or conclusion of a witness as to 
the fact in isstte does not constitute evidence of that fact so 
as to make a judgment based upon its existence a judgment 
supported by the evidence is recog·nized in the well known 
case of PenlflSylvania, R. Go. v. Chamberlain, 288 U. S. 339; 
:340, 77 L. Ed. 832, where the court said as follows: 
"That Bainbridge concluded from what l1e himself ob-
served that the crash was due to a collision between the two 
strings of cars in question is sufficiently indicated by· his 
statements. But this, of course, proves nothing, since it is 
not allowable for a witness to resolve the doubt as to which 
of two equally ju:stifiable inferences shall be adopted by 
drawing a conclusion, which, if accepted, will result in a 
purely gratuitous award in favor of-the party who has failed 
to sus~a:in the burden of proof cast upon him by the law." 
The ·rule that a witness may not assign his opinion or con-
clusion as to the cause of an accident and that a judgment 
resting exclusively thereon cannot be regarded as supported 
by the evidence is clearly recognized in this Commonwealth. 
Roam,oke vl Shull, 97 Va. 419, 422, 34 S. E. 34; Dav-is v. 800-
der, 134 Va. 356, 361, 362, 114 S. E. 605; Norfolk Sou. R. Go. 
v. Banks, 141 Va. 715, 722, 126, S. E. 662; Va. I. C. ~ *C. 
13* Co. v. Dickenson, 143 Va. 250, 262, 129 S. E. 228; O. d!; 
0. Ry. Co. v. Palm.er, 149 Va. 560, 582, 140 S. E. 831; 
Ball v. W'liitten,, 155 Va. 40, 44, 154 S. E. 547. 
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2. The Lack of Evidence to 8i1,pport Willie Edwa.rds' Con- ' 
clu.sion. 
The reason for 'the rule that opm1on evidence touching 
upon a fact, the existence or non-existence of which it is the 
duty of the <!Ourt or jury to find from the evide11-ce, is inad-
missible, and, if admitted, must be regarded as no evidnece 
-Ja 0l[l Ol ',v.1,d·ns '.,HJUJ,1'Dd 0A 0 0D •fly_ "0 rJ} "Q U! pa+OU S! UB lB 
feet that opinion not based upon accurate information is 
usually found to be worthless. On this same point, this Hon-
orable Court in Vir,qinia.n Ry. Co., 118 Va. 482, 489, 87 S. E. 
577, Writ· of Error Dismissed, 248 U. S. 272, 39 S. Ct. 101, 
63 L. Ed .. 236, said: _ . 
''We shall not extend this opinion by entering upon a de-
tailed analysis of the evidence of expert witnesses for the 
plaintiff. The trial· court allowed great latitude in their ex-
amiuation, and numerous theories we1:e advanced as to what 
possibly might have· caused the accident. However, it is 
enough to say that a painstaking examination of this evidence 
shows that the opinion of ~he witnesses were neither founded 
.upon facts within their own knowledge or established by 
other evidence in the case. Hence, their conclusions were 
m~tters of spec-u.lation, and possessed np evidential value. 
Such statemf3nts violate the fund~mental principle ( so often 
accentuated in .the' opinions of the court) that an inference 
cannot be drawn from a presumption. A verdict resting 
upon such fou11dation is not th~ fruit of evidence, but of con-
jecture, and cannot be upheld.'' 
14* *In a npte found in 156 A. L. R. 382, dealing· with 
opinions of witnesses as to the speed, demonstrates, it 
is believed, that the weig·ht of opipion evidence, when admis-
sible at ·an, varies with the witnesses' opportunity for obser-
vation and is not aq.missible at all if the opportunity for ob-
servation by the witness was very poor. · 
In Rogers on Exp~rt Testimony, 3rd Ed., p. 758, the author 
used the following language: 
'' • * * the weight of such testimony ( expert or opinion) 
must b~ .determined by the character, capacity, skill and ·op-
portiinities for observation and apparent state of mind of 
the experts themselves ~s seen and he& rd by the triers of 
fact, apd by the. ~ature of the case and its. de·veloped facts." 
( Ita1ics supplied.) 
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In the light of the foregoing authoriti13s, this defendant 
:submits that not only must Willie Edwards' conch~sion or 
\Qpinion be laid .out of the case, as constituting in reality no 
-.evidence .at all, but that the other testimo~y given by him 
falls short of leg·al proof adequate to support the judgment 
.against this defendant. · 
A case very much like the instant one in prin_ciple, it is 
believed, is that of Dickers011, v .. I.io11,g Island R R. Co., 266 
App. Div. 852, 42 N. Y. Supp. (2d) 335, 336, appeal <Janied, 
.291 N. Y. 828, 52 N. E. (2d) 119. in t4at case, which turned 
upon the question as to whether or n()t t:qe defend~n.t 
15* had *furnished adequate lighting facilities, it was sought 
to contend that a recov~ry w~s proper upon the grpund 
·that the plaintiff himself 4fld testified that the plac~ w~re 
the accident happened was "very dark". :ijpwever, the 
ceourt, in holding· that this opinion or conclusion on the part 
of the plaintiff would not support a recoyery, s~id: 
"Plaintiff's own testimony was that the stairway was 
'very qark' but be, too; gave evid~ntiary qet~il t:J:iat estab-
lished that his opinion or conclusion was witho11t support." 
So here this defendant confends that when the admission 
on the part of Willie Edwards to the effect th~t he had no 
real opportunity to obserye tp.e ·movements of the Gary car 
be considered, his further statements regarding those move-
ments cannot be reg·arded as constitutjng mQre than specula-
tion or c«:>njecture. In other words, this d~fendant submits 
that for the jury to have inferrecl the existence of ~egligence 
on the p~rt of this defendant from th~ testimony of Willie 
Edwards violated the rule that an inference cannot be based 
upon a presumption. 
In Starkie on Eviqence, 9th Amer., from 4th London Ed., 
p. 754, the text is as follows : 
"From this &hort view of the subject, it appears to be es-
!$ential to circumstantial proof, first, that the circumstooces 
from which the conclusion is drawn be fu.lly *establi,shed. 
16*' If the basis be unsound, the ,superstructure cannot be 
$ecure. The party upon whom the burthe~ of proof 
rests is bound to prove every single circumstance which is 
.essential to the conclusion, in the manner and to the same 
extent as if the whole issue rested upon proof of each indi-
vidual and essential circumstance * * ti: • '' 
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In A<I'ams Ea;press Co .. v . .Allendale,: 1.16 Va. 1, 9i 81 S. E. 
42, it was said : 
"The established rnle that the- existence of negligence can 
not be left-: entirely to conjecture, and the tentative conclu-
sions o'f juries based upon no sure grounds of inference can-
not be upheld, does not conflict with the rule that a verdict 
of a jury on a question of negligence ought not to be dis-
turbed where the evidence is such that reasonable men may 
fairly differ as to whether or not. there was such neg·ligence .. 
Baugher v. Harman, 110 Va. 316, 66 S. E. 86.n: 
· To the same effect is Davis v. Rodgers, 139 Va. 618, 623,. 
124 S. E. 408, where this Honorable Cou:rt used the follow-
ing language : 
'' The fact that tl1e· jury had a right to consider all the cir~ 
cumstances in the case is stressed. This is entirely true,. but 
the circumstances which it may consider must be of eviden-
tial value~ Under the guise of considering- cii:·cumstances it 
is. not left free· to roam at wilL The verdict must rest on 
facts proven, fair inferences. therefrom or circumstances 
having a tendency to establish the necessary facts. Where 
affirmative relief is asked it must affirmatively appear that 
the verdict rests at least on some one of these foundations.,, 
17* *The principles which this defendant submits should 
be applied to this case were applied by this Honorable 
Court in Mea,r,le v. Saunders, 151 Va. 636, 144 S. E. 711, where, 
in affirming the action of the Circuit Court of the City of Rich-
mond in setting aside a verdict for the plaintiff and entering 
up final judgment for the defendant, it was pointed out that, 
although the plaintiff testified that he was struck by the front 
of the defendant's car, taking l1is evidence as a whole,. it was 
clear that he was not looking and did not know what part of 
the automobile struck him., especially where another witness 
who had a good opportunity to observe testified that the plain-
tiff walked into the rear of the defendant's car .. 
In Johnson v. R. F. & P.R. R. Co., 160 Va. 766, 776, 777, 
169 S. E. 603, the action of the judge of the Circuit Court of 
Hanover County in setting aside a verdiet for the plaintiff 
and entering final judgment for the defendant _was approved. 
There one of the grounds of negligence relied upon to support 
the verdict was that of speed on the part of the train. On this 
point a Mr. 1\fo,roney, a passeng·er on the train "testified that 
in bis judgm_ent * * * the speed of the train, at the time of the 
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·collision, was between forty and forty-five miles an hour; that 
he based this estimate on the suddenness of the stop which 
· caused him to be thrown forward against the seat in 
18* front of him.'' Re was 8 reading a paper at the time of 
the accident. In commenting· upon the value of this 
evidence, Justice Browning, in delivering the opinion of the 
Court, said : 
'' Opposed to this mere estimate of a preoccupied and in~ 
attentive witness is the positive testimony of the defendant's 
engineer that the speed of his train was between eighteen and 
twenty miles an hour and that of the fireman, who was, at the 
time, seated on the ]eft seat box of the engine, that in his 
estimation the train was running from :fifteen to eighteen miles 
an hour. · 
"The defendant's counsel aptly characterized the evidence 
of Moroney as being 'an inference based upon a presumption.' 
In the case of C. cl; O. Ry. Co. v. Heath, 103 Va. 64, 48 S. E. 
508, it was said: '.An inference cannot be drawn from a pre-
sumption, but must be founded upon some fact legally estab-
lished * * *. When liability depends upon carelessness o·r 
fault of a person, or his agents, the rig-ht of recovery depends 
upon the same being shown by competent evidence, and it is 
incumbent upon such a plaintiff to furnish evidence to show 
how and why the accident occurred-some fact or facts by 
which it can be determined by the jury and not be left en-
tirely to conjecture, guess or random judgment, upon mere 
supposition without a single known fact.' 
'' As the scintilla doctrine does not now obtain in Virginia 
the unsupported estimate of the witness, Moroney, as to the 
. matter of speed, viewed in the light of the attendant circum-
stances, falls far short of the dignity of proof.'' 
In 1'Vade v. C. c(l; 0. Ry. Co., 169 Va. 448, 457, 193 S. E. 491, 
the right of recovery contended for was that the defendant's 
fireman saw the plaintiff's decedent walking upon the 
19* tracks in * an intoxicated condition and had a last clenr 
chance to avoid him. In support of this contention the 
plaintiff introduced evidence that her decedent was seen in-
toxicated and staggering some time before the accident in a 
different place. Both the fireman and engineer of tl1e defend-
ant testified that ·wade was not staggering when seen by them. 
Holding that under the circumstances it was not permissible 
for the jury to infer continued intoxication evidenced by stag-
gering, since to do so would permit it to base a verdict on 
mere conjecture, this Honorable Court said, in the language 
of the recent Chief Justice : , 
,;,,. 
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''The rule. is settled that a jury cannot base an inference 
upon a presumption; that an inference cannot be founded 
upon a presumption, but must be founded upon some fact 
legally established.'' 
. Returnin~ t? t~e f~cts in the instant case, ·wmie Edwards, 
hke the plamtrff m Dickerson v. Long Island R. R. Co,, supra, 
and like the witness in Johnson v. Richmond F. cf; P. R. R. 
Co., supra, gave testim.o:qy which demonstrated that his state-
ments as to the movement of the Gary car possessed no 
fot1ndation in fact, being notp.ing more than surmise and con-
jecture on his part Under the rule stated it was not permis-
sible for the jury to take these statements of "Willie Edwards 
and from them infer neg·ligence on the part of this defendant 
since to do so would be to allow them to base an infer-
20* ence upon a presumption *or conjecture. ·wmie Ed-
wards, it will be recalledi.. testified that he suddenly came 
up behind the Gary car and nrst noticed it a distance of 30 
feet, or three car lengths, ahead of him. He said that he 
would have struck the· rear of that cnr· had he not turned in 
<me direction or the other and, deducing in his own mind that 
the Gary car was about to make a turn to the left, he at-
tempted to pass on the right. .A.lso like the plaintiff in Meade 
v. Saunders, su-vra, "\Villie Edwards, in trutli, has demon-
strated by his own evidence he did not know how the accident 
occui·red, He said in one place that he was turning to the 
right into Randolph Street to avoid 11itting· the Gary car 
whereas the uncoutradicted proof in the case is that the col-
lision occurred some 20 feet before the intersection was 
reached and the Gary car was actmdly found l1eaded straight 
ahead about 8 feet from the North curbing- of Cary Street at 
a point not quite to .the intersection. It will also he recalled 
that this witness., immediately after the accident~ did not con-
tend that this defendant had started to make a right turn but 
nssigned as the principal cause of the accident the inadequacy 
of the brakes on his vehicle. Every other fact and circum-
stance in the case contradicts Willie Edwards' version of the 
cause of the accident given at the trial. To enter a judgment 
resting solely upon that version, demonstrably unfounded 
in fact, would be, it is submitted, to i;;train the credulity of the 
Con-rt. The onlv reasonable inference from all of the 
21 * evidence in the case, *it is believed, is that "\Villie Ed-
wards suddenly realized that he was close upon the Gary 
f'ar and attempted, without success, to squePze by on bis right. 
Under hi$ 0"7'n testimony., ainc.~ he saw no hand signal, he had 
110 right to pass on the right. This defen,(lant, by the same 
token, had a right to assume that no vehicle would attempt 
I 
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to pass him on his rig-ht. Thi~ act on the part of ·wnlie ·Ed-
wards., it is submitted., was the sole proximate cause of the 
plaintiff's injuries. 
No case has been found which is regarded as being exactly 
like the instant case, both as to the facts and the law appli .. 
.cabl. e th. er.eto. Quite similar as to the facts, however~ is the 
.case of Cottone v. Jones (La. App.), 7 So. (2d) 401. J.n that 
case, the overtaking- driver beli~v.ed. in his own mind from the 
,direction of travel of the vehicle ahead of him that the latter 
was about to make a turn to · the left. Pursuant to thi!) sup-
position, he attempted to pass on the right, sideswiping the 
other vehicle and causb:1g his own car to veer off to the right, 
striking a child on the sidewalk. On appeal, the court held in 
that ~ase that the negligence of the vehicle unlawfullv attempt-
ing· to pass on the right was the sole proximate ca1.tse of the 
plaintiff's injuries. 
In this jurisdictio1i it has been recognized that the forw~rd 
vehicle possesses the superior right a:p.d need ~ot &nticipate 
violations of the law of the road on the part of vehicles. com-
ing up from the rear. Neal v. Spencer, 181 Va .. 668, 
.22* $675, 676., 26 Si E. (2d) 70. In this connection it will be · 
recalled that there wns no evidence putting the Gary car 
in any place other than in his own right half of the street. 
The rule of decision fo s11ch cases as this is given by .Brown-
ing, J., in the opinion of the Court in Perry v. Dixie Guano 
Company, 175 Va. 426, 429, 9 S. E. (2d) 302, in the following 
language: 
''This court has said, not infrequently, that it is as obliga-
1:orv upon it to set aside ai1d reverse a verdict and judgµi~nt, 
based upon inadequate and hw:oncli1sive evidence, as· it is to 
uphold and affirm such verdict and judgm(:lnt which is in ac-
cord with the evidence. This it cannot hesitate to do when, 
in its judgment., it attains the ends of justice and right." 
In this connection attention is also invited to other state-
ments of .the rule found in American Le.(lion v. Wni. Byrd 
Press, 168 Va. 1, per Browning, J., at page 3, l.90 S. E. 140; 
Boswell v. Lipscomb, 172 Va. 33, per Browning, J., at page 
41, 200 S. E. 756; and Orndorff v. Howell, 181 Va. 3.83, per 
Hudgins., J., at page 388, 25 S. E. (2d) 327. 
Pursuant to this rule, this defendant submits that tl1e judg-
ment complained of is, as to him, plainly wrong and without 
evidence to support it. · 
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B. The Case for a New Trial .. 
· If this'·I:Ionorable Court should conclude that this defend-
ant is not entitled to :final judgment, as discussed above, 
23•· *then it is submitted that he should be granted a new 
trial because of the errors committed to his prejudice in 
the·. granting of instructions. All of the instructions permit-
ting a :finding of negligence on the part of this defendant were: 
objected to on the ground that there was no evidence to sup-
port them, however, since the test as to whether or not there-
is sufficient evidence to justify an instruction on a particular 
theory of a case is whether or not a judgment in accordance-
with the instruction would have to he set aside for lack of 
evidence to support it (Shiflett's .Adm'x. v. V. R. & P. Co.,. 
136 Va .. 72, per Burks, ~T., at page 78, 116 S. E. 500 )., it is be-
lieved that it would be repetitious of the discussion of this 
def end ant's right to final judgment to argue this ground of 
objection in d.etail and no attempt wi11 be made- except as to 
the instruction dealing with the element of speed. The ob-
jection to various instructions on the ground of repetition 
also will not be discussed in detail since· this objection is re-
garded as self-evident. 
1. Submission, of the Theory of Speed Ml the Paf't of This 
Defendant. 
By its Instruction No. 2, tI1e Court instructed the jury tbat 
if they '' should find from the evidence that either of the de-
fendants were operating their respective vehicles in excess of 
said speed limits" (25 miles per hour), and that such violation 
of the law was a proximate cause of the injury to the plain-
tiff,. their verdict s11ould be "against either or all of the said· 
defendants guilty of sueh violation." 
24* *Nowhere in the record is there anv evidence of ex-
cessive speed on the part of this defendant. It is as-
sumed that this fact will be conceded, since "Willie Edwards 
said that the Gary car was ''stopped'' or '' slowed up'' and 
Gary put his speed ilt 20 miles per hour. 
Under the circumstances, this Honorable Court will not 
undertake to say whether tl1e jury found its verdict ag·ainst 
this defendant on this ·one of the plaintiff's theories of the 
case or upon one of 11is other theories; for the. rule of law 
in snch cases is that if any one of a party litigants several 
theories be improperly submitted to the jury, the verdict can-
not stand. In Norfolk & Western Ry. Co. v. ]face, 151 Va. 458~ 
per Holt, J., at p. 464, 145 S. E. 362, it was saicl: 
' . 
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"There were, as we have seen, two theories relied upon 
l)y the plaintiff for recovery. If the jul'y was improperly in':" 
structed as to either of them, such error would be prejudicial, 
for the court could not say upon which theory the verdict 
stood.'' 
In C . .& 0. Ry. Co. v. Crum, 140 Va. 333, 339, 12-5 S. E. 301~ 
it was said: 
''If this contention (that there was no evidence to support 
an instruction) be sotind, it was palpable error to give the 
instruction, as in instruction without evidence to support it 
simply tends to mislead tne jury." 
The case of Va. Elec. & P. Co. v. Courtney, 182 Va. 175, 
27 S. E. (2d) 917, is regarded as directly in point here. 
25* *There several grounds of negligence on the part of the 
motorman in charge of the car which struck the plain-
tiff were relied upon. Each of tliese theories, as a basis for 
recovery, was submitted to the jury. One of these theories 
was that the street car involved approached within ten yards 
of a standing car without slowing down or sounding its gong 
as required by an ordinance. The evidence in the case, ]10w-
ever, was to the effect that the second car was not standing, 
but was, on the other hand, in motion. In reversing the judg-
ment of the lower court, solely upon the @:round that reversible 
error had been committed in giving this instruction, it was 
pointed out that an instruction not based upon evidence per-
mits '' the jury to g1.1ess or speculate.'' . 
So here, even should it be determined that this defendant 
be in error in regard to all of the other points relied upon 
by him, bis right to a new trial upon the ground of misdirec-
tion of the jury on the theory of speed would seem to be en-
tirely clear. 
2. Sub1nission of The.0 1ry of N elJligence in General Terms. 
Instruction No. 6 told the jury that there existed a duty 
to keep a vehicle "under proper control" and "not be reck-
less or careless in" its operation and that a failure to observe . 
that duty would entitle- the plaintiff to a ve·rdict. In sup-
port of his objection to this instruction on tl1e ground 
26* that it *left the question of neg·ligence to the jury in 
general terms this defendant cited to the trial court the 
case of C • .& 0. RJJ.. Co. v. Me.yer, 150 Va. 656, 667, 668, 143 
S. E. 478. The rule is given in that case to the effect that it 
is reversible error to instruct the jury that if thev find tl1e 
.. .. 
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negligence charged by the plaintiff they will find in his favor, 
if the declaration is not very brief and in simple terms. Here 
the fault of Instruction No. 6 was even greater.~ for it turned 
the jury loose to use their own ideas as to what constituted 
and what did not constitute negligence, thereby violating the· 
familiar rule that an instruction should be based upon the 
facts in evidence, as the jury might resolve the conflict there-
in, and state the law applicable thereto. 
This error, it is submitted, should in itself entitle this de-
fendant to a new trial. 
3. Siibmissfon of TheMy That Will,ie Edwards Might Law-
fully Pass on Right. . 
Instruction No. E told the jury that if they believed that 
this defendant "pulled his automobile to the left or center of 
said Cary Street without signal'', then '' vVillie Edwards was 
justified in assuming that the Gary car was not intending to 
·make a right-ha.ncl turn'', theteby giYing the jury to under-
stand that it was, if they found the circumstances as related, 
perfectly proper for Willie Edwards to ·be in the act. of 
27* passing *the Gary car on its right as. the two vehicles 
approached the int~rsection. This instruction was ob-
jected to, in addition to the ground that there was no evidence 
to support it or upon which to base it, for the reason that. un-
·der the law Willie Edwards could not nssumc that the Gary 
car was about to make either a right or left-pand turn in the 
absence of having seen a hand signal made according to the 
· statute. 
The statutory law in this regaru would seem to he entirely 
clear. Section 2154 (116) of the Code provides as follows: 
'' Over·Taking a Vehicle.--
" (a) The driver of any vehicle ovrr-taking another vehicle 
proceeding in the same direction shall pass at lenst 2 feet to 
the left thereof, and shall not again drive to the right side of 
the highway until safely clear of said over-taken vehicle., ex-
cept as hereinafter provided.'' · 
• • 
'' (c) The driver of a vehicle may overtake and pass upon 
the right of another vehicle which is making or abo'Qt to make 
a left turn and the driver of which has given n signal as re-
quired in Section 2154 (122)." 
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Insofar as applicable, Section 2154 (122) is as follows: 
'' ( c) For a left turn., or to pull to the left, the arm should 
be extended in a horizontal position straight from and level 
with the shoulder .. '' 
'' (d) For a right turn, or to pl.lll to the right, the arm 
28* should be extended f"'upward.'' 
'' ( f) Such signals should be given continuously for a dis-
tance of at least 50 feet before slowing down, stopping, turn- · 
ing·, partly turning, or immediately altering the course of the 
vehicle..'' 
According to the mandate of the statute, therefore, one 
must always pass upon the left of the overtaken vehicle un-
less he has seen a signal given by ·arm or signal device con-
tinually for a distance of at least 50 feet before the execution 
of the intended movement. The1·efore, for the jury to be 
given to understand that Willie Edwards was justified in 
passing on the right when the law says . ~hat under the cir-
cumstances he could not pass on the rig·ht certainly consti-
tuted error. 
It is true that the court gave Instruction No. T at the re-
quest of this defendant., embodying a correct statement of the 
law, but positive error in one instruction· cannot he cured 
by a correct statement of the law in another instruction. On 
this point, the following language was m~ed in the case of 
Norfolk Railway Co. v. Higgins, 108 Va. 324, 332, 61 S. E. 
766: · 
"The contention of counsel for the plaintiff, that though 
there be errors in the im,tructions we have discussed, the 
errors were cured by other instructions given, and the defend-
nnt was not prejudiced, is without merit. All error is pre-
sumed to be prejudicial, and where there are conflicting or 
inconsistent instructions g·iven in a case, the verdict of the 
jury has to be set aside and a new trial awarded, as the court 
cannot say whether the jury were guided by the correct 
29* or incorrect instructions; and *this rule is too well estab-
lished to require a citation of the authorities support-
ing it.'' 
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CONCLUSION. 
FQr the foreg·oi:ng l'easons., your petitioru?r, herein above 
1·eferred to as the defendant Gary, respectfully submits that 
the Hustings Court of the City of Richmond, Part II,. erred 
as above set forth. ·wherefore your petitioner earnestly con-
tends that the said judgment of the trial court named should 
be reviewed and .reversed and final judgment entered in this 
Honorable Court for your petitioner or the. case sent back 
below for a new trial as to this defendant, as this Honorable 
Court may be advised.. . 
Your petitioner desires to rely upon this. Petition as his. 
opening brief and will file the same in the Clerk's Office of 
the Supreme Court of Appeals at Richmond, Virginia, and 
requests that his counsel may be permitted to state orally the-
reasons for reviewing and reversing the decisions and actions: 
of the lower court hereinbefore complained of. 
Your petitioner avers that on the 19th day of October, 1946t 
a copy of this Petition was mailed to Israel Steingold, Esq., 
of counsel for the respondent to this Petition, at his office 
in the Mutual Building·, Richmond, Virginia, and that an-
other copy o~ this Petition was mailed to Alexander 
30* *H. Sands, Esq., of counsel for the defendants, Jones & 
Davis, Incorporated, and ·wmie Edwards, at his office-
in the American Building, Richmond, Virginia. 
Your petitioner having e;xecuted a suspending bond in ac-
cordance with the provisions of Section 6338, as amended, 
conditioned as required for a supersecleas bond, according to 
Section 6351., as amended, both of the Code of Virginia, in the 
penal sum of Four Thousand and Five Hundred Dollars 
($4,500.00), it is respectfully requesteil that if the writ of 
e·rror and su,persedeas herein prayed for be awarded, your 
petitioner not he required to execute a further s11persedeas 
bond. 
Rspectfully submitted, 
ROLAND RUDOLPH GA.RY, 
By tTOHN G. :MAY, ,JR., 
Of Counsel for Petitioner . 
• JOHN G. :M:AY, JR., 
ROBERT LEWIS YOUNG1 
Counsel for Petitioner, 
Mutual Building, 
Richmond, Virginia. 
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I~ John G. May, Jr., an attorney practicing in the Supreme 
Court of Appeals in Virginia, do certify that in my opinio~ 
there is error in the judgment complained of in t11e fore-
going Petition alid that the said judgment should be 
31 * *reviewed and reversed. 
Received October 19, 1946. 
JOHN G. MAY, ,JR., 
~fotual Building, 
Richmond, . Virginia. 
M. B. ·wATTS, Clerk. 
Nov. 27, 1946. ·writ of error and supersedeas awarded by 




Pleas before the Honorable Willis C. Pulliam, Judge of 
the Hustings Court of the City of Richmond, Part II, held 
for the said City at the Courtroom thereof at its Court-
house at Tenth and Hull Streets, in the City of Richmond, 
on the 27th day of July, 1946. 
Be It Remembered, that heretofore, to-wit: In the Clerk's 
Office of the said Hustings Court of the City of Richmond, 
Part II, the 2nd day of January, 1946: . Came Clarence 
Artist, by counsel, and filed his Notice of Motion for J udg~ 
ment against Jones & Davis, Incorporated, Willie Edwards 
and Roland Rudolph Gary, which Notice of Motion is in the 
words and figures following, to-wit: 
Virginia: 
In the Hustings ·court of the City of Richmond, Part Two. 
Clarence Artist, Plaintiff, 
v. 
Jones & Davis, Incorporated, Willie Edwards and Roland 
Rudolph Gary, Defendants. 
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NOTICE OF MOTION FOR JUDGMENT. 
To: 
Jones & Davis, Incorporated, 
·wmie Edwards 
Roland Rudolph Gary 
TAKE NOTICE, That on the 22nd day of January, 1946, 
at 10 :00 o'clock, A. M., or as soon thereafter as the under-
ei o·ned can be beard, the undersig;ned, by counsel, will move 
th~ Hustings Court of the City of Richmond, Part Two, in 
its courtroom at 10th and Hull Streets, Richmond, Virginia, 
for a judgment and award of exBcution against you 
page 1-b ~ and each of you, jointly and severally, for the sum 
of Twenty-five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00), to-
• gether with the costs of this proceeding, which amount is due 
by you to the undersigned, for this- to-wit: 
That heretofore, to-wit, on the 21st day ·of July, 1945, at 
or about 5 :30 o'clock, P. M., you, the said Jones & Davis, 
Incorporated, were the owner and operator of a motor truck, 
which was then and there being operated by your agent, 
servant and employee, Willie Edwards, on an over the public 
streets of the City of Richmond, Virginia, at or about the 
intersection of Randolph and Cary Streets il\ said City; 
That heretofore, to-wit, on the 21st day of July, 1945, at 
or about 5 :30 o'clock, P. M., you, the said Roland Rudolph 
Gary, were the owner and operator of a certain automobile 
which was then and there being operated by you on and over 
the public streets of the City of Richmond, Virginia, at or 
a bout the intersection of Randolph and Cary Streets in said 
City; 
That in the operation of said motor vehicles it became and 
was your duty, and the duty of each of you, to operate your 
respective vehicles in a careful and prudent manner; and at 
a speed and in such manner as not to endanger the life, limb 
or property of any person; that notwithstanding your said 
duty you did recklessly, carelessly and negligently, jointly, 
severally, individually and concurrently run and operate your 
respectiv~ motor vehicles at the aforesaid time and place; 
that as the direct and proximate result of your said care-
lessness, recklessness and negligence in the ope_ra tion of your 
respective motor vehicles, both individually and concurrently, 
the said plaintiff was p~infully, seriously, severely 
page 1-c ~ and permanently injured in and about his head, 
borly, hip, legs, thighs, ankles, knees, suffering 
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many and various bruises, -contusions, fractures, di~l<;>cations 
.and sprains; and was forced to expend great sums of money 
in an effort to be healed and cured of said inju1·ies, lost many 
.months from his usual employment with the consequent loss 
-0f earnings, suffered gTeat pain and mental anguish a~ the 
result thereof, and will continue to suffer pain and lllental 
.anguish indefinitely because of the permanent injuries in-
flicted by you through your said negligence, recklessness and 
1carelessness, and plaintiff's earning power will be perma-
nently reduced because of said permanent injuries and dis-
ability; -
Plaintiff on the said 21st day of July, 1945, at or abou.t 
5 :30 P. M., having been seated on the steps of a building on 
the sidewalk away from the street at or about the intersec-
iion of said Randolph and Cary Streets when· defendants, by 
their joint and concurrent negligence ran the Jones & Da-
vis, Incorporated, truck up and on the sidewalk and into 
plaintiff, striking and injuring him as aforesaid. 
"WHEREFORE, Plaintiff brings this action by notice of 
motion for judgment for damages in the sum of $25,000.00. 
ISRAEL STEINGOLD arid 
SAMUEL A. STEINGOLD 
Counsel for Plaintiff. 
CLARENCE ART.IST, 
By Counsel 
vag·e 1-d ~ And at another day, to-wit: At a Hustings 
Court of the City of Richmond, Part II, held on 
the 22nd day of January, 1946. 
This day caine the plaintiff, by counsel, and on his motion, 
it is ordered that this case be docketed, and continued. 
· And at another day, to-wit: At a Hustings Court of the 
City of Richmond, Part II, held on the 21st day of February, 
1946. 
This day came the plaintiff, by counsel, and by leave of 
Court, filed his Bill of Particulars. 
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Virginia:: 
In the Hustings Court Off the City of Richmond,. Part Twcr. 
ClaJ?ence Artist, Plaintiff,. 
v. 
Jones & Davis, Incorporated, Willie Edwards and Roland 
Rudolph Ga:ry, Defendants. 
BILL OF PARTICULARS .. 
Now comes plaintiff and as and for his bill of particulars 
in this action says as follows: 
1. Defendants a.re indebted to plaintiff in manner and form 
as alleged in plaintiff's notice of motion for judgment duly 
served on said defendants and filed in this action. 
2. Plaintiff relies on the notice of motion in this action 
filed as to the negligence alleged. 
3. As the direct and proximate result of the joint and con-
current negligence of defendants, plaintiff suffered lacera-
tions and contusions of llis body, face, right hip, right ankle,. 
left thigh,. left knee, f1mctures of the right hip, right ankle,. 
left .thigh, left knee, fracti1res of the ri.qht hip, right ankle~ 
left thi_gh, left knee, shortening of left leg, and per-
page 1-e ~ ma~ent partial disability of left leg and ankle. 
4. By reason of said Injuries and disabilities 
plaintiff was prevented from pursuing his usu a I means of 
livelihood for a peri9d of approximately six months, that his 
average weekly earnings immediately prior to said accident 
were $41.25 per week; that by reason of the partial perma-
nent disability of his right leg his earnings :will proportion-
ately decrease with his age to an extent which plaintiff esti-
mates will result in a loss to him during his normal lifetime 
of $251000; that his estimated hospital bill as of this time 
is $300.00; that his expense in attempting to be healed and 
cured has amounted to $250.00 and will continue to increase 
due to the pain and disability plaintiff continues to suffer 
as the result thereof. 
STEINGOLD & STEINGOLD, 
p. q • 
.And at another day, to-wit: At a Hustings Court of the 
City of Richmond, Part II, held on the 13th day of :M:arch, 
1946. 
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· Upon motion of the defendant, Roland Rudolph Gary, it is 
ordered that the plaintiff file his bill of particulars in this . 
case on or before April 1, 1946, the said part\culars t~ in-
clude: 
(1) The grounds of negligence relied upon; and, 
(2) The actual losses involved. 
And ·at another day, to-wit: At a Hustings Court of the. 
City of Richmond, Part II, held on the 15th day of March, 
1946. 
This day came the plaintiff, by counsel, and by 
page 1-f ~ leave of Court filed herein his Supplementa~ Bill 
of Particulars. 
Virginia: 
In the Hustings Court of the City of Richmond, Part Two. 
Carence Artist, Plaintiff, 
v. 
Jones & Davis, Incorporated, Willie Edwards and Roland 
Rudolph Gary, Defendants. 
SUPPLEMENTAL BILL OF P ARTICULA.RS. 
Now comes plaintiff and as and for his supplemental bill 
of particulars in this action, for addition to the particulars 
set out in the original particulars filed in this action says as 
follows: 
• (1) Defend~nt, Roland R. Gary, was negligent in the op-
eratiol}. of an automobile operated by him on Cary Street, 
in the City of Richmond, Virginia, on the 21st day of July, 
1945, as alleged in the notice of motion for judgment filed in 
this action, in that he did operate his automobile along said 
Cary Street in a reckless, careless and neg·ligent manner, ex-
ceeding the speed limit set by law at the time and place set 
out in said notice of motion; that he attempted to make a 
right-hand turn without signalling his intention as required 
by law; that he negligently and carelessly crowded the motor 
vehicle operated by the defendant, Willi_e Edwards, striking 
the said Edwards automobile, causing the said Edwards to 
lose control of the said automobile; that the said defendant 
Gary failed to maintain a proper lookout in the operation 
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of- his said automobila at th~ time and pl&ce all~ged as the 
result of whfoh he f~iled to ollaerve othar automobiles passing . 
in a line of .traffic to hia right i:Q. thq usual and customary 
manner on said street; that as the direct and Pl.'O~~-
page 1-g ~ mate result of said negligence, coupled with the 
con<m.rrent :n~gligenoe of th~ clef~ndants "\Villie 
Edwards and Jones & Davia., J);1c~, plaintiff sqffered the in-
juries, disabilities and damages set out in said notice of mo-
tion and bill Qf piu·tic.lllar~! 
(2) That deftmdiints Willie Edwards and Jones & D&vis, 
Inc., were negligent at the time and place alleged in thh, ac-
tion in that the automobile owned and operated by Jones & 
Davis, lnc,, tbrough and hy itEt agant, Willie. Edwards, im-
properly attemptecl to ptia$ the automobile operated by de,. 
fendant, Roland Rudolph Gary, OJl Cf\l'Y Street in the city 
of Richmond, at or about the intersection of Randolph Street; 
that he improperly and illegally a.ttempted to pass tl1e ve-
hicle operated by the said Gary on its right; that the said 
Edwards was exQ~eding the legal speed limit u t the tinie of 
the collision of his automobile with that of the said Gary; 
that he was operating a motor vehfole at that time with de-
fective brakes; that he failed to keep a proper lookout as 
requir~d by law for traffic as it was :moving 1.1nder the cir-
cumstances at the time of said cmllision h1 orcle11 to avoid 
endangering- the life and property of others; that be failed 
to give f\UY ~igmil or w&rning tQ s&id G&11y of his attempt 
to pass to the rig·bt of the Gary vehicle; that he failed to keep 
prope:r Qc:mtrol of his vehicla nt the th11e imd place of said 
~ccid~ut a.s req11ired by law; that as a direct ~nd proximate 
n~sult of his 1J1divid11al l\egligence and the said joint and con-
current neg·lig·ence of the said defendants to this action, plain-
tiff was injured, disabled and damag·ed in manner and form 
as set oµt in the pleaqiJlg$ j:n t4i$ f\otion. 
(3) That in additio:p to the ~cfiml mon.etary 
page Lh ~ da:m1,1,ge$ ~et out jn the bill of pl\rticul&ra tiled 
l.:\erein the pl&i:n.ti(T has actmilly lo~t in e~rn.ings 
aa of thi~ tim_e, by r~&~o.n of ijaid 11egligence qf d~f@d&nts, 
the $Um of $l,237 .50 by beuig uua ble to attend · to his u~ual 
emplo.ym.~n,t! 
STElNGOLD & sr:mlNGOLD, 
p. q~ 
And "t &nother d~y, to-.wit :. At a l!\1sth1g$ (Jo1wt of the 
City of Rfolmioucl, fart lI, held o:u the 2nd day of l\foy, 1946. 
j 
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This dav came tlrn plaiutiff, iu person and by counsel, 
.and also crune the defendants, in person and by counsel 
vVl1ereupon, the def ,mdants o.:rally pl~aded not guilty to the 
])hiintiff 's 11otiG~ of motion. 
Thereupon, came a jury, to.-wit: Ro~t. K. Alsop, Robert 
Lishman, E. G, Womack1 Jamaa w. Lewis, :&obe:rt Luca&i W, 
.A~ Long· and W~ N! Be.ve.rley wlio were sworn to we_ll and 
:tru.ly try tht3 issue joined,, iu1d baviu0 • partly hea1;d the evi-
.cfo:nce in this case, wen~ adjourned until 1'1:ay 3.rd, 1~46, at 10 
o 'cloclt A, M. 
And at ~nother day, to-wit; At a Hustings Court of the 
<;Jity of Rkl1lllondt Part II, h~ld 011 the. 3rd day of May, 1946, 
This .day came the plaintiff and defendants, in person and 
by counsel, and the jury sworn in this case on the 2nd day 
-0f Ma,y, 1946, appeared in accorqance with their adjou1'nment 
on yesterday1 e~cept "\V. A. Long, who waa reported as be .. 
ing· · too ill to report. Whereupon, counsel for all parties 
.agreed that the remaining1 juro1·s should Gouatitute the jury 
to determine and decide thi.s case, and th~ s.aid re .. 
page 1-i } maining· Juroi·s constituting the J.·1.1ry, ha. vi.ng £1,1lly 
heard the evidence and ai·guments of counsel we.re 
.sent to their room to consult of a verdict, a.nd after ao:roe 
thue returned into Cou1·t with a verdict in the words and 
fig·ures following, to-wit: "Wei the jury, on the issue joined 
find for the plaintiff &nd asseiss. his dam.ages at ($3,760.00) 
Three thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars. .A.gainat all 
three defend~nts, Jones & Da.vis, Incorporat~d, Willi.e Ed-
wal'ds, and Roland Randolph Gary." 
Whereupon, cou~sel for the d~fendant, Gary, moved the 
Court to set aside the verd.iot and enter final· judgment on 
behalf of said Gary, or in the alternative, award him a new 
trial upon the gro\lnds that the verdict is contra:t-y to the 
Jaw and evidence,. a.ncl that the verdie!t as to defendant Gary 
is without probative evidence to susta.in. it, wbfoh rnotion the 
Court continued. 
There being· no motion in arrest of j11,dg'ment as to the 
other defendants, it is considered by the Coui·t that the plain ... 
tiff do recover of Jones & Davis, Incorporated, and Willie 
Edwards the sum of three Thousand Seven Hundred and 
Fifty dollars ($3,750.00) with interest thereon to ba oom-
put8d at the rate of 6% per &n:n:u.m until paid, and his costs 
by him in his behalf in this action expended. 
And at another day~ to-wit: At a Hustings Cou,rt of the 
16 Supreme Court of ·A ppea:Is of' Virginia 
City of Richmond~ Part II, held the 28th day of June, 1946'. 
This day came the parties by counsel and the defendants: 
Jon.es & Davis, Iilcorporate.i, and Willie Edwards moved the 
Court that so much of the orde1· entered.in this case 
paO'e 1-,j ~ on the 3rd day of May,.1946, as awarded jr..dgrnent 0 
against them solely be set aside pending the ruling 
of the Court npon the motion made as of that day on behalf 
of Roland Rudolph Gary, said motion is granted as the Court 
is of the opinion that the awarding oi such judgment was:. 
inadvertently made before passing upon the motion therr 
pending as to the other defendant. To which action of the 
Court plaintiff; by counsel, exce.pted for the reason that said 
judgment became final on the last day of the April Term, 
1946. 
And at another day, to-wit: At a Hustings Cour.t of- the-
City of" Richmond, Part II, held tne 16th day of' July, 1.946_ 
This day came again the plaintiff and defendants, by coun-
sel, and the Court having beard argument upon the motions 
of the defendant, Rola.nd Rudolph Gary, to set aside the ver-
dict of the jury rendered in this case and enter judgment in 
his favor or, in the alternative, award him a new trial, which 
motions the plaintiff and co-defendants resisted, and now be-
ing- advised of its judgment to be rendered herein, doth over-
rule the said motions; to which action of the Court the de-
fendant, Roland Rudolph Gary, excepted. 
· Therefore, it is considered by the Court that the plaintiff 
recover ag·ainst the defendants Jones & Davis, Inc., "\\Tillie 
Edwards and Roland Rudolph Gary the sum of Thirty-seven 
Hundred Fifty ($3,750.00) Dollars, with interest thereon to 
be computed after the rate of six (6%) per centum per an-
num from the 3rd day pf May, 1946, until paid, and bis costs 
by him about bis suit in this behalf expended; to 
page 1-k ~ which action of the Court the defendants excepted· 
~nd ~o which. acti01~ ·of the court as to a joint judg·: 
ment at this tune against all defendants the plaintiff ex-
cepted. 
Memorandum: U pan the trial of this case the defendants 
by ~ounsel, excepted to sundry opinions of 'the Court give~ 
against them, and on their motion, leave is hereby given them 
or any of them t? file bills or .certificates of exception or a 
properly authenticated or_ certified copy or report of testi-
mony and other incidents of the trial herein at any time 
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";ithin sixty (60) days from this date as prescribed by law. 
And the defendants having indicated an intention to ·apply-
to the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia for a writ of 
error and supersedeas to said judgment, execution is sus-
pended for a period of four ( 4) months· from this date and 
until the appellate court has acted on a petition or petitions 
for a writ of error presented to said court or one of the jus-
tices thereof within four ( 4) months from this date and until 
this Court shall thereafter authorize execution to issue, upon 
condition, however, as to the said defendant, Roland Ru-
dolph Gary, that he or someone for him, and as to the said 
defendants, Jones and Davis, Incorporated, and Willie Ed-
wards, that they or ·-someone for them, shall, within thirty. 
(30) days from this date, enter into bond in the Clerk's Of-
fice of this Court, with surety to be approved by its· Clerk, 
in the penalty of Forty-five Hundred ($4,500.00) Dollars, with 
all the conditions prescribed by Section 6351 of the Code of 
Virg'inia relating· to supersedeas bonds. 
Upon motion of all of the parties, the opinion of the Court 
. herein is hereby made a part of the record in this 
page 1-1 ~ case. 
To which action of the court in failing to enter 
a joint and several judgment, and in extending the time for 
filing bills or certificates of exception or in any wise extend-
ing the time for adding to the record on behalf of the def end-
ants, Jones & Davis, Incorporated, and Willie Edwards, the 
plaintiff excepted on the ground that the verdict was joint 
and several in its nature, and that the judgment against said 
defendants became final on the 11th day of May, 1946, the 
last day of the April T~rm, 1946. 
OPINION OF THE COURr;(\ ~ 
This is a proceeding by Notice of Motion by the Plain ti ff 
against the Defendants for the sum of $25,000.00. 
Tl1is case was tried upon the Notice of Motion, Bill of Par-
ticulars, and the evidence produced before the Court; the 
same being tried on May 2nd and May 3rd, 1946. 
On May 3rd, 1946, the jury brought in the following ver-
dict: 
"We, the jury, on the -issue joined find for the plaintiff 
and access his damages at ($3,750.00) Three thousand seven 
hundred and fifty dollars. ag·ainst all three .defendants, Jones 
28 ~AP¥.e~ Omrrt 9t Appejl~ Qf Vir.giJli.A 
& Davis, J~grppr3t~il, Willta Edw~rds, mid l?ioland :Randolph 
Gary. 
J. ·w. LEWJS, Ji'pr~m1111. 
May .3rd, l9i6. '' 
, Th~ qu.~stion, th~ref pr~, t9 be <le~h.led is wlieth~r or not 
the Motio11 waile by ~ounsel for Gary to s~t aside th~ verdict 
lJ..s to bim s)lould b~ s"Q.stain~d, and n new trial ordered as to 
hini, th~r@ bej}lg no m.otiQn mAd~ to set asi(l~ the Vijrdfot ~s 
tp t}le otbei; two i{ef ~ndaQ.tst 
page 1-m ~ Th~ Oonrt h3s henrcl argqment of counsel on 
· tbit3 l!ofom, EJ.nd th~ Oourt is of th.e opinio11 that 
this m9tion s4ould ])~ ov~rrul~d and that a n~w trial as to 
:Ro}g111-g Rmlolph G~ ry ~ho111d. b~ climierl~ 
0011-nsel ~r~ r~q'Q.e·st~tl to prepni:~ th~ proper order c~r-
rying out the Cori rt 's <;lecisi9:n., 
WlLLlS C. :PULLlAM, Judge. 
APcl ~t ~not}1~r d~y, to~wit; At A Hustin~;s Court of the 
City Qf lllchmpncL :Pa.rt II, he.Id the 27th day of July, 1946. 
On :µwtiop of th~ d~f~n.ili.rnt, R0Ja11d 11,udolph Gary, by 
coµn~~l, ~md aft'3r due writte~i notfo~ to th~ plaintiff and the 
qef endm1ts, J <;>n~$ ::md P.&vi.~. lm,~a tmd \VilUe Edwards, the 
stenogr~phjc trrm~~ript of the t~~tirmmy and other incidents 
of the trial 9f this ~~~e Wfl~ c~rtiJ\13d pui·sunnt to ·Rule i1 of 
the Supreme Court of Appe!}.l~ of Virginia, a11d it i~ ordered 
to be made a part of the record in this case. 
page 1 ~ Virginiil: 
ln tlie !Iustings Co~rt of the Oity of Richmond, ·Pa-rt Two. 
Cl~renc~ Artist 
v. 
Jones & Diwis, Inc., Willie Edwijrcls and RoltJnd Rudolph 
Gary~ 
Transcript of the evidence and other incidents in the trial 
of the above styled case before the Honorable Willis C. Pul-
li.am, Judge of said court, and a jury on M:av 2nd and 3rd, 
1P46. · · 
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Dr. H,. Page .11!auck,. 
. Appeal~ances: .Ste.i11gold & Steingold, Counsel for plain ... 
tiff. A, H. Sands and A. a Sands, Jr., Esqs., Counsel for 
.Jone~ & Davis, Inc., and Willie Edwards. John G. May, 
Esq., Coun~.el for Roland Rudolph Gary.. · 
page 2 } The jury was selected and sworn, the witnesses 
we.re swom a.iid e~cluded from the courtroom, .coun-
sel made opening statements and thereupon the following evi-
~ence was ,.adduced. 
DR. H. PAGE MAUCK, 
a wi tn:ess ca.lled on behalf of the plaintiff, beiug first d1dy 
sworn, testified .as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. L Steingold: 
Q. vVbat is your full name¥ 
A. H,. Page Mauck. 
Q. How long have you practiced medicine in the city of 
· RicbmondY 
A. I graduated in medicine in 1913 and then I was resident 
af Johnston-Willis Hospital for a year,, then left Richmond 
and was away until ].919 wben I came back to start practicing 
in Richmond and have practiced since that time. 
Q. Now you specialize, do you not? 
A. Yes. · 
Q. What is your specialty? 
A. Orthopedic surgery or that branch of medicine and sur-
gery whieh deals with diseases and injuries of the hones and joints. · 
Q. You examined Clarence Artist, the plaintiff bere, I be-
lieve on December 12, 1945, did you noU 
A. I did, sir. 
-page 3} Q. Will you tell His Honor and the jury what you 
found? , · 
A. This man gave a history that he bad been injured when 
he waf; struck by a tnwk and at that time he broke his right 
thigh, injured his right ankle and foot and my examination 
was limited to }lis injuries to those partB. Examination at 
tlmt time sbow~d a well ffoveloped man who gave his age as 
thirty-four, There was a scar two inches by two inches on 
· the innor side of the thigh, This scar was entirely hAaled, 
it was not adherent at all. There was considerable thicken-
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Dr. !L Page Mauck. 
ing of the right thigh a:t the juncture of the upper and middle. 
o:rie-third. Tlie thigh appeared to be straig·bt and good union 
lia-d' .appa:rently taken place. The length of the two legs was 
the- smne. There was no swelling about the- knee, but there 
was some tenderness on pressure over the ligaments of the:-
hee on the inner side. Motions of the knee were. normal.. 
The ankle showed no swelling, but he complained of some-
tende:rness on_pressure over the outer side· of the ankle and 
there was apparently a slight limitation of motions in all di-
rections. X-rays were taken of the thigh and leg and these-
showed that there had been a fracture at the juncture of the 
middle one:-third which had firmly united. The fragment~ 
were a-lightly displaced, but the>re was no true angulation, the 
line of the thigh was very good. X-rays were taken of the 
foot and ankle and showed that he had had a fracture of the 
· smaller bone of the lower leg- about three inches 
page 4 ~ above his ankle joint. ·~ 
It was my opinion that this man. J1ad. suffered a 
fracture of the right thigh as clescribetl at the juncture of the 
middle one-third and a fracture of the sm:.,ll bone of' the lower. 
leg about three· inches above the anJde -and he· had bad an 
injury to the soft tissues about the foot and ankle as well : 
as a laceratfon or' cut of the inner side of the tl1igh which. 
resulted in the- scar he 1iad. 
Q: Did I understand you fo say what limifatfon, if' any" 
there was to the motion of the ankle 1 
A. I said there was slight limitation of the motions of the 
ankle joint. · 
Q. What d9es that mean? 
A. That means he wasn't able to bring his foot up quite as 
high as· the · opposite foot or carry it down quite as far ancT 
that the lateral motions; that is, from side to side, we1·e 
sli~htJy restricted and it was not possible to carrv them out 
quite as far· as- on the opposite side. · 
Q. Did you say anything about wh~ther or not there would. 
be any dfsability in tne· rig·ht Ieg f · 
A. Yes, I said I thought this man had gotten a splendid re-
sult' c~m:sid'erfng the infurfes tllat he Imd,' liuf I tl10ug-ht prob-
aoly ne woul~ hav~ ~ ~lig2:1t or· very small disabiljty in thfa 
leg as a; resuTt of b1 s mJuries. 
Q'. At the tfme you examined him in December 
p,age 5 ~ was Artist in condition to go back to work 1 
.A. He· stated that he had not been able to return. 
to vrork. I saw no reason at that time why he shouldn't go 
back to worir, unless it was a most strenuous type of work and 
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I thinlr he could have done it at that time but I think he would 
have some discomfort after doing very strenuous work. 
Q. Are you familiar with the type of treatment which he 
had? 
A. I am familiar with the type of treatment that he gave 
the history of having; that is, that he had traction on this 
leg. A weight was p,ut on the leg to pull it straight and get 
it in the best ·position we could and then after he had that 
carried out and the bones had stuck, not firmly, but so t;hey 
wouldn't slip out of position he was put in a cast. That is 
the regulation treatment for the type of injury. 
Q. How long would you say he was kept in the position that 
vou described as traction? 
"' A. Well, that is variable. I couldn't say positively how 
long he was kept. In fact, I don't think we got the history 
of how long he was kept except that he was in the hospital 
eleven weeks at the time that history was given. In these 
cases some people throw .out the new bone or so-called callus 
that sticks the bones together faster than others and it is a 
question of the judgment of tbe surgeon in charg·e of when 
they think they can take that weight off without the 
page 6 } bone slipping out of position and they put the plas-
ter cast on and· I don't know exactly how long· he 
was kept in it; I didn't get that history. 
Q. We are laymen here and have a general idea what you 
mean by traction but will you describe what the term is and 
what position the patient has to assume during the entire 
period that his foot is kept up. 
A. The recognized treatment is a weight and pulley trac-
tion. Now this weight is attached to the limb in either one 
of two ways, either by putting a wire or bone through the 
bone of the lower thigh-lower · end of the thigh bone or 
through the upper end of the leg· bone, then with the patient 
flat of his back the leg is usually flexed to about 45 degrees, 
the knee is allowed to be bent and the pull is in the direction 
of the thig·h in that position of' about 45 to 60 degrees in a 
straig·ht line. When the wire or pin js put througl1 the bone 
we speak of it as Rkeletal traction anq when applied by ad-
hesive plaster to the skin it is put directly-the -adhesive 
P.laster is applied to the skin and the traction is put on the 
skin. It is our practice in the Medical College practically all 
of them are treated by the wire or pin through the bone so 
as to have you pull directly against the bone and I expect 
this man had that type of practice. 
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Q. Can the p&tieut move from side to f:lide or in 
page 7 ~ any direction w :W.le hi~ foot is in tractio11 i 
A.. Yes, t4e patieut is able to niove. He can't 
turn to his side, that is can't turn over on his side. We 
allow some of these cases to be propped up, set up to :;ome 
reclining po~ition. They move around pretty freely after 
they get over the :first initial soreness of the break. 1rhey 
clon't want to move at first. We allow them to do it if they 
want to, but after a week or ten days they move their shoul-
der~ and twist fairly well in this type of ·appar&tus, keE·ping 
the pull up at the same time. '!'he 1mee usmilly is allow,~d to 
be free so they keep the motions of the knee ; tliey can bend 
the knee up and down. 
"\Vitpess stood aside. 
DR. BEVERLEY B. OlJARY, 
a witness called ou behalf of the plaintiff, being first duly 
sworn, testified as ~allows: · 
DIB,ECT EXAMINAtION. 
By Mr. I. Steingold: 
Q. What is your full name, Doctor! 
A. Dr. Beverley B. Clary. 
Q. How long have you been practking· medicine f 
A. I graduated from the Medical College of Virginia in 
June, 1939, and worked in the Medical College Hospital nntil 
1942, at which time I got in the .A.rmy until Decem-
page 8 ~ her 1945, whell I began working with Dr. ~-. T. 
Gr~ham and Dr. James T. Tucker~ 
Q. In ·your practice in the offices of Drs. Gr&han1 & Tucker 
were you ca.lled upon to <3xamine Clarence ... t\.rtist? 
A. I was. 
Q. Are you famUiar with the records of Dr. Tucker's office 
in connection with treatment that Artist had f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you have a copy of Dr. Tucker's statement of No-
vember 6, 1945 Y · 
A. Yes, I hav~ a copy of that. 
Q. When did you examine Artist? 
A. On .April 27th. 
Q. Of this year! 
A. Yes, sir. 
• . J 
l 
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Q. Will you tell Bis H011or and the jui;-y what. condition you 
:found y ' . . 
A.. On e~nrination of this man. the findings were rather 
.similar to those related bv Dr, Mauck as of December, He 
.showed a full range of motion in the right hip, normal motion 
of the rig·ht knee, very slight limitation ·of piotion of the right -
.ankle. He had the thickenin °· of the upper thigh at the site 
-0f the crushing of the thigh bone just below the hip. There 
was slight tenderness of the ankle and Clai·ence Artist com-
plained of som~ p&in in the ankle which was more 
page 9 ~ severe when walking or attempting to :run. The left 
· leg gave no trouble. He had had a sprain of the 
left knee and a cut on the 1·ight thigh iu addition to the other 
injury and a fracture of the thigh bone and a fracture of the 
small bone of th~ leg. 
At the time of this examination on April 27th I thought 
that he had healed quite well and that he would possibly have 
some slight permanent loss of use of that e:dremity, say five 
to ten per cent less than the normal use of the leg. 
Q. Doctor, from the hi$tory in your office it appears there 
wa.s a comminuted fracture of tht1 foft hip with marked dis-
placement of the fragments and shortening of about one i~1ch 
of the left leg. What is meant by that? 
A. That means the bone is $mashed rather · than being 
broken cleanlv in two as a stick would break. The bone was 
·crushed and broken into numerous small particles and that 
was the appearance of the bone at the time of the injury. 
After the traction was applied to the leg and the muscleE;, 
of the leg were pulled the shortening of the leg was overcome. 
The shortening· was clue to the crushing· of the bone and the 
tendency of the muscles to pull the two endB of the bone to-
gether. This tendency was overcome by the nse of traction 
which Dr. Mauck explained and the full Ieng-th of the bone 
was re~;ained. A comminuted fracture is one in 
})age 10 } which there are many small pieces rather than a 
shnple break into two segments. Q. From your exam.ination are you in a position to Rtate 
_whether or not there is any permanent disability of either 
foot, leg or ankle 1 
A. I would say that there is prqbably from five to ten per 
cent permanent loss .of use of the right leg. 
·Q. And when did you take that examination T 
A. On April 27th. 
Q. That is, this past Saturday! 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q .. Now as ·to the shertening· of about one inch in the left 
leg did you find that there is any change in that? 
A .. 'Yes> sir~ that had been correGted. The shortening was 
present before traction. was instituted .. 
Q. Nature takes caFe of thaU 
A. No, sir, the· traction takes care of it.. The shortening: 
is due to the pull of the muscles which are attach~d at the 
upper and lower ends of the bone and tend to pull the bone: 
together to make it shorter. We overeome that by the use-. 
of traction with weight over the foot of the bed to overcome: 
· · the pull of the muscles and the full length of the leg is re-
gained in that way. 
Q. Dr .. Tucker's statement says that he· wa:s treated by trac:... 
ticm placed overhead and put in what is called a. 
page 11 ~ Balkan frame where he remained for approxi-
mately eight weeks.. \Vas he able to "lift his foot 
duing that period of time·! 
A. Oh, no, indeed, sir. 
Q. Could he turn over f 
. A. No, sir, he couldn't turn over. He could only lie orr 
his back or sit in a somewhat propped up position irr the bed,. 
not able to turn over. 
. Q. Now after this he was put in the plaster cast and kept 
in this until such time as the fracture fully heaJed, which 
was about the 10th of October. Now while his leg was in the 
cast-was it the leg alone? 
A. The leg, hip and lower portion 'Jf bis body. 
Q. What position did he have to ::tssume in that periodf 
A. With his cast on he would be able to turn on the side 
as well as the back. 
Q. Could he get out of bed? 
A. No, no; couldn't get out of bed. 
Witness stood aside .. 
:Mr. I. Steingold: If Your Honor please, at this time I 
would like to introduce the statement of Dr. '-Tames T110mas 
Tucker dated November 6, 1945. vVe have reached a stipula-
tion-I believ,e Jam correct-that if pr. Tuclrnr w~re pres~nt 
this 1s what he would fesfafv to and I would like to 
page 12 ~ introduce this as Dr .. Tucfo{r's· testimony. . ·,., .• 
· Mr. Sands, Sr.: I understood tbe stipulation 
was that would be read into the record. The stipulation was 
that he was examined by ~r. Tucker on. the 26th of October 
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and that if Dr. Tucker was present he would then testify as 
follows. In other words, read it to the jury. 
Mr. Steingold: This letter .is dated November,6, 1945. 
Mr. Sands, Sr.: I didn't remember the date. 
Mr. Steingold: This would be considered as his testimony 
as if he were present: 
''I wish to advise that the above named patient came urider 
our care on July 21, 1945, at which time he was admitted 
to St. Philips Hospital. He was run into by a truck, injuring 
his right hip, right ankle, left thigh and left knee. X-rays 
taken at that time showed that there was a comminuted frac-
ture of the left hip with marked displacement of the frag-
ments and shortening of about one inch in the left leg. There 
was also a fracture of the right lower leg just above the ankle. 
In addition to this he had an abrasion on .the right shin bone 
with all the skin scraped o.ff the anterior lower surface, a 
spl·ained left knee and a cut on the left thigh. · 
"He was treated by traction placed overhead and put in 
what we call a Balkan frame where he remained 
page 13 } for approximately eight weeks. After this he was 
put in a plaster cast and kept in this until such 
time as the fracture fully healed, which was about the 10th 
of October. Since that time he has been walking on crutches. 
''·Vv e examined him today and find that the hip is fully . 
healed without deformity or disability. The right lower leg 
is also healed without. deformity or disability, but he is hav-
ing some slig·ht pain in the arch of the right foot. · 
·' It is our pleasure to state that he is progressing very 
satisfactorily and I think in the end he will have very slight 
disability and no deformity as a result of the accident- men-
-tioned above. · 
'' Enclosed you will find bill for services rendered and to 
be rendered as long_ as he is convalescing· from this accident. 
''Yours very truly, 
tTAMES THOMAS TUCKER, l\L D." 
I would like to introduce this in evidence as the bill which 
was attached to Dr. Tucker's letter. 
Mr. May: Can't you just read it without filing it as an 
exhibit? 
Mr. Steingold: I think we can just state to them in order 
that this may be in the evidence that Dr. Tucker's bill was 
$251.50. 
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a witness called on behalf of the plaintiff, being 
first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMlNATION. 
By Mr. I. Steingold: 
Q. What is your name and occupation? 
A. Elizabeth Ho(?per i assistant medical record librarian, 
Medical College of Virgmia Bospital. 
Q. As part of your work do you keep the records of the 
hospital? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you have a record o:f the case of Clarence Artist? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. On what date was he admitted to the. hospital V 
A. Recently? He has had two admiAsions to the hospital. 
Q. Let's begin wi}h .July, 1945. \Vonld your records show 
whether he was admitted then at that timef 
A. July 21, 1945. 
Q. Just what do your records show as to the treatment, the 
extent, etc.? . , 
A. The record does not pertam to expense at all. It has 
the diagnosis on it, what was the trouble-· 
:Mr. May: lf Your Honor please, as we understand .it a 
record of this kind perhaps ~s made up of entries of dozens 
of people possibly and with the exception of what entries this 
witness made herself the balance of it is pure hear .. 
page 15 ~ say and we don't think counsel can properly ask 
the witness to read what somebody ~lse might say. 
So we object tp it. We.have no objection to a statement of 
dates and things of that kind. 
Mr. Sands, Sr.: Is there anything in there, Mr. Steingold, 
that is not brought out in the written lett(lr of Dr. Tucker? 
In other words, his testimony shows, doesn't it. the period of 
time that he was in there and his testimony shows, as I un-
derstand, the nature of bis treatment. So the only question 
,vould be the expense and i£ you tell us what that is we are 
agreeable to admitting it. 
1\fr. Steingold: I aon 't want to get in Erny repetition of 
what the doctor said, but just wanted to know when he was 
admitted to the hospital, how lie was there an<l what, if any, 
special treatment as shown by the lim~pital records that it 
might have been and when it occurred. 
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Mr. lVlay: Didn't the doctor testify to the specific treat-
ment? 
Mr. Steingold: No. l understood from the witness he was 
±here just recently several times. 
Mr. Sands) Sr.: It is already in testimony in two places 
· he was admitted on July 21.., 1945. Now if there is 
page 16 } any dispute as to the period of time he stayed in 
the hospital slie can introduce that. 
J3y Mr . .Steingold: , 
Q. I would like to know when he was discharged from the 
lfospitalf 
A. Following tlmt date 7 
Q. Yes. 
A. He was discharged October 7, 1945 .. 
Q. Was he admitted to treatment again a£ter thatt 
A. lie was admitted .April 13, 1946. 
Q. Was that for the same injury, would your record showf 
A. No. · 
Q. You mean your record doesn't show t 
A. Yes, the record shows what it is for. 
}\fr. Sands, Sr.: We make no objection. She can state what 
the other trouble was. I think as it has been stated by coun-
sel he was admitted in April, 1.'946, it is proper for the jury 
to know as to what that trouble was just to see what that 
was about. 
1\fr. Steingold: Ii Your Honor please• counsel is objecting 
-to the information that I asked ior. ! have withdrawn the 
question. Now if counsel wish to make this witness their own 
witness then, of course, I wi11 perm.it them to do 
page 17 ~ so. 
Mr. May: A position of that kind is enti,rely un-
tenable. Counsel has introduced evidence here as if this plain-
iiff was called back to the hospital on account of some prior 
accident which is the one we are concerned. with now. If 
that is a fact, the jury should know it and the Court should 
know it, but just to say whether he came back leaves the in-
ference he came back on account of this accident and we sub-
mit that the witness can say whether he came for the accident 
or what he did come for. 
The Court: · I think that is good law Go aJ1ead. 
By Mr. May: . · 
Q. W~at did he come back for in April? 
3g. S'\lPreme Gonrt of Appears of Virginfa 
Miss Elizabeth Hooper .. 
Mr. Steingold :_ If Your Honor please, I object to the 
question, adopting the same objection counsel made to my 
question- This witness is not competent to testify as to the 
treatment of some other person.. . 
The Court:. The question what he came back for I don't 
know how far it is going~ · 
Mr .. Steingold: This witness may not know of her own. . 
knowledge. I recognized tha:t fact when counsel objected, both 
counsel objected, and I withdrew the question. 
Mr. Sands, Sr.: I didn't understand I was ob-
page 18 ~ jecting.. I was just trying· to get the evidence in 
throug·h some other means, but I submit where he 
has introduced evidende of the two occa~ions certainly the 
Court an.d jury as well as counsel are entitled to know as to 
what this matter is, whether it does or does not have ~ny 
bearing on it. If the technical objection is insisted upon by 
Mr. Steingold that the record cannot be examined by her 
b~canse she has no personal knowledge, I submit the ruling on 
that can be supplemented in some other way if they do not 
waive it, but I think that is a fact, that he is in court and we 
ought to know if he was back in the hospital for surgical treat-
ment. · 
· The Court: It seems to roe if there is a record in the ho~-
pital which this lady brought here today that shows anything 
connected with either one of these elates he went there it ought 
to be admissible. I don't know what it is. 
Mr. Steingold: I have just learned after the witness stated 
· he had been in the hospital again-I have just ]earned why 
he went back to the hospital. Now a physician could testify 
to that but any testimony by this lady would be hearsay evi-
dence and would prejudice our case gT(?atly beeause she can't 
testify what was wrong, she can't testify what 
page 19} sort of treahnent was necessary or how long· tbe 
, boy had to be treated, or whether it was anything 
serious or whether it wasn't serious. Frankly sh~ tells yon 
she will have to say tliis was a ·record that came to her from 
someone else. An· she can ·tell you is that on such and such 
a date he was admitted and why he was admitted. 
Mr. 1.tfaf: That is all we :1re asking. 
Mr. Stemgold: But that 1s not relevant because she is tell-
ing you something that takes us by surprise here and we 
would have to ask for a non-suit or continuance because we 
are not prepared to meet that. There was no defense inter-
posed here of anything of the nature that I have just learned 
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she will testify to. If there is any further argument I move 
the jury be excluded. 
The Court : · All right, Gentlemen; let the jury go out. 
Note: The jury retired from the courtroom and the objec~ 
tion was argued at length. 
Mr. Sands, Sr.: If Your Honor please, I think we can stipu- · 
late that counsel are willing to acquiesce that your. Honor may 
instruct the jury that while he was· admitted to the hospital on 
April 13, 1946, that llis entry into the hospital and 
page 20 ~ treatment that be received had no bearing upon the 
injuries alleged to have been suffered in this acci-
dent. · 
~ ote : The jury returned into the courtroom. 
\ . 
The Court: Gentlemen of the jury, wtth reference to the 
answer to the question about the injuries received by this 
man the last time I am informed by counsel that those in-
juries received after the other injm:ies were received, later 
on, had nothing to do with this case at all. You will dis-
abuse your mind on tho.se injuries. 
Witness stood· aside. 
POLICE OFFICER L. R. KNIGHT, · 
a witness called on behalf of the plaintiff, being first duly 
sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. I. Steingold: 
Q. What is your full name and occupation Y 
A. L. R. Knight; police officer,, Traffic Bureau, City of Ricl1-
mond. 
Q. "\Vere you called upon to investigate an accident at Ran-
dolph and Cary Streets in the City of Richmond on July 21; 
1945T 
A. Yes, I was. 
page 21 ~ Q. Will you tell Hi~ Ho~or ~nd the jury what 
you found upon your mvestigation? 
A. Upon arriving at the scene of the accident I found an 
automobile--Chevrolet which was proceeding west on Cary 
Street had not quite reached the intersection of Randolph, 
40 ~npteme Court of Appeals o.f Virginia 
L, R. Knight . . 
about 8 feet from the north· curb of Cary Street. A truck 
owned by Jones & Davis and operated by a colored fellow, 
·wnlie Edwards, I believet had traveled across ·the northwest 
corner, knocking clown a slow traffic sign, injurying two or 
three people sitting in front of the corner store and also 
damaging the store front and the truck had come back to the 
east side proceeding north on Randolph Street about 30 or 
40 feet from the intersection of Rauclolph and Cary. 
Q. What kind of tmck was it~ what make1 
· A. It is a small panel delivery, might be a GMO or Dodge, 
I disremember at the time, 
Q. Did yon exa,m.ne the truck for any defectsf 
A. I did. I tested the brakes and the brakes would go down 
to the floor on it, hydraulic brakes .. 
Q. You said they would or wouldn't 1 
A. They would go to the floor. 
Q. What did you deduce from that f 
A. Inadequate brakes. 
Q. Did you actually test the brakes 1 
.A. After :finding them in that conclition I 
page 22 ~ wouldn't give the driving test. The· operator of 
the fruck said that was one of the crtuees of tl1e 
accident and I wouldn't give· it a road test beean~e I thought 
it was defective. 
Q. Who was the operator of the trnckT 
A. Soine darkey. There he is sitting there (indicating). 
I believe his name is WiUie Edwarcb. 
Q. Let's get that straight. You jrtst mttde a statement as 
to a statement made by Willie Edwards. \Vill you·be specific 
as well as you can recollect what he said about the brakes? 
A. He said the brakes wouldil 't hold. 
Q. He said-
Mr. Sands, Sr.: I don't want t6 obje-~t, but don't ask lead-
ing questions. The witness has answered wl1at he said. 
By Mr. Steimgold: · 
Q,. What is the speed limit in that'pa1·t of the City of Rich,. 
mond? 
A. 25 miles an hour. 
Q. Did you find any witnesses who bad seen the aceident ¥ 
A. None that. had seen anything except the o"enpants of the 
vehicles themselves. 
Q. What was tlile oon<ilitio:n of the ,veather at the titne 1 
A. Clear and dry, daylight. 
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· Q. Now did Edwards tell you anything .else 
]_)age 23 } about the accident, how it happened? 
Mr .. Sands, Sr.: If Your Honor please, I do urge the :re.-
iquest that co.unsel be admonished that he must not ask lead ... 
ing questions. He 1laS done it twice.. 
Mr. Stingold: No further questions. 
GROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. May: . 
Q. Did Edwards say how the brakes were before the Qol~ 
lision? 
· A. He said that he hacl bad trouble with thetn before. 
Q. Did he express himself on th~ question of whether they 
,,,.e·re sufficient to hold or not? 
A. He said it was an extra buck, as w'el.1 M I remember; 
that the brakes he had had trouble with them before. 
Q. Did he say whether they would adequately hold before 
the accident happened or did he express himself on that? 
A. As well as I recall he said he had had troltble with them 
before because he call~d my attention to the fact the brakes 
wouldn't hold. 
Q. Did he say how fast he was going, 
A. He said about 30 o:r 35 miles per h€>ur. 
Q. Did he state any other of the causes of the 
page 24 ~ collision Y 
A.. He said he thought the other automobile w~ 
going to make a left turn. 
Q. Did he say why he thought that? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did he say he bad seen a le:ft .. ha'nd, signa1 given 7 
A. No, sir. 
By Mr. Sands, Jr.: 
Q. Then did. he say what the Chevrolet had done after he 
had thou~ht it was going to malte a left .. hand t-atn? 
A. No, sir. 
·Q. Did he say it cut to the righU 
A. No, sir. 
'Q.. Did you. exa:tni.ne the Clnevrolet truclt for damage Y 
.A. The Chevrolet automobile, you mean? 
Q. Yes. 
A. It was da,mag·ed: on the right front fendei---on the side 
of the right front fender. 
42 . Supreme· Oo:a.rt of A ppeais · of Virginia, 
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Q. Was there any damage to the rear¥ · 
A, I don't recall it being any damage to the rear. 
Q .. Now did you examine the truck-of' course, you ex-
amined lhe truck, 8-S· you stated. What was the damage to 
the truck outside of the defective brakes? 
A. "'\Vell, of course, the truck-the front part· of this truck 
went up on the sidewalk and it was one of those-
page 25 ~ slow 5 mile signs on a 2 inch pipe on the northwest 
corner- of Randolph Street before entering the in-
tersection of Cary and it was knocked completely out of the 
ground, which it is embedded in cement, and also had struck 
the store front: so the front of it was messed up some from 
those impacts. . 
Q. Now when Willie Edwards stated to you that his brakes: 
were bad as a matter of fact did he make any statement at 
all when he said they wouldn't hold? He didn't state whether 
they wouldn't hold before he hit the truck or· after he hit 
the truck and went up on the sidewalk and hit the store, did 
:hef 
A. He told me-I asked him speci"fically and he told me it 
was an extra truck that they did not use much. · 
Q. I understand that, bnt he didn't state as to the time 
liis brakes wouldn't bold, did he, as to whether before he hit 
the truck or afterwards 1 He didn't make the statement to 
you as to whether or not bis brakes failed to hold before he 
hit this truck or the store Y 
A. Yes, sir,. I asked him did be know because that is one 
of the questions in investigating· all accidents. We are al-
ways particular when an accident 111.as occurred-it is very 
. hard to testify that the brakes are bad after the accident and 
we ask them when the operator of the vehicles puts it on bad 
brakes and not'his driving we want to know if he had knowl-
edge of it before the accident so we can use that as 
page 26 ~- part of the investigation if he did have had brakes 
-inadequate brakes prior to the accident. 
Q. And he stated he had inadequ~te brakes prior to the 
whole accident or prior to the time he hit the truck f 
A- Yes, sir, he stated that to me. 
By Mr. May: 
Q. Officer, which way was the automobile headed· wlien 
you got there T . 
A. Perfectly straight about 8 feet from the north curbing, 
no effort to make any turn in either direction. 
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Q. So far as you could see t· 
A. As far as I could see. · 
Q. You ·understand that is the position it came to a stop? 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Where was it with reference to Randolph Street when 
it did come to a stop·? 
A. It had not quite reached the intersection. 
Q. Did Edwards give his speed Y · 
A. He stated to me about 30 or 35. 
Q. Do you recall the nature of the damages to the Chev-
1·olet's fender, the way the blow went? 
A. It was on the side of the right fender; not the front 
part of it, but the side of the right fender. 
Q. Could you tell whether it was a glance or a 
page 27 ~ full blow? 
. ... A. It was a glancing blow. 
By l\ir. Sands, Jr.: 
Q. Just one other question. Did you take any measure. 
ments as to the distance of those store steps from the cor-
ner? · 
A. No, not actual measurements. 
Q. Could you approximate it?. 
A~ Well, from the corner I would say that Randolph Street 
is 18 feet wide and the sidewalk may be 4 feet, that would 
be 22 feet from the curbing across there, and I would say 
the automobile-the Chevrolet which was traveling west 
would be 15 feet from that; about 40 feet from the point of 
impact until it hit the store front. 
Q. How far did the store sit back from the sidewalk? 
A. I would say 4 feet. It is an average size sidewalk about 
4 feet. 
·witness stood aside. 
CLARENCE ARTIST (Colored), 
the plaintiff, called on his own behalf, being first duly sworn, 
testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. I. Steing·old: 
Q. What is your name T 
page 28 ~ A. Clarence Artist. 
Q. Where do you live? 
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A. 1705 Winder Street . 
. Q. Where were you born 7 
A. Winterpock, Virginia. 
Q. How long have you lived in the City of Richmond Y 
A. Ever since 1921. 
Q. How old are you! 
A. Thirty-four. 
Q. Where are you employed Y 
A. Auto Rebuilding. 
Q. How long· have you been employed there? 
A. About three years. 
Q. Where did you work before that? 
A. Russell Wyatt Distributing Company~ 
Q. How long did you work there? 
A. About two years. 
., 
Q. Prior to the accident last July how much did you earn 
weekly at your employment! 
A. $41.25. 
Q. On what date were you injured by the Jones & Davis 
truckY 
. A .. July 21, 1945. 
Q. How long were you away from your employment 1 
A. From July until December. 
page 29 ~ Q. What part of December? 
A. I think two weeks before Christmas. 
Q. Yon were· examined by Dr. Mauck 011 Decembe1~ 12, 1945, 
were you not? 
A. Where; at the hospital? 
Q. No, Dr. Mauck; the doctor that testified here. 
Mr. May: We will concede that if it is a fact, if he doesn't 
remember the date. 
Mr~ Steingold: That is the statement of Dr. Mauck. 
Q. Had you gone to work before you saw Dr. Mauck! 
A .. No, sir, I hadn't worked until December. 
Q. Dr. Mauck said he examined you on December 12th. 
How long after Dr. Mauck's examination of you was it be~ 
fore you could go back to work Y 
A. It was the week before Christmas. 
Q. How long after yon got out of the 110spital did you 
continue to use crutches? 
A. I used crutcl1es until December. 
Q. What is the amount of the hospital bilU 
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.A. $25LOO I think. 
Q. That was the same as the doctor's bilU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Tell His Honor and the jury how you came to be in-
. jured in July of last year! 
:page 30 ~ A. On July 21st I was sitting· on the corner of 
the store right on the step by the side glass-
Q. vVheref 
A. Randolph and Cary Streets. I was sitting there wait-
ing for a boy to come out of the store with a girl and go down-
town and an at once-this boy came to the door and asked 
roe, '' Clarence, are you ready to go?'' and I told him yes and 
:all at once I heard him went back in the door there and I saw 
the truck coming and that is all I remember. 
Q. Were you knocked unconscious at that time, 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where did you go from the scene of the accident 7 
A. Where did I go? 
Q. Yes; where were you taken? 
A. To the hospital. 
Q. What hospital? 
A. St. Philips. 
Q. How long did you stay in St. Philips Hospital t 
A. Eleven weeks. 
Q. How many weeks did you say 7 
A. Eleven. 
Q. What sort of treatment did they give you in the hos-
pital f By that I mean what did they do to you t 
A. They clidn't do anything but put me on that traction 
overhead, had my foot with weights stretched out. ' 
page 31 ~ That is all the treatment I got. 
Q. For what period of time do you remember 
that they kept your foot up in the air?. 
A. Eig·ht weeks. 
Q. Did you sleep with your leg up or was it let down at 
night timef· 
A. I couldn't get it down, it stayed up straight like that 
a II the time. . 
· Q. Were yon able to get out of the bed for any length of 
time at all for any purpose? 
A. I couldn't get out. . 
(~. Could you move at all during that eight weeks? 
A. I couldn't move, just move the least bit; I couldn't stay 
on my back all the time. 
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Q. Was '.the treatment comfortable· ·or otherwiset 
A., It wasn't comfortable; just miserable. 
Q. Now after they took this overhead pulley away whai 
did they do to you then Y 
A. They put me in a cast from my foot up to my chest .. 
Q. Was that on both sides or just one¥ 
A. Just one side, but the cast all the way across _my back 
and chest .. 
Q. Tell His Honor and the jury if you can how that h·eat. 
ment affected you Y 
A. Well, it affected me miserable, I just couldn't: 
llage 32 }-move· or anything, just lay in one position all the 
time. 
Q. What was the condition of your· 1eg as it healed 1 
Ar Sore. 
· Q. Was there any itch t 
A. Yes, sir, knots and everything .on it, on accrount of the 
cast. . 
Q. You told me how painful it was. Will you tell the jury 
whether it was painful or what? 
A. Yes, sir, painful extremely. 
Q. How _did it affect you¥ What did it make you do 1 
A. It just made me feel bad and half way sick. 
Q. Did you cry any part of the time t 
.A. Yes, I cried. · 
(~. Why did you cry Y 
A. Because it hurt me, pain and everything. . q. What we:re you doing on that corner at the time of the 
acc1dentf 
' A. At the time I was on the way downtown to buy some 
chickens. 
Q .. Had you worked every day that week? 
Ar Yes, sir, I got off at 'one o'clock. I had just gotten off 
h~~~ , 
Q. Abont what time of day did this accident happen? 
A. About 7 :30, I reckon. It was dark a little bit. 
Q. It wasn't dark, was it Y 
page· 33 ~ A. Wasn't dark much, but it was_ getting dark. 
· · CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. May: 
Q. It was 7 :30 war time Y 
.. l 
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.A. War time? 
Q. It was war time, wasn't iU 
.A.. Was the war going on 1 
Q. Yes . 
.A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. And so it would be 6 :30 our present time, wouldn't it, 
The tme has changed between· the tme you were hurt and 
now, ha,sn 't it 1 We had war time then and now we have 
standard time, don't we? 
.t\.. I don't know. 
Q~ It was 7 :30 that time, anyhow? 
A. YeA, sir. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Steingold: 
Q. Do you know the difference between daylight saving 
time and regular time¥ 
A. It is fast time. 
Q. Well, do you know 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Witness stood aside. 
pnge 34 ~ Mr. Steingold: I am calling Willie Edwards, ono 
of the defendants, as an adverse witness. 
WILLIE EDWARDS (Colored), 
a witness called as an adverse witness on behalf of the plain-
tiff, being first duly sworn, testified as follows:. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. I. Steingold : 
Q. What is your full name, age and address? 
A. My full name is William Edwards; age 45. 
Q. By whom are you employed Y 
A. Jones & Davis. 
Q. Jones & Davis, Incorporated? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. By whom were you employed on July 21, 1945¥ 
A. By Jones & Davis. 
· Q. Whose truck were you driving at that time? 
.L.\.. Jones & Davis'. . · 
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Q. Will you tell His Honor and ·the gentlemen of the jury 
how the ~ccident ~app~ned l\t Bijndolph and Cary Streets on 
that dayY · · - .. · ~ .. · · . __ ... 
· !fr. May: If Your Honor please, that turn~ the witness 
aloQse aa .muoh tb&t l ij\lbmit the q"tle$tfou iS. not p:roper. It 
· lij~ves. it in tbe whQll\ r~"bn ~£. things. tQ .testify to~ 
page 3ij ~ If. he w&nt~ to lw.ow about tlny pl\:rtieular ·thing 
. ' we submit he' should ask for i.t. . . : . 
Mr. Steingold: I was 'trying to be as br,ie.f ~ij p0$Sible. · 
Q. Now you were driving the Jones & Daviij tr@k about 
G :30 or . 7 o'clock .fa the evening of July 21, 1945? . , t 
... \. Yes, abo"Qt 6 ~oo, -
Q. Was that on Cary Street near Randolph 1 
.A.. Yes, sir. . 
Q. In whtf>h di.reijtiQ.:u. 'W:ft} 'YQ\\ pr-oooeding? 
A. I was proceeding· west.. ,. 
Q. Was any ot)ler traffic on the street at. th~ time Y 
A. I don.'t remember other.than a. OtU' going east. 
Q. Wh.e~ diq .. you.·first see the truck operated hy Mr-. G,ry 
. -~-automohi.le· operated by Mr .. Gary! , 
A. I. was just about the distance frq.m lu~re tt>. faat. wi.ndow 
there when I. first. seed it. · · 
By Mr. lfoy ;· 
Q. Where? 
A. That wiuclqw (}.V'~~ the.x,e ui the waR 
!\fr. 1\fay: l\'l~y w-e ~ti:tltll~t.e: the: f oQt.age app.1:0.ximately- 40 
feet? · 
, 1{r.. Sands, Jr.~ A1t~ ~i>lJ! as}illg nie.,. Mr .. Steingold or the 
witness? . 
Mr. May: I didn't mean to keep it a seo.l~t t1'Qm anybody. 
· As :\Q· ~ll Qf ll.~ l tmllk we ettll hiwe i.t paced. 
pv..ge 36 ~ M:r. S.~nd.s.,. S.r· .. ~ I s.upJWse th.e Judge c.o\dd tell 
. . · you; It is half th.~ ·(}.iij\ane,,e. e£ the. c~ui:-ho.0.11,1 .. 
Mr. ·l\Iay: .. What is the width of the GQ.u.rt·roQln t 
Deputy. Sergeant Sandifol'~ I thi~ i.t is. 60 fe~t. · 
Mr . .May: .. Shall we say about 30 feet? 
~fr. S"uds, Sr--~· lt i.$· m0.r-e. t~a:a th~t. 
Jly Mr. M~y; · · · · · · ··' · :: · 
. · Q. · Could you put it in footage Y 
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A. No, sir, I couldn't put it in footage .. 
Deputy Sergeant Sandifer~ I oan measure it. 
By Mr .. Steingold l · · 
: Q. Would you sa.y how many oa:r lengths in front of you 
you first saw the G_ary 001'·' · · 
A, J\l&t about maybe tfa,ee ca1· lengths. 
· Q. Was it broad daylig·ht? . 
-~· Yes, sir, it was about 6 :30. . 
Q~ Cary Shwt at that point is s.traighU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Nq o bstr-ueti.Qns t 
A. No curves. a.t all. 
Q. Q};t:n you tell us why you didn't see the c;l°l' w £rant be-
fore you got in three lengths of it? 
. . · A. No, air; all I lmo'w that I saw the eair from 
page 37 ~ here to there (indicating). 
. Q. Were yon gQing a.& f.ast as that ear or fastert 
.A.. Well, I alwaya drive withhl the speed·llinit all the time. 
Q .. My que.&fom is we1'e you goi?J.g aS; fa.st as that car or 
faster? 
.A... No, sir,. I eouldll ~t tell -y·o"Q that beeause the car was 
ahead of me. 
Q. Did. you evel' e.atch up with the cart 
A. No, sir-, until it sttlpped. It $topped to make that turn. 
That is whe.n I ran into it .. (J. Stopped to make what turn? 
A. The car slowed up to make a left turn aud then made a 
Tight turn. 
Q. How do you know it slowed to make a left runt 
.A.. B~use, I never pass a. ea:r on the right unless, it. is go-
ing- to make a tnr:n to the left~ 
· Q. That isn't the answer or rather not an u.s.wer to my 
question. I say how do you know that the car was t.o make a 
left turn f 
· . .,_~. Because it was going along slow~ 
Q. Then you were going fasteF than that ear to catch up 
with it, weren't you¥ 
- .A.. Y eS.,; sir, I. was. going f astex-., 
_ . Q. Did the driver of the Gary eu signal at all 
page 38 ~ as he approached Randolph Street? 
A. If it did I didn't see it. 
· · Q. Now tell us just what happened. How did the car and 
{ . 
Ji, 
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the truck come together and how did the accident oc.cur 1 
A. Well, it happened this way. I was coming down the 
street and the car was almost in the center of the street and 
from.the way I could see he was going to go south and I was 
going to pass him on the right and go around him and then 
he ~ut ta his right causing my f ~nder tQ bump bis fender like 
that and knocked my car out of control. 
Q. How long haveyou been d1iving an automobile-or truck! 
A.. i,or Jones & Davis Y -
Q. Fo:r anybody. 
A. I have been driving for· Jones & Davis for eighteen 
years. 
Q. Have you ever lost control of cars or trucks before l 
A .. No, sir, never before; my first accident. 
Q. Did the· Gary car make a turn in either direetion be-
fore you struck iU 
A., Did it make a tur:n either direction f 
Q. Yes. . 
A. It was making a right turn as I struck him because I 
hit him on the fender this way. If he was going straight I 
would have hit him behind. He must have made 
page 39 ~ the right turn because I hit his fender. 
Q. How far did the Gary car go after you struck 
himf A:· It went just about 81 little across the intersection. 
Q. You heard the officer testify, did you not; it had not 
reached the intersection when he found iU Had it been 
moved! 
· A. The Gary ear f 
Q. Yes. 
A. I didn't notice. 
Q. If the driver had given any signal that he intended to 
make either a rig·ht or left turn were you in a position to 
see that signal f 
A. I sure was. 
Q. Did you see a hand signal f 
A. I don't remember. 
Q .. You don't rememberf . 
A. No, sir, I didn't see any hand signal at all. . 
Q. You didn't f Did you see a mechanical signal on the 
back of the car T 
A. No, sir. 
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CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. May: 
Q. How long had you been driving up Cary; how many 
blocks¥ 
page 40 ~ A. Just about three blocks as near as I can say. 
Q. Were you looking ahead Y 
A. Yes, sir, I was looking ahead. 
Q. This automobile was right good sized, wasn't it Y 
A. Sirf 
Q. The automobile was rig·ht good sized, wasn't it? 
A. It was ·a Chevrolet, I think '36 as far as I can remem-
ber. 
Q. There was nothing to keep you from seeing it, was 
there 1 
A.' I don't remember that there was anything to keep me 
from seeing it. ' 
Q. It was perfectly light? 
A. 6 :30, quite light. 
Q. And you were within three car leng·ths of it when yon 
saw it. ,v ere you headed right straight at the back of it, 
A. No, I was going around him; I wasn't heading for the 
back of it. 
Q. How were you in the road with reference to him? Were 
you to the right of where he was or to the left? 
A. He was just about in the center to make a left turn and 
I was going around the right of him. 
Q. You had to size all of that up in three car lengths, didn't 
you, hcfore you got to him Y You had to size all those things 
up that he was turning one way and that you would 
page 41 t go another?_ That is all the time you had to size 
that situation up, wasn't it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How fast were you going·? 
A. ·well, I don't remember. I wasn't looking at the spee4-
ometer at all. · 
Q. Did you· tell the officer· that you were going 30 to 35 
miles an hour Y 
A. I don't remember telling him that. 
Q. Do you deny it 1 
A. If I told him I don't remember. 
Q. Did you tell him your brakes were bad? 
A. It wasn't bad before that day to my recollection. 
Q. According to your recollection? 
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A. Yes, sir, I didn ~t have &ny trouble before that day. 
Q. Didn't you tell him they were bad t 
A. I told him they were bad on that day. When I stepped 
on the brakes they wouldn't stop. I told him they were bad 
that time, but they don't drive that truck often, just use it 
sometimes to make some short trips. 
Q. Just an off truck Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the brakes had been bad before tha.t day! 
A. Not for me. I hadn't had any trouble before that. 
Q. You didn't tell the officer they had been bad? 
page 42 ~ .A.. No, sir, I don't remember telling that. 
Q. Don't you know that you can't pass anybody 
on the right 1;mless you see him make a left-hand signal with 
the hand for a distance of 50 feet? Don't you know that? 
(No answer.) 
Q. Don't you know that you can't pass anybody on the 
right u,n1eS$ you see him m.ake a left-band signal with the 
hand for a distance of 50 feet? . Do you know that, sir? 
A. 50 feet¥ From here to there is 50 feet t 
Q. I don't know how far it is. Do you know when you can _ 
pass anybody on the rig·ht side? 
A. Yes, sir! 
Q. When can you do it Y 
A. When a man is in the intersection mld nlakes a left 
turn you can pass him on the right. If a man is on this side 
making a :right turn you pass him on the left. . 
Q. How far had he cut his car to the left? How far was 
it out of alignment to the baGk of it t 
A. The back of the oar? 
Q. Yes. 
A. He was a distance from the curb over here-from the 
seat here going tl1e other w~Y- . 
Q. '1\7bat I am getting at how far had the front of his car 
turned to the left to make the turn and was out of line with 
a straight line? How much of thin loft-hand turn 
page 43 ~ had he ma.de? 
A. He cut his wheels just-was cutting his 
wheels that way, the way I saw it; then be come back this 
way and caused nie to hit him. 
Q. How .far had he gone this way, you say, towards the 
south makmg his turn? 
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A. Well, I may say-what I might say maybe abou.t 2 foot. 
Q. He had just gone two feet in making his turn! 
.A. That is what I could see. 
Q. That is, the front was farther to the left than th~ backf 
.Li\. Yes, sir, exactly. · 
Q. What I want you to tell the Court and the jury ia if 
the front was two feet farther to the left than the back how 
it is you cleared the back of that oar all right and hit the 
rig·ht front fender. Tell us about that. 
A. Well, if the car is turned towards the left and turned 
back at the time you g·et to it you have to hit the front fender 
to your right. 
Q. He turned left and then came back across over! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is that what happened! 
A. That is the way I seen it. That is the way I :remember 
it, anyway. 
page 44} Q. That is the way you remember iU 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Sands, Sr.; 
Q. You said in answer to the first questiQn 011 the st~nd 
there in reply to Mr. May's last question-one of the first 
things you said when you were following this car that he cut 
one way and then swung back. That is how it happened, 
wasn't it! 
.A .. Yes, dr. 
Q. And that is the way you explain as to where the blow 
was, isn't it i · 
A. Y~s, sir. 
Q. There isn't any question that is the impression made 
on youf 
.A.. Sirf • 
Q. That is yom: recollection bow the accident happened? 
A. Yes, sir, that is my recollection. 
Q. Willie, where had you been working that day f 
A. :Qown there on-I don't remember the house, but it was 
two houses down on Franklin Street. 
Q. ·what time did you go to work that morning? 
A . .Just about 9 :30. -
· Q. You had been working down there all the time T 
A. All day long·. 
Q . .And in driving back to g·et back to Jones & 
page 45 ~ Davis-where is Jones & Davis' place of business t 
.A. Up · on Meadow Street. 
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Q· .. On Broadt 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q .. Were you right off l\{~adow Stl·eet on Caryf 
A .. Yes, sir, to go ·back to the store. 
Q. You said,. I believe, you had not had any trouble with 
your brakes that day Y 
A. No, sir, no trouble whatsoever. . . 
Q. If they had been previously out of order you don't know 
whether they were repaired or not, do you? 
A .. No, sir .. 
Q. But you didn't have any trouble that day until this Y 
A. Not until this .. 
Q. When is the first time you notfoed any trouble with the 
brakes? 
A. After the accident. 
· Q .. Now how many people gathered around there when the 
officer examined you Y 
A. Sir! 
Q. How many people were gathered around you when the 
officer was talking to you Y 
A. The best I can estimate I guess about 75 or a hundred .. 
· Q. In other words, if an accident happens up there-
A. Eve:rybody is there. 
- Q. That section around on Cary Street on Sat-
page 46 } urday evening it don't take long to get a gather-
ing? . 
A. No, sir, get a gathering in a little ·while. 
Q. Were you scar.ed f 
A. Well, I got nervous because I have never had one be-
fore and quite naturally I would be. acting like anyone had a 
nerve spell because I never had an areident before. 
Q. You were on the way from the place wher~ you had been 
working on the way back home Y •
.A, Back to the store. 
Q • .And you said you didn 1t remember any traffic coming 
up the street but remember possibly one car coming down¥ 
A. Yes, sir, going east. 
Q. How far did you say you were b~fore yon noticed this 
car in front of you f . 
A. About from here to that window. 
Q. What attracted your attention to him f . 
A. Because I thought he was going _to make the turn be-
cause I didn't want to nm into him. That is when I seen 
the car because he was making a turn to make a left turn. 
· Q. You hadn 1t noticed him up to that time- · 
J 
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A. Until I got right up to him. 
Q. And you were attracted in that wayY 
A. Yes. 
Q. You don't know how far you followed that ·car, do you Y 
A. No, I don't. 
page 47 ~ Q. You don't know how fart 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You attention was called· to him was due to the fact he 
swung to which side? 
A. Sir? 
Q. Which side did he swerve or turn Y Which way did he 
change his course? 
A. Which way he changed his course? 
Q. Yes. 
A. He changed his course from left to right causing me to 
hit him. 
Q. Do you happen to know whether you have a ggvernor 
on your truck which shows a_s to the limits of your speed Y 
A. Yes, sir, it has a governor. 
Q. So you couldn't go 35 miles an hour even if you wanted 
to? 
A. No., sir, not -with the governor on the truck. 
Q. Do you know what the governor is set at?, 
A. I don't know the speed. 
Q. Is 2o miles the maximum of that governor 1 
A .. All three of them are governed down. 
Q. Down to 25 miles an hour Y · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. But you have no recollection of telling the 
page 48 ~ officer yon went from 30 to 35 Y 
. A. I don't remember if .I told him. 
By Mr. May: 
Q. · How fast were you going Y 
A. I don't remember. · 
Q. Don't you know Y · 
A. No, sir; I didn't look at the speedometer at all. 
Q. You don't have to look at the speedometer, do you Y Have 
you any idea how fast you were gomg? 
Mr. Sands, Sr.: You asked the witness-Mr. Steingold 
asked him and he answered the question frankly to him and 
told him he didn't know. 
Mr. May: I want to know why he doesn't; he was the one 
driving. · 
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Mr. Sands, Sr.: He said he wasn't going faster than usual, 
but if you want to ask him go on. 
By Mr,.May: . . . 
Q .. WhY don't you know how f~st yi>U were going approxi-
mately? I know you weren't looking ~t. the speedometer. 
A. I always drive· 25 miles in a residence section. 
Q, ])id you hit this ear a full blow or gfancing blo~? 
A. Glancing blow because I was cutting around, turning 
that corner to keep from hitting him. . 
Q. How did you happen to go ae f~t as yon did after this 
collision occurred at 25 miles an hour! 
page 49 ~ · A. After knocking _me out of control maybe is 
what made me go as far as I did. 
Q. ~ our truck went ont of control 1 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. You mean you couldn't apply the brakes any more? 
A. Sir? 
' Q. How fast was it going-this other cad 
A. The otber ear? 
Q. Yes. 
A. I couldn't tell you how fast it wns going. All I know 
it cut into me. 
Q. If you were going 25 miles an 110m and the other car 
· not going that fast it. wouldn't knock . the foot brakes a1oose 
from you, would it? Wbat do you mean it was out of co11trol? 
A. ·when I hit the g-Iancing blow the trnek was rocking and 
knocked my foot off the brakes. 
Q~ Knocked your foot off Y 
A. That is the way it happened. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Steingold: 
Q. You said somethiug about the true]{ baying a governor. 
A. Yes, sir;it has a governor. 
Q, Did you evet see tbe governor f 
page 50 ~ A, No, sir,. I neve1· seen it, wouldn't know where 
to find the governo1· on the truck. 
Q. How· do you know then it has? · 
A. Beeaus~ M:r. Davis had it put on :tll the trueks. 
Q. When was the governor pttt on the true ks f 
A. When they bought it brand new in 1939. 
Q, 19397 
A. Yes, sir., bought it brand new. 
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Q. How many times has the carbul'etor been fixed sinee 
19397 
.A. I don't know:, sir4 
_ Q. What kind of trnck is it t 
A. A Dodge. . . 
~ Q: And has been ope1·at.ed six years, you have been opevat~ 
.mg 1tf . . . 
.A. No, sir, we don't use it often, just nse it f Gr small 
trips. · . 
Q. You know how eMy it is to disconnect the governcn·, 
don't you7 . 
A. No, sir, I never seen what one looked like. 
Q. And you don't know yoursalf there is a governor on the 
truck? 
.A. All I know Mr. Davis told ll)e he bad a governor put on .. 
I didn't even try to :find it. . . 
Q. That governor has never l1eld you down when 
page 51 } you wanted to step on the gas~ has it f 
A. SirY 
Q. Baa that governor ever ltept you from stepping on the 
gas! 
~ It won't go but so fast. 
Q. You don't look at t.Jie speedoµ1eter while you dri'7e; do· 
you? 
A. No, sh\ 
Q. How do you know how fast yo-u are going then 1 
A. I don't know how fast I am ·going. 
Q. You just go as fast as the trnck will go! _ 
A. No, sir. I always drive 25 miles an hour in the residence 
district all the time, 
,Vitness stood asid~. 
- . ·-... ~ 
J\Ir. Steingold : That is our ease., Your Hono1~. 
: 4: . ..-_-:.I 
IN CHAMBERS. 
Mr. 1viay: On behalf of the defendant Gary we desite to 
mov·e the Court to strike out all of tJie evidence in the ca~e 
on the ground that no neglig·ence has been shows against hj,nl 
which constituted a proximate cause of the collision. I desire 
to review jnst briefly and not in detail the evid~nce 
page 52 ~ as I understand it relating to that i~sue. I do not 
mean to argue the case by putting it on o~t CO· 
defendants but I do not feel I can properly present it withQut 
touching on our co-defe11dants to at least some extent. 'rhe 
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officer ha:s. testified that the co-defendant's. brakes were bad· 
before the collision and after it. That was an admission by 
Willie-Edwards:, who is a defendant in the case. He· has also 
testified he was told by that defendant that he was driving 
at 30 or 35 miles an hourf which is some ten miles above the: 
limit there. The evidence is also that he. was passing on the.-
right-hand side of an automobile. In fact, I desire. to read 
these sectfons with reference to ove1-taking and pas;sing and 
then consider aEi to whether there is any evidence as to neg.-
ligence on Gary's part~ 
Section 116 of the Traffic Code provides that ·the driver 
of any vehicle oveFtaking another vehicle· proceeding in the 
same direction shall pass at least 2 feet to the left thereof-
not the rig·ht-2 feet to the left thereof and shall not ag·ain 
drive to the right side of the highway until safely clear of 
such overtaken vehicle except as hereinafter provided. So 
-that statut~ governs passing on t4e left. 
Now we come to the one exception to that as t0 when a 
party can pass on the. right and we have these two sections: 
The driver of a vehicle can overtake and pass on the right of 
another vehicle which is making or about to make a 
page 53 } left turn and the. driver of which has given a signal 
as required by the next two paragraphs. .£4'ot left 
turn or to pull to the left the arm shall be extended in a hori-
zontal position straigl1t from and level-with the shoulder and 
that such signal shall be given continuously -for a distance 
of at least 50 feet before slowing down, stopping, turning,. 
partly turning or materially altering the course. of the ve-
hicle. 
Now there are two contingencies in which Edwards could 
have passed Gary on the rig·ht. One is that the signal had 
been given and, secondly, that the signal had been given 50. 
feet before the turn to the left was to be made. Let's see 
if Edwards has complied with 'that statute in order to make 
his right-hand turn or ·in order to go by on the right. He 
says himself that no signal was given. So certainly it was 
not given for 50 feet. So both of the requirements bv which 
he now seeks to be in a position to pas~ on the right .. are en-
tirely missing and for that reason we say to the Court that 
the · evidence is not sufficient to go to the jury as to that de-
. fendant. 
Note : The motion was argued 3:t length .. 
The Court: I am going to let the dury pass on the wl10Ie 
thing. 
Mr. May: We respectfully except. 
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page 54 ~ IN COURT. 
Mr. May : All rig·ht, Edwards ; come back on the stand a 
moment please. 
WILLIE EDW:ARDS (Colored), 
being recalled to the witness stand, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. May: 
Q. Now when you first saw the automobile ahead of you 
where were you with reference to being immediately behind 
it or were you to one side? · 
Mr. Sands, Sr.: If Your Honor please, I submit that it is 
not proper for Mr. May to recall this witness. He was intro-
duced on the stand-he is a defendant in the case and he was 
introduced on the stand by Mr. Steingold and Mr. May has 
had full opportunity of cross-examining him and he doubt-
less will have an opportunity of cross-examining him. again 
when we ptit him on the stand., if we do in behalf of his own 
case, but I submit after having given the witness up and·taken 
one shot at him in cross-examining him that under the rules 
of practice counsel for the opposite side does not have the 
unlimited p1·ivilege o~ letting him go out and let-
page 55 ~ ting his brain work to think of something else and 
then put him back on the stand. The other side 
has closed its case. I submit it is not proper for the Court 
to allow him to be cross-examined at this stage further. 
· Mr. May: If Your Honor please, our friend overlooks the 
fact he was put on as another person's ,vitness and our ex-
amination had to be responsive to tb~ examination made of 
him by someone else. Since that time a different party is 
putting· on his case and I have called him as an adverse wit-
ness for the defendant Gary and desire to examine him as 
such. 
Mr. Sands, Sr.: If Your Honor please, as Mr. May ob-
served there I move Your Honor if that be true that vou 
limit his testimony in his examination to those things which 
had not be~n covered on the previous examination of this 
witness by opposing counsel. 
The Court: I think that is a fair proposition. Go ahead 
M:r. May. 
i' 
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By :Mr. May: . . . 
Q. Now you may answer the question· since your counsel 
has given you five or ten minutes to think over it. 
. . 
Mr. Sands, Sr.: One minute. That is right 
page 56 ~ in. the teeth of.Your Honor's ruling. .He is asking 
· him the same question as to \vheher he was di-
teetly be.hind the car or t.o the side. Counsel examined him 
on that exact point when he was on the ·stand before. 
The Cour-t: ,Why do you want to g·o over it again T 
Mr. May: I am not going over- it again, as I understand 
it. I submit I am within my rights .. 
The Court: You covered that fully the last time. 
Mr. May: I did not mean it that way. 
The Court: Go ahead and ask the next question then. 
By Mr. May: 
. Q. Where were you with reference to the truck ahead of 
you when you first saw it Y Were you immediately behind it 
in its tracks or were you to one side or the other¥ 
The Court: That is the same thing. 
Mr.· May: That has not been answered the first time. 
Mr.· Sands, Sr.: It is pretty -nearly the same language, 
framed exactly the way he did before and Your Honor said 
he can't go over that territory again. · I snbmit that question 
is improper.. · . · 
· Mr. May: .. I ask that question and if Your Ho'nor thinks 
it is improper ·Your Honor can say so and I will 
page 57 ~ reserve the ~xception, but I say I nm entirely with-
in my rights in conducting the examination in that 
way~ 
The Court: Read the question. 
Note: Question read as follows: 
Q. Where were you with reference to the truck ahead of 
you when you first saw iU Were you immediately behind it 
in its tracks or were you to one side or the other f 
The Oourt: I will l~t him answer that question. 
The Witness: Shall I answer it? 
By Mr. May: 
Q. Yes. 
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· A.. I always drive to my rig·ht or edge of the road. yo11; se·e. 
You know, usually drive to my right to give the other cars 
the right to pass the other way. So I wasn't directly-I was 
on my right of the road going west. . 
Q. How far were you from the right·hand curb Y 
A. Because of cars parked on this side I couldn't be up 
:close to the curbing going up. 
' Q. Cars to your right 1 
A. To my right going west, cars usually parked all along 
there. I couldn't be too close to the curbing. 
Q. So you were out a car's distance, at least.? 
A. From the curbing., sir. 
Q .. Now I want to know what the automobile was 
page 58 } doing the first time you saw it when you were three 
car lengths behind it. .V\That was its position then Y 
A. Its position was near the center of the street for the 
left turn. 
Q. Which way was it pointing when you first saw it f 
· A. When I first saw it the wheel was cut left for the turn 
left and I turned to go around the car and he cuts right 
and was hit on the right fender. If he w~s going ahead. I 
would have hit it on the back fender because if he hadn'tmade 
that right turn I couldn't have hit it in front. 
Q. So the first thing you saw when you looked at it were 
the wheels in front were cut and you saw that first thingY 
A. Yes, sir, the way I seen it. 
Q. That is the first thing you saw? 
A. Yes, sir. 
·Q. The first time you saw iU 
A. Yes, sir, the first I remember. 
Q. Did you see the back of it then? 
··A. SirY - · · 
Q. Did vou see the back of it at that time? 
A. I noticed the car over· this side. 
By the Court: 
., 
I 
Q. You mean by that the le:rt side or whaU _ 
A. I saw the left side of the car make the turn 
page 59 ~ this way and I was going on around to get aro?nd 
him. If I had cut this way I would have run mto 
the left side, so I went around the car. 
By Mr. May: . . 
Q. Where had you gotten when tl1e car started to come back 
to the right side 7 
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A, When it started to make the turn to. the right side as 
fa:r as I can remember I was the distance from that car from 
he1:e to you,. as. I remember . 
. Q. How many feet did it come back after it went to the left 
2 feet Y How manv feet did it come back before the collision. 
occurred! · .. 
A. Making the right turnf 
Q. Yes. Those 2 feet Y · 
·A. No, sir, just about 4 feet. 
Q. It came back 4 feet? 
A. Yes, sir, as near as I can recollect .. 
Mr. May: ,ve have· no gther questions from this witness. 
Mr. Sands, Sr .. : Stand aside .. 
Witness stood aside .. 
page 60 ~ ROLAND RUDOLPH GARY, . 
a defendant., called on his own behalf, being ffrst 
duly sworn, testified as follows : . 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. May~ 
Q. I believe you are :Mr. Roland Gary, the defendant in 
this case or one of them, aren't you t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q, How old are you Y 
A. Forty-two. 
Q. What is your occupation 1 
.A. Painter. 
Q. Where did you iive at the time this accident occurred f 
.A. I lived on 4227 Government Road. 
Q. And where did you intend to go? What trip were you 
iDing to make 1 
A. Going to the skating rink. 
.Q. Where is the skating rinkf 
A. Way out there on West Broad near the haII park. 
Q. Was anybody with you? · 
A. Yes, sir, my sister and ~y brother. 
Q. Tell the Court and the Jury which way yon intended to 
make the trip? How did yon expect to get up there f . · 
A. Well, I come up Government Road-you know you come 
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up by Chimborazo Park and went down Broad to 
page 61 ~ 21st, down 21st to Cary ancl was going on out Cary 
to the Boulevard and then from the Boulevard· to 
Broad. 
Q. And from Broad on to the skating rinkT 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Had you ever made that trip before? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. With any frequency! 
A. SirT · 
Q. Had you made it a few times or many or about how 
many times? 
A. Two or three times I had been up there. 
Q. Now getting immediately to the scene of the collision, 
I believe I a~ked you to make some measurements for me. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. May: Mr. Sands admits these, but I don't know whether 
these measurements we.re satisfactory to you, Mr. Steingold. 
Mr. I. Steingold: I haven't seen them. · 
Note: Memorandum shown to counsel for plaintiff. 
Mr. ~teingold: That is all right. 
By Mr. May: 
Q. These measurements I have are as to Randolph Street 
at the north crosswalk being 28 feet., 24 feet at the south cross-
walk, Cary Street being 42 feet wide with an 8 foot 
page 62 ~ cement strip on each side .and 26 foot asphalt pave-
ment in the center and also the reaching of Ran-
dolph Street on the north side 13 feet 4 inches before you 
reach it on the south side. I believe vou made those with a 
tape measure with me, didn't you Y .. 
A. Yes, sir. · ·. 
Q. As you got in the vicinity of Randolph Street did you 
6riven any signal of any kind to turn either to the right or · 
the left-
A. No, sir. 
Q. Suppose ·you hear my question first. Had yon intended 
to turn either way 7 . 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you give a signa] to turn either way Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know wl1ere Randolph Street begins? 
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A. You mean what hundred block? 
Q. Where it begins with reference to either Carv or Main 
Street? · ~ 
A. You mean what hundred block or the street? 
Q. No. Is it a dead end street at either Cary 01~ Main 
Street? 
A. Randolph and Main. 
Q. Is it dead there? That is what I am getting at. 
A. Yes, sir; you have to turn one way or the other. 
Q. Was there any reason for you to turn right 
page 63 ~ on Randolph or left the1·e 1 
. A. No, sir. 
Q. What kind of s.treet is Main Street for travel, do you 
know; the surface of it, what it is made ofl 
A. Some kind of asphalt or bricks or something. 
Q. Is it any cobblestones there, do you know? · 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Which is the main traveled street to go west in that 
vicinity? 
A. The main street? 
Q. Yes, not :M:ain Street, but what street takes the burden 
of traffic going west, Main or Cary Street., clo you know1 
(No answer) 
Q. Where do the automobiles run? 
A. Sir? . 
Q. Which street do the automobiles go west on mostly, 
Main Street or Carv Street Y 
A. I believe they do more on Cary Street. 
Q. Where were you running with reference. to either curb? 
Which side of the highway were you running on t 
A. I was on my right side going west. . . 
Q. How far were you running from the right side of the 
street where the curb would bef 
page 64 ~ A. About 8 foot, between 8 and 10 foot. 
Q. Do you know the construction of the street 
there? 
A. Sir? 
Q. Immediately adjacent to the north side iR it made of 
cement or made of asphalt, do you know 7 
A. It is asphalt, some of it and some of it. is cement. 
Q. I believe we have he1·e the measurP-ments--1 don't know 
whether I mentioned this to vou--8 feet of the north and 
south side of Cary is made of cement, isn't it 7. 
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Q. Does the traffic drive on the cement! 
A. No, sir .. 
Q. Do you know what that is used mostly fort 
A. For parking. 
65 
Q. Were there any cars parked there at this time, do you 
:remember! 
A. I don't remember about that. 
Q. How f.ast were you t.raveling1 
A. About 20 miles an hour. 
Q. What happened there! 
A. ·wen, that truck-the first thing I knew the truck come 
:around and hit me on the fender .. I didn't see it, didn't hear 
it. 
Q. In what position was your automobile at the time it was 
struck on the right; which way·was it pointingt 
_page 65} A.. Going west, pointing west. 
Q. Had you veered either to the right or left 
just before the accident happened 7 
A. No, sir, I was going straight ahead. 
Q. Where did you come to a stop! . 
A. A.bout the middle of the street; you know., of Randolph 
'.Street, about the middle of the intersection, you might say. 
Q. And where did the truck come to a stop 1 
A. Over in front of the store. 
·Q. Did anything happen to it after it struck the storet· 
A. Sir! 
Q. Did he move it anywhere after it struck the store Y 
A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did happen to it 1 
A. He backed it off and went up Randolph Street a little 
ways. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Sands, Jr.: 
Q. How many·people were in the car with youY 
A. My brother and sister. 
Q. Just three of you! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. All three of you on the front seat? 
page 66 ~ A. No, sir; my -sister was on the back seat. 
Q. And you and your brother up in front? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now wl1en did you first notice this truck in the rear t 
A. I didn't see it until it come by me. 
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Q. Did you at the preceding corner look in your mirrorf 
Had yo"Q.. looked in your mirror at all to see if anything was 
behind vou Y · 
A. No, sir, I didn't look. 
Q. You did11 't know whether anything was behind you. 
How long had you been on Cary Street T 
.A. I hadn't been on there very long. 
Q. About how many blocks¥ 
A. Well, I come into Cary from 21st Street.. 
Q. And had come all the way up Cary Y 
A., Yes, sir,, 
Q. So you had been all the way from downtown on Cary 
Streett 
A. Yes,. sir. 
Q. And you had·not noticed any vehicle in back of you for 
three or four blocks before this happened f 
A. No, sir. 
Q. When did you first notice the truck Y 
.A. I didn't see it until it come by me. 
page 67 ~ Q. Didn't see it until it came by you Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q; Did you see it before the impact f 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You didn't se·e it until actually the impact had taken 
placeY 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Were you g~ing straight ahead at the time f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. On a direct course Y 
A. Going straight ahead. 
Q. How much distance approximately was it between the 
right-hand side of your car and the curbing? 
A. About 8 foot. 
Q. And were any cars parked along the curbing between 
the interseetion of Randolph and you as you approached the 
intersection 7 
A. Not right along there, no., sir. 
Q. No cars parked on the side and you were about 8 feet 
from the curbing? 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Did you veer your car to the left or the right¥ 
A. No, sir. , -
Q. Just kept absolutely straigl1t ahead! 
· A. Straight ahead. 
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page 68 ~ Q. And going sfraight through? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How far did you travel after the impact, would you 
say? 
A. About 10 or 15 feet. 
Q. About 10 or 15 feet? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And then came to a stop 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You went that far? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What part of your car was damaged? 
A. The right fender-rigllt-hand fender. 
Q. Front or rear? . 
A. Front. 
Q. Was that the only part of your car that was damaged Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you were going straight ahead as you approached 
the intersection? . 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you were about 8 feet out from the sidewalk Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you didn't pull to the right or the left f 
A. No, sir. 
page 69 ~ Q. You went straight ahead ? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the first you knew of it was when this truck struck 
vouY 
.. A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the only part of your car he struck was your front Y 
A. Front right fender. 
By M:r. I. Steingold: 
Q. Where do you live? 
A. At the present time? 
Q. Yes. 
A. At the time of the accident on Government Road,' 4227 
Government Road. 
Q. Where is that with reference to Cary Street? 
A. Sirf 
Q. Where is that with reference to Cary Street? .. 
A. ,Vhat do you mean 1 How do you get there from Cary 
Streett 
Q. How do you g·et to Cary Street from Government Road Y 
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A. You come ou up Broad Sti;e~t by the pai·k and then go 
on down to 21st Street and then down to Cary. 
Q. What time d\d this accident happen Y 
A. It was around about 6 :30~ it was light. 
Q. Had you worked that day? 
page 70 ~ A. Sir l 
Q. Had you worked that day? 
A. Yes, sir, I worked half <ilay, 
Q. Do you travel Cary Street around 14th to l7 and 18th 
Streets very often Y Do you travel on Cary Str~~t very often Y 
A. Right much. 
Q. One or two blocks ~r~ <me-way, aren·'t they! 
A. Sir? 
Mr. May: What is that? I didn't bear you. 
Mr. Steingold: He ~laims J;i,e c~me down Cary Street from 
21st all, the way. I am asking wh1?ther or nof part of it is 
o.ne.-way and he couldn't have done that. 
A. ( Continued) It may be one-way now. 
Q. It was o~~-way then, wa.i;,n't iU 
A. I don't know. 
Q. You were closer to Brol\d Street thEtu. you were to Cary, 
weren't you? 
A. Yes, sir. I alw~ys go up Cary Sti,~eet to go that way. 
Q. And you travel Main Street quite a bit, don't yon! 
..A.. Well soi;n.etimos. 
Q. Have you ever lived on Main Street or in that neighbor-
hood where this accid~nt happened f 
page 71 ~ A. No, sir. . 
Q. You have visited in that n~igbborhood? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That is where you were headed for tbat day, weren't 
you? 
A. I was going up to the skating i;ink. 
Q. Didn't you have a friend right there on Main Street? 
A. My brother has a friend. 
Q. On Main Street near Randolph 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is it a man or woman f 
A. A girl, his gir 1.. 
Q. An.d you.r brother was going with you to the slrnting 
rink? 
A. Y~s, sir, to caxry my ~ister up there fhs.t. 
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Q. Did your hl'Q.ther live at that time with you on Govern-
ment Road? 
A. He was in the Army, but he come in on week-ends • 
. Q. He was stationed near here f 
A, Stationed in N 01·th Carolin~ 
Q. And he was with you that evening, wasn't he? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where had you all aoine from f 
A. Come from home on Government Road. 
Q. Had you had your supper f -
page 72 } A. Yes, sir, we had eaten supper hef ore we left. 
Witness stood aside. 
Note: At this point a recess was taken until 2 o'clock P. M. 
:at which time the taking of testimony was resumed. 
HORACE GARY~ 
a witness called on behalf of the defendant Gary, being first 
duly sworn, testified as follows.: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
::By Mr. May: 
Q. You are Mr. Horace Gary, aren't you, 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I don't believe you have any occupation just nowt 
A. Not right now. 
Q. You are one of the Government pensioners? 
A. Disabled veteran. 
'Q. Your disability occurred-in action, I believe, sir! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What relation are you to Mr. Roland Gary? 
A. Brother. · 
Q. What was your occupation at the time of this accident 
we are talking aboutf 
A. I was still in the Army then. 
Q. Do you remember where you were located? 
page 73 } A. I was in North Carolina. 
Q. You were at borne, however? 
A. On furloug·h. 
Q. What night of the week was this, do you remember! 
A. I think it was Saturday. You are talking about the 
accident? · 
Q. Yes. -where were you staying at that time f 
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A. I was stayirrg at home on Government Road .. 
Q. That is,. at your father's home t 
A .. Yes·. 
Q. Where were you and your sister a:nd your brother go-
ing! . 
A .. We were going up to the skating rink. 
Q. What route did you take in the effort to get there Y 
A. From Government Road Y 
Q. Yes, sir .. 
A. Up to Broad, down Broa:d to Zlst, to Gary to get out. 
of heavy traffic .. We were going up Cary Street because it 
is quicker that way. 
Q. Were you in a collision at Randolph and Cary Streets t 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Just before the collision what side of the street, if any,. 
was the car you were in being operated on t 
A. On the right. 
page 74 ~ Q. You were seated where? 
A. On the right-hand side next to the driver in 
front 
Q. Who else was in the carf 
A. My sister, she was in the back. 
Q. How fast were you all driving t 
A. Around 20 miles an hour, I guess; wasn't going very 
fast. · 
· Q. Hpw far was the right side of your automobile from 
the curb on your right-hand si.de ¥ 
A. I would say about 8 feet anyhow. You are. talking about 
the automobile from the curbt 
.Q. Yes, sir. 
A. About 8 feet. 
Q. How far would that put it from the cement strip be-
tween your car and the curb? Do you remember whether 
there is a cement strip there Y 
A. I guess about a foot. We were on the street pavement 
and here is the strip of cement here (indicating). 
Q .. What part of the highway with reference to the asphalt 
and the cement strip is used mostly for traffic? 
A. Which what! 
Q. What part of the highway; that is, the asphalt or the 
. cement strips or both are used mostly for travel by auto-
mobiles Y 
A .. I suppose both are used, I don't know. 
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page 75 } .Q. Do you know which is used mostly? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you remember whether there was any vehicle parked 
on the right-hand side within a block of where the accident 
happenedf 
A. Yes, sir, it was within a block. 
Q. Within the block f 
A. Yes. . 
Q. Now tell the Court and the jury just where you had 
gotten when you were in collision Y 
A. At Randolph and Cary. 
Q. Do you know how far in feet from Randolph you were 
when the collision actually occurred Y 
A. About 23 f eet-20 feet from the corner at Randolph. 
Q. Do you know what route ·you all had intended to go as. 
far as the Boulevard Y · 
A. We were going down to turn at the Boulevard to go on 
out to the skating rink. 
Q. You mean you were going on Cary to the Boulevard? 
A. Yes; . . 
Q. Do you know whether· your brother gave any sig'Ilal at 
Randolph Street or before getting to . Randolph Street that 
he was going to tuTn in either direction Y 
A. No. 
Q. Did bet 
page 76 r A. Why should be Y 
Q. I am not asking about that, but did he do 
that? 
A. No. 
Q. Did he veer from a ~traight line at Randolph Street or 
in the vicinity of Randolph Street Y 
A. No. . 
Q. And what happened there 20 feet from Randolph 
Street? 
· .A. Well, this truck came around on our right and hit our 
fender. 
Q. What part of the fender did it hit? 
A. ,T ust tl1e side, the front. . 
Q. The front fender on which side of yoµr automobile? 
A. On the right. 
Q . .And which way was your automobile headed when it 
was struck! ·· 
A. ·west. 
Q. Was it off of a line in either way when it was struck? 
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A. No, we were going straight. 
Q. Now what course did the truck take from the time it 
was in collision with you until it came to a stop! 
A. Well, it veered to the right and hit these people over 
there by the store and hit the store, too. 
Q. Did you see it in its course across to the store Y 
A. I saw the back end of it, that is all I saw. 
pag·e 77 ~ Q. Could you judge its speed after the collision 1 
A. No, I couldn't judge the speed of it. 
Q. Do you know what it struck over there on the north-
west corner when it came to rest? 
A. Yes, r heard it. 
Q. What did it strike? 
A. I think it was-it knocked down the stop sign sitting 
there. 
Q. What is that made of T 
A. It is an iron pipe or steel, I don 'f know which, but it 
is a stop sign pipe. I think it was a couple of bicycles and 
these colored boys standing there, two or three, I don't know 
which, and then it hit the store. 
Q. Do you remember whether it hit the woodwQrk or glass 
work of the store? . 
· .l\.. I think it hit the woodwork, but it broke glasses, too. 
Q, Then what- did he do? 
A. He checked off. 
Q. And where did he go f 
A. He backed off from there and stopped about 50 feet 
down on Randolph Street on the opp.osite side of the street. 
page 78 ~ CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Sands, Sr.: 
Q. Mr. Gary, this thing happened about 6:30 in the eve-
ning! 
A. About that time, 6 :30 or 7. Something like that, I am 
not sure. 
Q. Where is that skating rink? 
A. It is-I don't know what street it is, but it is up there 
by Mooer's ·ball park. I know exactly where it is at. 
Q. Up there above the Tantilla or that neighborhood? 
A. Yes, sir. - · 
Q. Had you been to supper¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long were you supposed to skate up there¥ 
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.A. I wasn't g'Oing to skate myself; my sister was going. 
Q. She was the only one going to skate! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you have .any :eng-agement up there with anyone? 
.A. No. 
Q. Just going up there to see your sister skate 7 
A. We was going to take her and come back .. 
Q. You were coming back? 
A. Yes, sir, we were going to leave her there. 
Q. You were coming on back. Did. you have an 
page 79 } ,engagement when you left her as to where you 
were goingt 
A. No. 
Q. Didn't have any date T 
A. No. 
Q. Didn't have a date around Randolph and Maim, ?id 
you? 
- A. No. 
Q. Not that·nighU 
A. I know. the girl there. 
Q. You know the girl all right, but didn't have an engage-
ment then? · 
A. No. 
1Q. Where does she live Y 
A. She lives up on Main Street. 
Q. Main and Randolph? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Right around the corne.r almost from where this acci-
dent happened Y 
A. The next corner, yes. 
Q. You didn't happen to mention the_ fact going np the 
street where she lived or did they know! 
A. Did who know? 
Q. Your brother and sister. 
A. No. They knew whe.re I was going. 
Q. You were going there, weren't you! 
page 80 } A. To her house 1 
A. No. 
Q. Yes. 
Q. You didn't mention the fact where she lived on Main 
and Randolph that night as you were driving on up? 
A. Did I mention it? 
Q. Yes. Did they know: where.she lived? .. 
A. I don't know whether they knew or not. 
Q. You don't know whether they knew it or noU 
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I 
A .. ·1t didn't make any difference to them. 
Q. But you knew whe:re it was and it was right straight 
around on Main Street from where the accident happened t 
A. Yes:, I knew where she lived .. 
Q. Has your brother got one of these looking glasses in 
the front of his car to see what is behind him t 
A. Yes. · 
Q. That was in order or out of 0rde:r-r 
A.. It is in orde:r. 
· Q. You were· sitting by him on the right.. Of course, you 
couldn't see what was behind him 7 
·A. No. 
Q. When :was the first time you saw this car f 
A. The truck f . 
. . Q. Yes. 
page 81 ~ 
A. After it hit us. 
Q. Just where it hit you f 
A. No, I said after. 
Q. You didn't see it until after it hit. you f · 
A. No. 
Q .. Whereabouts on the car did· it strike? 
A. The right front fender. · 
,I 
Q. On the right front fender. What fender of his car struck 
that! 
A. I couldn't tell you .. 
Q. You couldn't tell f 
A. No. 
Q. Did yon see the car· come by and strike yon on your 
right front fender? 
A. Did I see itf 
Q .. Yes ... 
A. Yes, I saw the truck come by and hit us .. 
Q. Yon saw it come by and hit you? 
A. Because I was sitting right on that side. . 
Q. How far were yoti up into the center of the street then f 
A. We wasn't at the center of the street when we were 
hit .. 
Q.. How far were you from the entran.ce of the street f 
A. About 20 feet, I suppose. 
· Q. 20 feet from the entrance? 
page 82 ~ A. Yes. 
Q. Were~ you 20 feet from the entrance on the 
south side or 20 .feet from .the entrance on the north side? 
A. You are going the wrong way (indicating on sketch)· 
that is east. ' 
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Q~ How does Randolph Street run 7 
A. North and south. 
Q. Is it a full street there 7 
A. Randolph runs north and south, but you have to go-I 
don't know how far it is up-Randolph turns this way and 
goes like that; it is an S. 
Q. It makes a kind of S 1 
A. Yes. . 
Q. Show me if you can on that little piece of paper here 
exactly something about that. You use your own diagram 
but draw it so these gentlemen can see it-
Mr. May: This is the one we used this morning. 
Mr. Sands: He can draw his own picture. 
Q. Draw a picture here as to Randolph Street. 
A.. This is east ·and west running this way and we will put 
Randolph here and up here is a continuation of Randolph 
Street something like that. · 
Q. You are separating the override over here¥ 
· A. That is the override here. 
Q. In other words, Randolph going over to Main 
page 83 ~ comes up here? · 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Then it dead-ends on Cary? 
... !\.. Yes, sir. 
Q. Dead-ends on Cary and again on Main, doesn't it! 
A. Yes. 
Q. You come up here and then how far is it-
A. No,. it is not very far. 
Q. How much is it 1 Does it go beyond the prolongation? 
Do.es the entrance go beyond the prolongation as it comes 
from Main¥ 
A. Yes, sir, it does. 
Q. Would you say it was about on a line with the end of 
the store? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When you say you were 20 feet from there-you were 
20 feet from the corner! 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. The northeast corner? 
A. Yes, 6ir, right in here. · 
Q. In other words, you put yourself at about 20 feet from 
the northeast corner of Cary and Randolph, is that right? 
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A. Right in there. · 
Q. And you never saw that man at all until you were struck 
there, is that right? 
pag·e 84 ~ A. Yes, · 
Q. And when he struck you he struc~ you when 
you were 20 feet before you got to the corner Y 
A. About that. 
Q. Arid your idea is you were how many feet from the 
gutter or curbing on the· south side? 
A. About 8 feet, I guess. 
Q. Only about 8 feet? 
A. Yes, I suppose so. . 
Q. Then if there was a car parked farther down the street 
there how much room did that parked car take in being 
parked on the south side of that street? 
A. The width of an automobile. 
Q. The width of an automobile whatever that is 7 
A. I don't know. 
Q. But whatever it is, they run standard widths, don't 
they7 
A. I suppose they do. 
Q. Did you see one or two cars there f 
A. I am not sure, but I am pretty sure it was cars sitting 
ili&~ . 
By Mr. I. Steingold: 
Q. Did you go to the skating rink that Saturday nightf 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you stay there 1 
page 85 ~ A. No, I didn't stay. 
Q, If you had had a date that evening your 
brother would have known about it, wouldn't he Y 
A. I don't know; not necessarily. 
Q. He was driving the car. 
A. I know it. 
Q. He was going to take you if you were going, wasn't 
he? 
A. I don't tell him everything of. my. business. 
Q. If someone is driving a car and you were going· some-
where you have to tell them where you are going-.so they can 
take you?, 
A. Sure. 
Q. How were you going to this girl's house with his tak-
ing you if you didn't tell him? 
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A. I would probably have told him if I was going there, 
hut I wasn't going· there. 
Q. What was that? 
A. I wasn't going· there. What bearing has that on the. 
{!ase? 'What does the girl have to do with it? 
Q. Nothing at all. If your brother testified that he was 
going to take you to this girl's house that night-
Mr. May: If Your Honor please, I submit it is not fair 
to a witness to say if he testified to something which he has 
not testified to. 
page 86 } Mr. Steingold: That is what he testified. I 
stopped examining him as soon as he said that. 
Mr. Sands, Jr.: I have no recollection of his having said 
be was going to take him there. 
1\fr. May : He said he had a friend who did live there. 
Mr. Steingold: And was going to the skating rink and 
,come back and take his brother there .. 
Mr. May: I submit that he didn't say that. 
Mr. Steingold: My ears surely played a trick on me then. 
· Q. Isn't it true that that is what you all had intended to 
do that night? 
A. What is that? 
Q. Weren't you going to take your sister to the skating 
rink and then come back and pick up this girl? 
A. No. 
Q. Didn't you do that 1 
.A. No. 
Q. What did you do that night? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. You didn't go to the skating rink and stay there and 
watch your sister skate, did you? . 
A. No. 
Q. vVhat did you do? 
page 87 ~ A. I don't know. Do you know what you did 
that long ago? I don't know. 
Q. Did you come back to pick up this girl? 
A. I didn't come back to pick the girl up, no. 
Q. Isn't it true this is what happened, you all were going 
o.own Cary Street going west, weren't you f 
· A. Going west on Cary, yes. 
Q. And you, I believe, in the front seat of the carT 
A. That is right. ; I 
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Q. Your brother was driving T 
A. Yes.. · 
Q. You approached Randolph Street and told your brother 
to make the turn and he started to turn left, didn't he t . 
A. I told him to turri i' 
Q. Didn't you Y 
A. No .. 
Q. Didn't he start to turn left f 
A. No. Why should we go left? 
Q. Well, it is in testimony he started to turn left or was 
slowing down to start to turn left. 
li. No. . · 
Q. Didn't you say then, "No, tnrn right"T 
A. No·. 
Q .. Didn't he turn right then and get struck as he. went tc, 
make the right turn suddenly t . 
page 88 ~ A. No. 
Witness stood aside .. 
MRS. DOROTHY FINNIGAN, 
a witness called on behalf of the defendant. Gary, b·eing firs.t 
duly sworn, testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION .. 
By Mr. May: 
Q. Will you please tell us your namef 
A. Mrs. Dorothy Finnigan. 
Q. Mrs. Finnigan, I believe you are the ·sister of tlie ]\fr .. 
Garys that have testified here f , 
A. YesJ sir. 
Q. Anct the daughter-in-law of Chief Finnigan of the Fire 
Department? · · 
.A.. Yes, sir .. 
Q. Were you going to make the trip from your home the 
night the accident occurred that we have been talking about 
here today? 
A .. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Were yon going to take part in some of the skating· up 
there yourself Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do yon remember what route you all took to 
page 89 ~ get to where the accident happened Y 
· .A. Well, we live on Government Road and come · 
out Government Road-
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Q. Can you talk a little louderY . . 
A. We lived on Government Road, so we come up Govern-
ment Road around by Chimborazo Park out to Broad Street, ~ 
then went to 21st Street and then up Cary. . 
Q. Had you ever been up to the skating rink before? 
A .. Yes, si1·. 
Q. "\\Tith your brother? 
A. No, sir, this was the first time. 
Q. Now, getting immediately to Randolph Street, if I may 
ask you what part of the automobile were you riding in Y , 
A. I was riding· in the back on the right-hand side. 
Q. How fast was that automobile traveling Y 
A. We weren't going fast; about 20 miles- an hour. 
Q. Do you know how far the right side of your automobile 
was from the curb on the right side Y 
· A. About 8 or 9 or 10 feet, something like that. 
Q. Were you in a collisio~ at about that intersection 7 
A. Yes, sir. . · 
Q. Where were you with reference to Randolph Street when 
the collision occurred 1 
A. We were just. coming about to the corner. 
Q. And when is the first time that you knew any 
page 90 ~ other vehicle was approaching¥ • 
A. We were going along talking and the first 
thing I lmew the truck swerved to our right and hit the right 
fender and that is the :first I knew a car was around. 
Q. The back or front fender Y 
A. The front f~nder, right front fender. 
Q. Which way was your automobile pointed wlien it was 
hit¥ 
A. We were g·oing up Cary Street. 
Q. Do you know whether your brother had given any sig-
nal that he would turn right or leftY 
A. No, he was going straight. 
Q. Did he in fact turn either to the right or. left before he 
was struck by the truck? 
A. No, sir. . 
Q. What course did the truck take? 
· A. Well, after he hit us the next thing I saw .he was head-
ing towards the other corner, the opposite corner. . 
Q. Did he get to the other corner? 
A. Yes, ran into the store. · 
Q. Do ·you know what stopped him? 
A. The store. I didn't see any people or anything, I was 
too excited, but I did see the store when he stopped there. 
(_iii, 
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Q. Do you know whether anything was struck 
page 91 ~ before the store? 
A. No, I didn't see it. 
Q. Can you give us any idea of the speed of the truck as it 
left your automobile and went towards the store¥ 
A. No, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
J3y Mr. Sands, Jr.: 
Q. I don't know whether or not Mr. May asked you, but 
had you all gone up to the skating rink befo1·ef Had your 
brother ever d1·iven you up there before 1 
· A. No, sir, the first time. 
Q. And you stated, I believe, that you came down Broad, 
is that correct? 
A. We left Government Road and come up to Broad up 
by Chimborazo Park by the hill. 
Q. And then came across Church Hill on Broad¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then where did you turn over to Cary? 
A. We come up 21st Street to Cary. · 
Q. And then went down 21st to Cary? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you were headed up Cary. _Did your brother tell 
you where you were going to turn? 
A. I don't know where he was going to turn. I 
page 92 } was just glad to get the ride. 
Q. You know where the skating rnk is located 1 
A. Yes, sir, I know, but I didn't know wl1ere I was up 
there. 
Q. Whereabouts is the skating rink located r 
A. It is on West Broad Street. 
Q. Up near Tantilla t 
A. Yes, sir, up by there. 
Q. So he was on Broad and cut over to Cary and was go-
ing up Cary, when you all were headed for the skating rink? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What was the first time you remember seeing the 
truck! 
A. Not until it hit our fender. 
Q. Did you hear the noise first or see it f 
A. I don't know, sir. 
Q. You saw the truck before it hit you? 
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A. No, sir, I didn"t know until it hit the front fender. Then 
I saw the back of it as it was headed towards the store . 
. By Mr. I. S"t-eingold: 
Q. Are you related to anyone living on Main Street near 
Bandolph? 
..A.. :N"o, sir. · 
Q. When the truck hit your car on Cary Street 
:pag·e 93 ~ would yon say that it was going slower or faster 
than your car? 
A. I believe it was going faster. 
'Q. How fast did you say you thought your car was going! 
A. About 20 miles. . 
Q. Did it slow up at all at Randolph Street Y 
A. Well, we were just slowing up a bit f ot the corner. 
Q. That is right narrow corner, isn't itt 
A. I tlon 't know. I wasn't paying attention. 
Q. You all didn't slow np for every corner.from 21st Street 
to Randolph Street, did yon t . 
A. ·we weren't going fast. . 
Q. Did yon slow up at each corner? 
A. Yes, sir. 
<~. What time did yon leave home 7 
A. I reckon it was after six. 
Q. And this accident happened about 6 :30? 
..A.. Yes, sir, about that. It was still light. 
Q. How many miles did you travel in less than half an hour 
through city traffic? 
A. I don't know. 
l\Ir. May: If Your Honor please, that might mean in five 
minutes. How many miles can you travel in less than half 
an hour. I don't see how anyone can answer that. 
The Court: Reform your question. 
Mr. Steingold: I was just wondering if she 
page 94 } stopped at every corner like she slowed up at ll,an. 
dolph Street. 
The Witness: Vv e always do that. 
Q. Slow up at the corners? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that was the reason you all slowed up at Randolph 
Street.? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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· Witness stood aside .. 
Mr·. May:. That is the defendant ~fr. Gary's casei .. 
W.L. DAVIS,. 
a witness called on behalf of the defendant Jones & Davis', 
being first duly sworn, testified as follows :. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION .. 
By Mr. Sands, Sr. : 
Q· .. MF. Davis, what is yo.ur 'business f 
A. We are interior decorators., Jones & Davis on Broad 
Street, 2033. 
Q. How fong have you been doing business there f 
A. I think around twenty.five- or twenty-six· years .. 
Q. This darkey Edwards who. is a co-defendant 
page 95 ~ with you how long has he been working for you 7 
~"1.. Well, I didn't know exactly the time until he 
told me this morning. It is eighteen years this. March. 
Q. Do you know what work he was engaged in doing t.hat 
day, the day of the accident, Saturday? 
A. Well, he was doing some plastering· and some sizing of 
a room, I think, if I am not mistaken, or delivering a rug~ 
Q. Do you know what truck he was using! 
A. He was in my Dodge truck. . q. There is some testimony of this truck with reference 
to its being what kind of truck do they call it-as an extra 
truck. What about tbaU 
A. They call it an extra truck, but it is a truck that goes 
to. work . just like the rest of them. Of. course: we have a 
ton and a half truck to do most of our heavy I1auling and in 
case of light delivery we will take the little truck out. '\\Te 
just got in the habit during the war of running the little truck 
when the big truck wasn ,.t necessary, and this being a small 
·delivery to deliver things it wasn't a case of taking the big 
truck beca:use it would use more gas. 
Q. There is testimony in this case with respect to the brakes 
on this truck having been in bad condition when examined 
after the accident and the testimony suggested there that the 
brakes had been out of order. ,vm you please tell 
page 96 ~ the jury what you know nbout that, whether you 
have knowledge of that :facU · 
A. No, sir., l haven't any knowledge of the brakes being 
out of order because it is my strict orders to simply get things 
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fixed if they are in need of it in any way, shape or form and 
I think at that particular time we had the system--the Gov-
ernment let us up on having a check up of each car and l 
really have to do that mvself now. I have done that for 
twenty-five years. I have always seen that my trucks are in 
fairly good condition. Of course, anything-this might have 
happened to me, I imagine, but as far as my best knowledge 
I can almost swear to it it was in as good shape as any truck 
in Richmond. I feel that way anyway. 
Q. And you had not had any advice or knowledge of it 'be-
. ing otherwise when it started out that day as far as you 
know? 
A . .As far as I know, no, sir. 
Q. In reference to the question of a governor or governator 
-what do you call that~ 
A. It is a governor I put on each of my cars. 
Q. What is the purpose of it and what is the limit of it Y 
A. Well, the limit is 35 miles an hour, but when you get 
up to about 25 or 30 it is something about the thing that sort 
of checks back, I don't know what it does, bnt I 
page 97 ~ put those two governors on so the boys coulcln 't 
run 40, 50, 60, you can't do that, and they are still· 
there and if I am stating my case correctly I think I had locks 
on them. I have been away two years and they may have 
taken them off, but I don't think so. I think I have locks on 
those two cars and I can check it and really let you know. If 
somebody wanted to see it I think I have the keys in the safe. 
I ·am not positive about that, being· away two years. Some-
thing could have happened, but I don't think so. 
Q. You say this man has been working for you for seven-
teen or eighteen years? 
A. Around eighteen years this month, be tells me. 
Q. What is your knowledge of it through your experience 
of time on the subject of truth and veracity or general atti-
tude? 
A. I couldn't say one tlling wrong about him. I couldn't 
say he is anything but truthful and honest. He has never 
taken a drink to my knowledge. I imagine he takes it when 
he gets home, but I have never seen him-
M:r. May: If Your Honor please, I object to this. He 
hasn't stated that he knows his reputation. for truth and 
veracity. 
Mr. Sands, Sr.: You woke up mighty late, Mr. May. 
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Mr. May: I thought you would stop your im-
page 98 ~ proper questions sometime. . 
By Mr .. Sa~ds: 
Q. ~hat is your opinion of him Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
~r. Sands: In answer to my friend Mr. May I certainly 
submit they put the police officer on the stand to testify what 
he did .and said and I wish to bring out that he is dependable. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By M_r. May: . 
Q. Mr. Davis, you put these gov(;!rnors on there because 
you are afraid the boys might run over 35 miles an hour f 
A. I have taken them out myself and seen a little bit of 
those big trucks and I figure they last longer with a governor 
than without a governor at all. Q. But you :fig·ure the boys unless they are on there mig·ht 
run over that limiU · 
.A. I figure any driver will do it. 
Q. Now do you know where this man lives! 
A. Who is that? 
Q. Your employee¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·where does he Jive Y 
A. I can't tell you the exad street, but I can go 
page 99 ~ there. It is about two or three or four blocks over 
-it is rig·ht off from Allen Avenue. It is a street 
that runs down and then goes back. It is a short street that 
runs from Idlewood Avenue, if I am not mistaken., to Cary . 
. Q. Are you familiar with his reputation in the community 
in which he lives as to truth and veracity? 
A. I can't say I know his immediate friends or anything 
like that, but as far as I have ever been told-
Mr. May: Just a minute, sir. I submit I didn't ask for 
that. If Your Honor please, in view of this testimony that 
the witness has given that he does not know of the reputation 
for truth and veracitv in the communitv in which he lives 
we move the evidence ·he gave in chief wi'th reference thereto 
be struck out. I was under the impression he was familiar 
with his reputation; at least, I understood him to say so~ He 
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:g'.ave his own idea of it in chief, but now that he has no knowl-
.edge of it we submit the evidence should be stricken. 
The Court: I can't take it that wav. You have to ask this 
man some question to get out of him or through him what his 
reputation is. In other wordsJ you have to rely upon this 
.man. 
By Mr. May: _ __ _ 
Q. Do you know bis reputation in the com-
page 100} munity in which he lives for truth and veracity? 
A. That is a question which I couldn't answer 
_-except this; in the eighteen years of my life that he has worked 
for me I have not had anyone to say anything but the very 
best which can be said about Willie Edwards and I will say 
that myself. 
Mr. May: W~ have no further questions. 
The Court : That is a good reason. 
Mr. Sands, Sr.: On the examination in chief of the wit~ess 
we rely upon the testimony as given by him on the stand as 
the evidence which he would submit if recalled. It wonld be 
just a repetition to put this 11:1an .l?ack. ~oth of them have 
put him on the stand and examined him and certainly no good 
purpose could be served to put him ba0k on the stand and we · 
re~t upon his testimony, his defense of his action, 
The Court: $0 you rest f 
Mr. Sands: Yes, sir. 
Witness stood aside~ 
IN CHAMBERS. 
]\fr. May: "\Ve desire to renew our motion on the same · 
grounds now and submit to the· Court that whatever in ref-
ence there may have been they were making a 
J)age 101 ~ turn or intending to make a turn at the end of our 
case that now the evidence stands uncontradicted 
that no turn was intended to 1Je made and for that reason our 
motion should meet the favor of the Court. I am not going 
to argue that again, hut would have to be bound to be heard 
if you gave instructions against us on the g-round we were 
going to mal.re a left-hand turn because they would be entirely 
without evidence to support them. 
The Court : It seems to me I am compelled to let the case 
go to the jury. 
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Mr. May : I have to except. 
:Ne.te.: At this time the Court adjourned the jury until lll 
o'clock Ai': M., May 3rd, 1946. 
page 102 f May 3, 1946~. 
The Court convened pursuant to adjournment. 
CLARENCE ARTIST, 
the plaintiff, being Feealled in his own behalfi testified as 
follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION .. 
By Mr .. I. Steingold: 
Q. You are Clarence Artist, the .plaintiff in this case, who 
testified yesterday, are you not¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You did not testify yesterday as to Hie injuries you 
sustained in this accident. Will vou tell His Honor and the 
jury which leg and what part of your body was injured by the 
accident! 
·.A.· The righi one, the rig·ht hip and the right ankle. 
Q. Now what part of your leg or body was it that the doctor 
was testifying to yesterday about the permanent disabilitv 
which you have! · ., 
A. I think the hip and ankle and the knee and the ]eft thigh. 
Q. Do you understand what is meant by permanent; the onca ' 
you still suffer from. 
A. The right one from the accident. 
Q. The right one T 
page 103 ~ A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. In what manner do you suffer from that 
right legf 
A. In the ankle. 
Q .. How do you suffer from the ankle f 
A. Well, just pain and everything. I can't put my weight 
on it and can't run on it. 
Q. Can you walk as well as you used to before the accident Y 
.A.. :N"o, sir~ · 
Q. Has it affected you in your work in any manner 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In what mannerf 
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A. The work I do I have to stand all the time and I can't 
do much standing on it; I have to .sit down sometimes. 
Q. You now work at the same place and work as before 
the accident, don't you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. They know about your accident 7 
A. Yes, sir. · · 
, Q. 'rhat is t.he reason-- . 
A. They let me sit down. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr .. May: 
Q. Did you hurt your other leg in the last _month or so? 
A. Yes, sir, it got hurt last month. 
page 104 ~ Q. Last month T 
A. Yes,, sir. 
Q. Has it healed up? 
A. Yes, sir, it has healed up. It is not exactly well, but 
it is healed. · 
Q. Not entirely well. Did that have anything to do with 
the first time you got hurt 7 
A. 011, no, sir; not this one. 
Q. It is not related to it in any way? 
A~ No, sir. 
By Mr. Sands, Sr.: 
Q. Were you .hurt in another accident Y 
A. Another accident Y 
Q. Ye·s. 
A. No, sir~ I got shot by accide.nt. 
Q. You got shot in an accident Y 
A. Shot by accident. 
Q. You were in the neighborhood of an accident and you 
got shot? . · 
A. I was shot in my neighborhood. 
Q. Somebody shot you. What did they shoot you with; 
·buckshot? 
A. Bird shot. 
Q. How m1~ch of that bird shot did you catch 7 
page 105 ~ A. Sir? 
Q .. How much of that load of bird shot did you 
geU 
A. I don't know how many because the fell ow was a dis-
tance from me; just a sprinkle on my leg. 
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Q. Is that sore still Y 
A. It is sore a little bit. 
By Mr. May: 
Q. Did you have to go to the hospital for thaU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long did you stay in the hospital Y 
A. Three days. 
By Mr. Sands: 
Q. That was in April Y 
A. In AprilY 
Q. Yes, last month. 
A. Yes, sir, in April. 
RE-DIRECT E:X:AMINATION. 
By Mr. Steingold: . 
Q. What part of your leg did the bi rd shot strike Y 
A. From my foot-
Q. Show the jury. 
A. There it is ( exhibiting leg). 
Q. How many marks are there Y 
A. It is right many. 
page 106 ~ Q. No scabs are there, are there Y 
A. Just one. 
Q. Scar or scab? 
A. Scab from the little shot. 
Q. Scar or scab? 
A. I take it to be a scab,, I reckoh. 
Q. Did it affect the bone in any way Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Where were you at the time this accident occurred T 
A. On Lakewood and Randolph, middle of the block, on the 
sidewalk. . 
Q. Were you engaged in an altercation with anybody? 
Mr .. May: Just one minute. If Your Honor please I don't 
think the circumstances under which he was hurt bas any 
material bearing on this question. We are on the question 
of injuries and it was just introduced as a collateral issue. 
Mr. Steingold: · Our purpose is to show it was purely acci-
dental, that this boy was an innocent bystander and because 
.of the condition of his leg-
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Mr. May: If counsel is going to tell the jury what it· is 
we withdraw our objection. 
The Oourt : You are telling them the whole tale. 
Mr. May: There is no use making the objec-
page 107 } tion if he takes that position. 
The Court: Haven't you told enough about it Y 
Mr. Steingold: Yes, sir, but I didn't want any inference 
there that might be prejudicial to this man unless it was 
justified. Now that is all I want. I don't want an improper 
inference from the fact he was unfortunate enough to be 
. struck. 
The Court: I thought the thing was understood thoroughly. 
Mr. Steingold: vVe can leave that out, but I didn't want 
them to come back and say there. was something wrong with 
the boy just because he was unfortunate. 
The ,Court: I thougbt we thoroughly understood what it 
was when we came out. 
Mr. Steingold: I withdraw my question. If I wasn't posi-
tive it would be commented on I would leave it. I withdraw 
the question. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 107-a ~ INSTRUCTIONS. 
The followi£.g instructions., gTanted at the request of the 
· plaintiff and the defendants as hereinafter noted, are all of 
the instructions that were granted on the trial of tbe case. 
No instruction or instructions offered by any of the parties 
were refused. 
page 107-b ~ A. ·GRANTED FOR THE PLAINTIFF. 
Instruction No. P. 1. 
The court instructs the jury that every motor vehicle when. 
operated upon a highway shall be equipped with brakes ~de- , 
quate to control the movements. of and to stop such vehicle, 
.and such brakes shall be maintained in good working· order. 
If you should find· from the evidence that the brakes of the 
truck operated by Willie Edwards were defective at the time 
-of the accident and that the defective condition of said brakes 
directly contributed to the injury of the plaintiff your ver-
dict should be in favor of the plaintiff against Willie Edwards 
aJ?-d Jones and Davis, Incorporated. · 
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page 107-c ~ Instnwtion No .. P .. 2. 
The eourt further instructs the jury that any person who 
~hall drive any vehicle upon any highway in the State of 
Virginia at a speed in excess of 25 miles an hour in a resi-
dential district shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. 
If you should find from the evidence that either of the de-
fendants were operating their respective vehicles in excess. 
V of.said speed limit at the time and place of the accident in 
which plamtift was injured, and that said violation of the law 
was a direct and proximate. cause of the injury to the plain-
tiff your verdict should be against either or all of said de-
fendants guilty of such violation.. . 
page 107-d f Instruction No·. P. ll. 
The co-urt further instructs the jury that in making a right 
hand turn into an intersection the operator of the car should 
signal his intention either by a visible arm sig11al or by a 
mechanical signal .. 
If you should find from the evidenc~ that the Gary car was 
proceeding westward on Cary Street and attempted to make 
a. right hand turn into Randolph Street without giving a sig-
nal of any kind, and if you further believe from the evidence 
that such failure to signal was a direct contributing cause, 
of the accident which then and· there took place, your verdict 
should be against Roland Rudolph Gary. 
page 107-e ~ Instruction No. P. 4. 
_ The court instructs the jury that if they believe from the . 
evidence that the Jones and Davis truck was operated bv 
an. employee of Jones and Davis, Incorporated and engaged 
in the use of said truck on behalf of his employer, the em-
ployer is liable for any damages which may have been caused 
by any neg·ligence or illegal use, if any, of said truck by the 
driver, Willie Edwards. · 
page 107-f ~ Inst,n,ction No. P. 5. 
, 
· The court instructs the jury that in the operation of a 
motor vehicle the driver must obey all applicable state stat-
utes and city ordinances. The Code of Virginia provides tl1at 
the driver of any vehicle overtaking another vehfole proceed-
ing in the same direction shall pass at least two feet to the 
left thefeof, and shall not again drive to the right side of 
the highway until safely clear ·of such overtaking vehicle. 
I 
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If you should find from a preponderance of ·the· evidence 
that the truck operated by Willie Edwards was attempting to 
overtake and pass to the right of the automobile operated 
by Mr. Gary, and that such attempt to pass to the right of 
the Gary automobile by the defendant Edwards violated the 
above provision of the Code and that such act was one of the 
direct contributing causes of the accident which then occurred, 
your verdict should be for the plaintiff against Willie Ed-
wards and Jones and Davis, Incoi·porated. 
page 107-g ~ Instruction No. P. 6. 
The court instructs tbe jury that anyone owning or operat-
ing an automobile or other motor vehicle has a continuing 
· duty to keep bis vehicle under proper control' at all times V 
and must not be reckless or carele:§S in the operation of said 
vehicle.. . 
If the jury should find from a preponderance of the evidence 
that the defendants or either of them failed to observe their 
duty as above set out, ~nd that such failure was a direct and 
proximate cause of the accident on ,July 21, 1945, in which 
plaintiff was injured when he was struck by the Jones and 
Davis, Incorporated truck, your verdict should be for the 
plaintiff. 
page 107-h ~ bzstru,ction No. 7. 
The Court instructs the jury that you are not pel'mitted to 
weigh the negligence, if any, of the two drivers, that is to 
say, you are not permitted to consider whether one defendant 
was more negligent than the· other in causing the collision 
which resulted in the plainti:ff;s injury. If, therefore, you 
find that the accident was proximately caused by the sub-
stantial concurring negligence. of both. drivers, you must find · 
your verdict in favor of the plaintiff against all three defend-
ants, Jones & Davis, Incorporated, Willie Edwards, the driver 
of their truck, and Roland Rudolph Gary,, the operator of the 
other car. 
page 107-i ~ Instruction No. P. 8. 
The court instructs the juri that if they believe from the 
evidence in this· case that the injury to tl1e plaintiff was due 
solely to the negligence or improper operation of either the 
truck of Jones and Davis, Incorporated, or the car opera tad 
by Roland Rudolph Gary, or by the joint and concurrent neg-
02 §1urr~lll@- O.~mrt qf 4Pl)0flffl gf Vir:i!m~ 
µg~np~ pf pot4, tllml tb-@ pll;lintiff ii? .qntjtled tA ~ ver,:Uct for 
da:m~ga~, ~:µ~ tli~ jJ:P:'Y ij4qulq µijd ft. v~r<;lict i~ f ~vor of th~ 
plaintiff f~u El: 1Hl9P. d?roag~s :pot ex~~e<;ling t~ ~1nµ ~µ~cl fo-r 
~s they nmy fµ ~:µq ~~s~ms ~!;I fajr llµq. r~asp~µ.µl~ ~qmpensa-
t ... 1·· Qn fQr tb~ fnjµr.i~~ .~llff ~red by tlw pla.intiff, ~114 in. ~r:riviilg 
at tl:}~ damflg·~s ~P~t~iµ9q 1:>Y tP.~ phlintiff, th~y will i1~ gov-
erµ~d i;n ~f:itiPlflti~g tlw MlIµ~ QY P.Trnth~r instructiqn ~f t4e 
~ou,rt~ 
page 107-j ~ Instruction No. P. 9. 
The court instructs the jury ~hat if they believe from the 
f:lvip.eµp~ tlmt tµ~ plijinWl j~ ~ntitl~<;l t,q ro~pwr tll~y JI!ay, 
in ~stimntin.g tiw dqm~gcs to whi9h t,h~ plaintiff is entitlijg, 
take into ~onsj~~rntiq:q. tJw bodily i:µjnid~s lw ~llst~ined, the · · 
inc~mvenh~n~~ and tpe :physjcp.l suff~ri~1g-, p~in ;:ind djrsco~f9rt 
which he endured durmg the time he spent in the hg~pjt~l; 
his mQntnl a}J.gµi~4 q.qrjpg~ bi~ tr.~&trnpnt and. ~Qllvales~ence, 
at pre~ent ~ncl ill the f1.1tu·r~; his ioss of eflrni~gs wl1ile ~ t4~ 
ho~pitijl ijll!i qµ,ri11g th~ periQq he '\Vfl~ qjsabl~cl th~r~~ft~r; too prppapl~ d~:mation of .hi~ injµ1~ies µ11q l1t~ {lis~piljty ~s 
~hown by t}le evidence; m~pper CAlllrwnstltiop. for ~uc4 in-
juries and. q.j~~pilities bQth t~µip9rnrY tllld. p~r.1mment; hos-
pital and doctor bills which plaintiff is obligated or J!~qnh-:ed 
to pay; and assess bis damages at such sum as they ·may think 
just and proper under- tha eviqemip in this ease., not ~xg~eil-
ing the sum claimed in the notice of motion for judgment. 
p;ige 107 :-k } 
T:Pe court furth~r instriwt~ the j~1ry thnt ip. 9rd~r to b~ 
held fAr dqp:i~ge~ in ~n ~criqent the negligenc~ ~P.cl vjol~fam 
9f ~hitµte hY ~n operijtor mµ~t hav.e h~fln a pro~i.ma.te ctlll13~ 
· of the ac13ident, but it i!:, npt nepessaFy tl.~~t !3qoh CJfH-1~~ pa t~1e 
:rmijcn.· ~JJ:l.lSf3. ri1h~r-~ Jrtqy p~ iµore t}lan p11e pr,o~im.~t~ o~µ~~ 
thoug}l t4ey contribute t9 the accidf.~t in &ll llpen11~l d~gr~e. 
:U yoµ find frow tpe eyidell~e th~t either .of tlif} pefe~dRnts 
were· operating their vehicles either negligently or Oflf~lJ3ssly 
or in violation of a statute or ordinance as explained in other 
instructions of the co-urt, anq sn~h car~lf3ssness or n~glig'3:µc~ 
or violation of law directlv contributed to the aecident vour 
vercµpt sho-µlq pe ngAhlst either or fill of saicl defeqdanJs so 
coµtributipg to the ac{!i~le11tr 
-page 107-1 } B. GRANTED FOR THE DE~ENDANTS, 
JOnfmij ~ PAVI~, lNQO:J.tPOitAXlilD, A.~D 
WlLLU~ lUPWAllP~! 
l nsf ru~tiaft N 9: B ~ 
T4e Oom:t tust:r:µo,t~ t~ jµ11y tllat ti~ t9 the q.~f~µdants, 
~ ones ~ );)?.,vis, l!lPOf-pora.t~q., Jl~q ~Jieh· d:rivei', Willia ~4-
war-d.~, t4e bun}~µ 9f prqpf. t~ µpQp. t4~ Plf!.intiff tg e~tflbJi~p. 
by l\ prepon<l:~ran~@ of t}le ~vi4e1we. tll~t th~ drivei1, WiUi~ 
Eclwa:r.~s, Wf:L~ g·uilty of im ~~t <H !J.pts pf l!eglige~e Pha:vg~d 
i:Q. t4e µottP~ pf P!Pti~n fqr j'giJg~~~t Jtlltl that ~1.wh I).~gli- · 
g~no~ ~o:qstifa;tt~g. a pl1~>;]!I!ai~ CR!}j:ie Qf COfitr-ibllted tP the 
-0auf?e. of the injud9s show~~ If, -qp~m t4e ~vida·:qe~ ~s & wli~l~~ 
yqµ fl~e uµ~at3ideµ tlmt sqpb ~ c~sa hA§i b~~n uuul~ ~mt fl8'nin~t 
the said. 9ef~~4arit~, Jop~~ ~ Ilfl.vh,, Iycg:vp~rat~d, and Wil:-
lie Eclwar~f?, yolJ ~~pi.1lq µ;rig ygnr v~i1Q.i~t in th~ir f&vo:f. 
page· 107-m } Instriiction ·No. Q. 
The Court instructs the jury that as to the defendant, 
.J cm.a.~ ~ Il~vis, J:n~oFpor~t~d, tmd fl~ t9 the drivar ~f their 
truck, Willie. Edwnrc;l~, the la:w <lid mit J}equire. them to be 
gqara;ntors of the phiintiff ?~ ~af~ty, hq.t ~mlY. tllat th~y shQuld 
exercif?e rea~<mµ"f?l~ car.~ to t!i~t ~pg. Ee&aopable pare is 
thnt qegr~~ Q~ c~re an~ fqr~sigl-\t ~Jl Q:r.:g.i:p.~ry prudent; 
mindeq mSrµ would ~xer~is~ l.lll.d~f t4~ aa.me QP ~imjl~~ cir~ 
~umstanc~st 1\.Ild i:q. this ~gts~ th~ Qoyrt t~U& tl!a jury th&t 
unless Willie Edwards, the driver of the Jones & Davis truck, 
has been shown to h&ve vtohited th.~ ~egree of ~ar(3 owed, 
with respect to the charges of negligence in the notice of 
motion f Pr jJ_u:lgwel1t, yo~ s4quld find YQJ.ll' v~rdic.t in favor 
of Jonas ~ .µavis, l1lcorppr,~t~d, ~µq of t°P.~ir driv~:r,, Willie 
Edwar<;].s. 
~h,e QQµrt telJs th~ jury fb.Dt if, in this. case, you believe 
14~ prqii:µuit~ ~µl}se of the ~jurif:l§ e&tabli~hed by the plain~ 
tiff w~s nu ilCt or ~~ts qf ~~gUg~µQ~ only on the ·part of tlie 
qefe:µdant, R.olimd ~qdolpll (}ary, y9µ sh.oulq in no event 
fmd ng~im~t t}l~ q~f e1.1<limts, ,T <me1:1 & I}~yfs, Incorporated., or 
tiu~ir dr~verJ Willia :p]dwarq.f3. . 
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p~ge 107-o ~ lnBtruction No. E. 
r 
The Court instracts the jury that each of the defendants 
had an· equal right to the use of the streets in the vicinity of 
the collision here involved. Each should have exercised rea-
sonable care to have avoided collision with the other~ If, in 
this case, you believe that the defendant, Roland Rudolph 
Gary, as he approached the intersection of Cary Street and 
Randolph Street, pulled his automobile to the left· or center 
of said Carv Street without ·signal, the driver of the Jones· 
& Davis truck, Willie- Edwards, was justified in assuming 
that the Gary car was not intending- to make a right-hand 
. turn. And if° you fnrtiier believe that with-Out sig·nal or other"-
. acfequate war~ing the Gary car suddenly attempted a right-
hand turn and that such action was the sole proximate cause 
of 'the collision which resulted in plaintiff's injury, then there 
is no liability npon Jones & Davis, Incorporated, or upon 
the-driver of their truck, Willie Edwards, and you should find 
your verdict fo their favor. 
page 107-p }- Instruction No. P. 
The Court instructs the jury that neg;ligence is the doing 
. or the omission to do an act which an ordinary person of pru-
dence acting prudently under the same or similar circum-
stances would or would not have done; and ordinary care is 
that degree of care which an ordinary person of prudence 
acting· prudently unde-r the same or similar circumstances 
_would exercise for his own safety and the- safety of others!" 
pag·e 107-q ~ . Instruction No. Gr 
The Court instructs the jury that the ~efendant, Willie 
Edwards, the driver of the Jones & Davis truck, had the 
rig·ht to assume that Roland Rudolph Gary would obey all 
state statutes involved in this case and that Willie Edwards, 
driver of the Jones & Davis truck, had the further right to 
assume that the Gary car would not make a right-hand turn 
without signal after pulling to the left, and if you believe 
from the evidence that the ,Jones & Davis truck was being 
operated with ordinary care when this collision occurred, and 
that the Gary car without warning cut suddenly into the 
Jones & Davis truck so that the operator of the Jones & Da-
vis truck in the exercise of ordinary care could not avoid 
the collision, then you must find your verdict in favor of the 
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defendant, Jones & Davis, Incorporated, and of their driver, 
Willie Edwards. 
page 107-r ~ Instruction No. H. 
The Court instructs the jury tha·t neither Willie Edwards, 
as driver, nor Jones & Davis,. Incorporated, as the owner of 
the truck involved in . this collision, was a guarantor as to 
the condition or the adequacy of the braking equipment upon 
said truck, and if therefore you believe from the evidence 
that neither ,Jones & Davis, Incorporated, nor Willie Ed-
wards, their driver, knew, or with the exercise of ordinary 
care should have known, up to the time of the accident that 
the brakes upon said truck were not in proper working or-
der and after such knowledge had failed to take the neces-
sary steps to put them in reasonable working order then the 
inadequacy of the brakes. on the Jones & Davis truck at the 
time of the collision, if you believe from the evidence that 
such brakes were inadequate, ·was not chargeable as negli-
gence either to Jones & Davis, Incorporated, nor to the driver 
of their truck, Willie Edwards, and cannot be considered by 
you in weighing the evidence as to the negligence of the de-
fendants, Jones & Davis, Incorporated, and Willie Edwards. 
page 107-s ~ Instruction No. I. 
The Com:t instructs the jury that you must consider thi~ 
case solely upon the evidence before you and the law laid 
clown in the instructions of the Court, and you must not al-
low any sympathy you may feel influence your verdict. A 
verdict must not be based, either in whole or in part, upon 
conjecture, or surmise, or sympathy, but must be based solely 
upon the evidence in the case and the instructions of the 
Court. 
page 107-t ~ Instruction No. J. 
The Court instructs the jury that at the time of the col-
lision resulting. in the alleged injury to the plaintiff herein 
. the follow~ng statutl:s were in full force and effect gov~rning 
the operation of vehicles over and along the streets and high-
ways of the State of Virginia : 
'! 
§2154(108) Sub-section (b) (6) " * * * Any person who 
shall fail to give adequate and timely signals of intention to 
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turn, partly turn, Slow down, or stop, as required by section 
2154( 122) shall be g·uilty of reckless driving.'' 
* * * 
§2154(121) "Drivers of vehicles, when turning to the right, 
shall keep as closely as practicable to: the right-hand curb 
or edge of the highway, and, when turning to the left, shall 
pass beyond the center of the intersection, and as closely as 
practicable to the right of the center of such intersection be-
fore turning such vehicle to the left; and, when in any city, 
town or village, shall keep as closely as practicable to the 
rio:ht-hand curb or edge of the street, and shall turn the cor-
ner at a rate of speed not to exceed ten miles per hour. * ~ * . '' 
* * 
§2154(122) (a) "Every driver who intends to start, stop, 
or turn, or partly turn from a direct line, shall first see that 
such movement can be made in safety and whenever the op-
era1.ion of any other vehicle may be affected by such move-
ment shall' give a signal as required in this section, plainly 
visible to the driver of such other vehicle of his intention to 
make such movement.'' 
* 
( c) '' For left turn, or to pull to the left, the Arm shall be 
extended in a horizontal position straight from and level with 
the ~boulder.'' 
page 107-u ~ ( d) '' For right turn, or to pull to the right, 
the arm shall be extended upward.'' 
* * 
(f) "Such signals shall be given continuously for a· dis-
tance of at least fifty feet before slowing down, stopping, 
turning, partly turning, or materially altering the course. of 
the vehicle.'' 
If from the evidence you believe that the driver of the. 
Gary car fatled to obey any of the above statutory provisions 
applicable to his movement and that such failure on his part 
was the sole canse of the collision. resulting in the alleged 
injury to the plaintiff, then you must find your verdict in 
favor of the defendants Jones & Davis, Inc., and ·wmie Ed-
wards. 
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page 107-v ~ Iustru.ction No.. K. 
The Court instructs the jury that they should arrive at 
fheir conclusion not. merely from the number of witnesses 
who have testified on either side of the case, but from the 
-demeanor, character, reputatipn or credibility of the wit-
nesses .. 
page 107-w } C. GRANTED FOR THE DEFENDANT, 
ROLAND RUDOLPH GARY. 
lnstructfon No. N. 
'The Court instructs the jury that the burden of proof in 
-this cage is upon· the plaintiff to establish by a preponder-
;ance of tl1e evidence that the defendant, Roland Gary,. was 
guilty of some act or acts of negligence charged in the suit 
J)apers and that such neglig-ence constituted a proximate 
-cause of the collision. A verdict should not be based upon 
speculation·, conjecture, surmise or sympathy, but should rest 
-entirely upon the evidence in the case and the instructions 
of the court. If, upon the evidence as a whole, you are un-
decided whether the plaintiff has established by a preponder-
.ance of the evidence that the said defendant was guilty of 
negligence which constituted a proximate cause of the col-
1ision, your verdict should be in his favor. 
page 107-x } Instruction No. 0. 
The Court instructs the jury . that. the defendant, Gary, 
was not a guarantor of the plaintiff's safety but was re-
auired to exercise reasonable care. Reasonable care is that 
degree of care and foresight a reasonably prudent-minded 
person would exercise under the same or similar circum-
stances. Unless you believe from the evidence that the said 
defendant failed to exercise such a degree of care, you should 
find in his favor. 
page 107~y } Instruction No. P. 
The Court instructs the jury that the defendants, Jones 
and Davis, Incorporated, and Willie Edwards, owed to .the 
plaintiff the duty of exercising a reasonable lookout, &nd if 
you believe from the evidence that the said defendants, act-
h1g through the said def eudant, Edwards, failed to exercise 
such a lookout and that failure constituted the sole proxi-
mate cause of the injuries sustained by the, plaintiff', you 
should not find against the defendant, Gary. 
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page 107-z } · Iustru:ction No .. Q-
The Court -instrncts the jury that at the time· and· place of 
the collision _in question, the following _state ~.tatute was iu 
full force and effect :. 
''Sec. 2154 (108). Reckless· driving~-Ca) Irrespective of 
the maximum speeds herein provided, any person who drives: 
a vehicle. upon a highway recklesslyr or at a speed or in m 
manner so as to endanger life, limb or property of any per-
son shall be g.uilty of reckless driving; "" .a * · '" 
And the Conrt tells the jury that if' you believe from the-
evidence that the defend~nts, Jones and Davis, Incorporated',. 
and Willie Edwards, acting through the said Edwards, vio-
lated the statute· set out and such violation constituted the 
sole proximate cRuse of the injuries sustained by the pain-
tiff, you shoud find in favor of the defendant, Gary. 
pag·e 1os· ~ ~ Instruction Na. R .. 
The Court instructs the jury that at the time and place of 
the collision in question, the following state statute was in 
full force and effect :. 
"Se~. 2154(108} ~ ~ * 
(b) No person shall 
(1) Drive a vehicle when not under proper control, or with 
inadequate or improperly adjusted brakes upon any highway 
of thig State,',. 
And the Court tells the jury that if you believe from the 
evidence that the defendants,. J"ones and Davis, Incorporated, 
and Willie Edwards, acting thro.ugh the said Edwards, vio-
lated the statute set out and such violation constituted the 
sole proximate cause of the injuries sustained by the plain-
tiff, you should find in favor of the defendant, Gary. 
. ; /l~l.lllJ~li .. •; I . :· 
page 108-a ~ . Instruction No. 8. 
The Court instructs the jnry that at the t'ime and place of 
the. collision in .question the following state statute was in 
ful force and effect: 
"Sec. 2154(116). Overtaking a vehicle.-(a) The driver 
of any vehicle overtaking another vehicle proceeding in the 
same direction shall pass at least two feet to the left thereof, 
and shall not again drive to the right side of the highway 
: • .. t · 
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until safely cl~ar of such overtaken vehicle, except as hete:-
inafter ·provided.''. 
. And the: Court _tells the jury tl~at if y~m b_elieve fr.om the 
evidence that the defendants, Jones and Davis, Incorporated, 
~n.d _Wijli~ Edwards,. acting t1irough ,the said Edwards, vio-
lated the statute set· out and such ·violation constituted the 
sole proximate -c.&use of the injuries ElU~tained · by the~ -plain:.. 
tiff, you should find in favor of the defendant, Ga_ry. · . 
page 108-b ~ lnstritction No. T. 
, · The: Con.rt h1structs the jury that at the time and place· of 
the -collision in :question, the· following state statute was·-j_n 
full force -and effeGt: .. , . . . .. ·; · . 
"Sec. 2154(116) * * * ( c) The driver of a vehicle may over-
take and pass upon the right of anotlJer vehic~e which i_s !Jlfl:k-
ing br about to make a left turn and the driver of which has 
given a signal as required by the- next two-paragraphs.\ 
i. 
* * 
'' ( c) For left turn, or to pull Jo the left, the arm shall be 
extended in a horizontal position ·straight from and level with 
the shouder. 
* * 
" (.f, Such a signal shall be given continuously, .for .. a q.is-
tance of at least :fifty feet before slowing do.wn,' stoppjng, 
turning, partly turning, or .materially altering the.course of 
the · vehicle. '; · 
: And· the .. Cour.t tells the. jury that unless you heiieve· the 
defendant gave the sig·nal .for the left-hand turn for the dis;. 
tance required by the statutes set out, t;be def~~dap.ts, J.ones 
~:nd Davis, Incorporated, and Willie Edwards, acting through 
the 1 said ·Willie Edwards, had no right to pass or attempt to 
pas~ o:n -the said. Ga-ry 's right, and if they did. so and such 
action cohstituted the sole proximate- cause of the injuries 
coniphtinecl" of; :-you i;;hould :fjnd in the favor of the defend-
ant,. GarY:· ... 
fJ:age: WB~<;J O~JEOTI0NS TO INSTRUCTIONS. 
},za}nfrg,~' lnstr~ction No .. 1: 
1\fr. Sands, Jr.: Our objection to that is that would be 
construed as a finding· instruction g·iven by the Court that 
they should find only against Jones ~ Davis. The instruc-
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tion should be that if they believe that the inadequacy of the 
brakes was a proximate contributing factor in causing the 
collision then they should find their verdict in favor of the 
plaintiff. It should include Rolan~ Gary if it is a contribut-
ing cause. · · 
Mr. Sands, Sr.: And it should read "defective at the time 
of the accident". The policeman said there was evidence 
thev were defective beforehand, but our theory is they were 
made defective as a consequence of it. 
Plaintiff's Instruction No. 2: 
Mr. May: We object on the ground that there is no evi-
dence in this case that the defendant Gary exceeded 25 miles 
an hour and its effect or application should be confined en-
tirelv to the co-defendants . 
., 
Plaintiff''s Instrwction No. 3: 
Mr. May: We object to No. 3 on the ground there is no 
evidence in this case that the defendant Gary attempted to 
make a right-hand turn into· Randolph Street. The evidence 
is quite to the contrary, that. be meant to go 
page 109 ~ straight through, and such exists as a matter of 
law. 
Plaintiff's Instnwtion, No. 6: 
Mr. May: We passed this instruction by because it sub-· 
mits the question of negligence· to the jury in general terms 
and I wanted to bring· over a case which holds that is not 
the way it should be· submitted to the jury. ( Cites case of 
C .. (t 0. Ry. Co. v. Mever, 150 Va. 656.) 
The Court of Appeals in that case says it does not approve 
of instructing in general language like that. · . · 
Plaintiff's lnstr'ltctfon No. 7: 
Mr. May: This is the feature we are going to object to 
it on, that the part of it '' regardless of the degree in which 
they are negligent'' there is a Virginia case I will submit 
which says the idea of efficiently contributing sl1ould be con-
veyed in the instruction, but that it was not the proper form 
to use '' in any degree''. 
Then it shoud read: ''If, the ref ore, you find the accident 
was proximately caused by the substantially concurring neg-
ligence of both drivers'' and strike out ''regard less of the 
degree in which they are negligent''. Then H will be in ac-
cordance with the case. 
I 
. J 
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J\fr . .Steingold: That would take the heaxt out of it. If 
the Court feels it is proper, let ·it go with the word "sub-
stantiallv" in it. 
.. Mr. Sands, Jr.: We will join with Mr .. Stein .. 
page 110 ~ gold in insisting on "any degree". 
Mr. Mav: I want the record to show I now ask 
the Court to let me p;·esent to the Court the case of Wright 
v. Perry, 166 Va., rear.y v. Holbrook, 171 Va., and the c·ase 
<Of Cooke v. G.riggs in 183 Va., which hold that it is: improper 
to use these words '· regardless of the degree''. 
Mr. Sands, Sr . .: Give it like he wants it and we except to 
.it on the grounds stated that the instruction is cotrect a.s. is 
.and is not entitled to be cut as suggested by Mr. May even 
with the citation of authoriies to which he refers. 
Mr. Sands, Jr.: That the addition of the word "substan-
tially'' which was acq\riesced in by counsel for the plaintiff 
and counsel for the defendants Jones & Davis and Willie 
Edwards remedies the· objection brought out in the three 
-cases above mentioned and was held by the Virginia court in 
those cases to have so remedied the situation. 
Plainti"fl's Instruction No. 8: 
l\fr. May: Each defendant objects severally to the giving 
-0f Instruction No. 8 on the groun.d that the plaintiff has 
sing·lecl out the defendants in various of the previous instruc• 
tions which have told the jury that if it believed the particu-
1 lar defendant was guilty of certain negligence· they should 
find .for the plaintiff against that defendant or defendants. 
By an earlier instruction the Court has been 
page 111 ~ asked and has indicated that it would instruct 
· that a ve1·dict could be rendered against both de-
fendants if they were concurrently neglig·ent and if the neg. 
1igence of each driver proximately contributed to cause the 
collision, and to give the first part of Instruction No. 8 would 
in effect be a repetition of these instructions that we have_ 
referred to which the Court has indicated it would give, and 
with reference to the second fe.ature of the instruction it is 
on the matter of damages and for that reason either it or 
Instruction N' o. 9 should be abandoned. 
Mr. Sands, Sr.: ·we unite in the objection for the reasons 
assigned. . 
Pla-inti-/f''s lm1trUtc.tion No. 9: 
1\fr. Steingold: I agree to strike the amount out oi No. 
8, but No. 9 I insist that it be given as written. 
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Defe'ndhl}1J 's Instruction C: 
·· M:1".: Steingold: This: ha~· already been covered in its en-
tirety and it excludes the violation. of a statute as a P.:roxi:; 
~~c~~ - . 
[!efendatitTs lnstrnction E: 
• I , 
. M.r .. ~.M€L-Y: I have considerable objection ·to· E~ .r hav-e ~-o· 
objecti6n· to the· first tw:o seµtences, l;m~ we sub1~11t there 1s. 
no evidence worthy of belief that Gary pulled. ~is a-µtomo-
bile to· the center of Garv · Street and· the· left of the center 
. becahse that evidence when analyzed is th:i.s; it is 
page 112 ~ the evidence· of _ Willie Edwards, who woke up 
·· · · from his slumbers within three car lengths of ou1..; 
automobile" and· asks the Court to assum_e o-r to say that he ~s 
in position to tell where the .car was, 1vhich way tpe_ front 
wheels were· headed, wpether ·to ·the left or fo: th~. rigpt a;ncI 
he_ was entirely back of the automobilf ~hi~~ wa:~ iµnnedi..: 
atelv in front of bim. ' · · · .. ' · - . 1 Jn addition to that, sir, ,vnlie Edwarqs i11 no ~v.e.nt -vy:~.s 
ju~t~fied in assuming that the Gary car was intending to makq 
a right-hand tui:n or left.-hand turn. H~ c~uld only as_sume 
that-:-legally as~ume it when·· pe saw a .signa~ giv~1~. which 
would indicate a turn and. tlu~t signal ba4 to be _give~ _for .a 
distance_ of .. 50 feet. Now this man, as I say, for part of that 
50 feet did 11ot even lmow the vehicle was in front of him and 
if be didn't know the vehicle was in' front of°.him he 'couldn't 
be .expected to see a signal. So he cannot assume things like 
that un~~s~ he .assumel? it ·by virtue of the failure to comply 
-with' ,the statute. . · 
1\_![r. Ste~ngold: The· in~tru~tion says "Willie Edwards could 
go by this car on its right ·wheii the law says he cannot do it. 
. Mr.-Sm:~d~, Sr.: We .arg wi~lirig ~o ag~~~ _to ~ns_ert right 
after the wqrd ''Edwards,·, on· the ninth line '' provided he 
was. free .f.r~m:negligenc~ until. t"qat. time".. . 
Mr. May:. 1 :would not accept it that way. . 
· Mr~ Sa~ds, Sv:: We 'will agTee to that amend~ 
page 113 -~ ment and ask for thcdnstruction with that aiuencl~ 
ment. _ · . . .. · . . · , · 
Mr. Steingotd ~ r.rhe .objectiori to °Insti-uctioir E-is that-'t;his 
instruction is tantamount· to instructing the jury that the 
truck operated by the defendant Edwards had tbe right to 
pass to the right of .the Gary car even though the operator 
of the Gi:\ry car gave no statutory signal, which is directly 
in the teeth of the· statute. · 
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Defendamt's Instr,~ction G: 
Mr. May: I say that to be good should take out the words 
,,, after pulling· to the left'' . and I say frankly I think it is a 
correct statement of an abstract principle of law and if there . 
is 13vidence to support it it shoulq. be given, but as I say for 
the reasons I have earlier assig·ned I do not think there is 
evidence in the case to support the .giving of the instruction 
and I believe if it is given E should come out. 
Mr. Steing·old: My objection is that G is improper unless 
it is amended to include the operation of the truck in con-
formity with law. The instruction as it reads is that the 
truck was being operated with ordinary care. without regard 
to whether the law was being violated or not. 
Defenda11t's Instruction. H: 
:Mr. Steingold: The plaintiff objects to Instruction H on 
the ground that the language of the instruction is so con-
fusing that the jury would in all probability un-
page 114 ~ derstand the opposite of what the law is in this 
connection; that is, tbat a defendant operating a 
vehicle with improper brakes is liable for so doing unless he 
didn't know or in the exercise of reasonable care couldn't 
have known that the brakes were improper at the time of 
the accident. As worded the, instruction leaves the impres-
sion that whether the operator of the truck knew the brakes 
were defective or should have known he still is not respon-
sible for the accident to which the inadequate brakes con-
tributed, and objection is made f.or the further reason that 
there is no evidence on which this instruction can be based, 
that the evidence is to the contrary, that the driver knew 
on the morning of the accident that the brakes were bad and · 
had told the officer after the accident that that was what 
caused him to be 1:11able to stop the truck when he hit the 
Gary car. 
Defendant''s Instruction J: 
Mr. May: This instruction embodies correct principles of 
law if there were evidence in support of the statutes alleged 
to have been violated. However, we say as to 2154 (108) the 
defendant Garv under the evidence in this case as a matter ·of 
law was not required to give any signals of his intention to 
turn because as a matter of law he had no intention to turn. 
As to 2154 ( 121) we say there is no evidence that · 
page 115 ~ the driver Gary intended to turn to his right and 
for that reason that statute is not applicable. .As 
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to 2154 (122) we say that the defendant Hary never: intended 
to start, _sto_p or tun;i and for that reason that fe~ture of 
the instruction should not be given and that equally applies 
to sub-paragraphs (c), (d) and ·(f). : 
Defendant's Instrnction, 0: 
Mr. Steingold: I object to it as being an abstract propo-
sition of law. · . ' · 
Dcfendan,t's Insfructio1~ !': 
Mr. Sands, Jr.: We object to that on the ground that that 
phase· of the defendants Edwards and Jones &i Davis case 
has been covered by instructions given .for the plaintiff and 
the Court has instructed the jury if they believe the def end-
ant Edwards failed to keep such a lookout they should find 
ag·ainst him. 
' Counsel for the defendants J Qnes & Davis, Inc., and Wil-
lie Edwards object to the granting. of the Defendant Gary's 
I nstrU:ction ·p upon th~ grpund .there is no evidence in the 
cas~ that" the driver of the Jones & Davis truck failed to keep 
a proper lookout and upon. the f'µrther gro.ui1d that this in-
struct~on covers :mat~er amply. covered by instructions of-
fered by the p1ainti:ff. · · 
.Defend(l,nt's Instruction Q: 
Mr. Steingold: That has been already covered. 
Mr. Sands, Jr.: The defendants Jones & Da-
pag·e 116 } vis, Inc., and Willie Edwards by counsel object 
to the g·rantiug of Instruction Q ppon the ground 
that it covers ma.tter which has been amply covered by in-
structions offered by the· plaintiff. 
Defendcmt's Instr'ltction R: 
Mr. Sands, Jr.: Counsel for the defendants Jones & Davis, 
Inc., and vVillie Edwards object to the granting of Instruc-
tion R upon the gTound that it is· repetitive and specifically 
covered by instructions. heretofore granted by the Court and 
also upon the ground that ther~ is no evidence in this case 
insofar as the defendants Jones & Davis are concerned that 
the brake$ on the truck at the time of the accident were in-
adequate or ~mproperly adjusted. . 
Mr. May: Can. cotmsel ,have an understanding here and 
. now that they take exception to all adverse rulings on the 
instructions so that we do not have to say "Exception" each 
time? 
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Mr. Sands, Sr.: We agree to that 
Mr. Steing·old: That is right. 
Mr. May: It is understood we make several objections and 
-exceptions to all adverse rulings on the granting of instruc-
1ions. 
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In the··Hustings Com!t of the City of Richmond,· Part Il. 
Clarence Artist 
ll'. 
"T one·s & Davis,. Inc., vVillie Edwf!rds and Rol~nd Rudotph 
.Ga1"Y, 
CERTIFICATE OF, TRIAL JUDGE. 
I• ·• •' •• . I• - , '• , 
• ' • • •i• fl t ' 
I, Willis C. Pulliam, Judge. of th~ ij:ustings Court of the 
'City of Richmond, Part II, who presided over the trial of 
the case .of Clarence Artist v .. .Jones & Davis, Inc., Willie Ed-
wards and Roland Rudolph Ga1~y in said court, at Richmond, 
Virginia, on, M~y 2nd and 3rd, 1946, do certify that the fore-
going is a true and correct transcript of all the testimony 
.anµ .evidence .introdµ~e~, _on be:lmlf of the plaintiff ~nq. the 
~efe-gda;nt~, tog~th~1: with t~e· .qbje~ticn1~ tilade .. arid eieep· 
hons taken thereto by the r~sp~·ctrye p~rties the rem. set forth.; 
~11.other inci~en~~ 9f the t!iai. ~:f.~a~d-~ase, i~clu~ing,.al~·~µl· 
m$s <?f the Con,rt anq. th(l -~bJe~tions ~n~ ex~eptio:qs. tb~reto 
with the grounds ~ss1gned; all;d all of the m$tr11ctio,1i1,'~ re-
quested by the respec~iv~ parti,es, tog~tller w~th the obje_c-
tions and th~ grounds assigned for such objection~ lil~~wisE: 
. set f <?rth, a114 tl~e ~xception~ t~ke~ ~o t~e ruµngs 
})age 11 8 ~ of the Court thereon~ , , · , , 
. . . · ~ fu_rtl1er. certify t~.a~ th~s c~rtificqte :q~s been 
tender~d to ~nd s1giled by me w1thm the time prescribE;d ,by 
. Code Section 6252 for ten~ering. and signing- bills- of, excep:-
iions and that reas<;m~ple nptice i.n writing'ha,s been givento 
the attorney for the plaintiff, the opposite party,: of th.e time 
and place at which said certificate would be tendered. 
,Given ·under my hand this 27th._d3ry of July, 1946. 
I 
WILLIS C. PULLIAM, 
,Judge of the Hustings Court of the · 
City of Rfohmond, Part II. 
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Virginia~ 
In the Hustings Court of the City of Richmond, Part IL 
Clarence Artist 
v .. 
Jones & Davis, Inc., Willie- Edwards and Roland Rudolph 
Gary. 
I, Charles R. Purdy,. Clerk of the Hustings Court of the-
City of Richmond, Part TI, certify that the ·foregoing· tran-
script of the evidence and other incidents of the trial -of the-
case of Clarence Artist 11. Jones & Davis, Inc., Willie Ed-
wards and Roland Rudolph Gary, together with the certifi-
cate of the 'Trial Judge, has been delivered to and filed with 
me this 27th day of July, 1946. 
CHARLES R. PURDY, 
Clerk of the Hustings Court of the 
City of Richmond Part IL 
page 120' ~ I, Chas. R. Purdy, Clerk of" the Hustings Court 
. of the City of Richmond, Part II, do hereby cer-
tify. that the foregoing is a true transcript of the record in · 
the above entitled action tvherein Clarence Artist is plain-
tiff and Jones and Davis, Incorporated, Willie ·Edwards and 
Roland Rudolph Gary are defendants, and that the plaintiff 
had due notice of tho· intention of the defendant Roland Ru-
dolph Gary to apply for such transcript. 
l further certify that the defendant Roland Rudolph Gary 
has executed a suspending bond in ·accordance with provi-
sipns of Section 63381 as amended, conditioned as required 
for a supenedeas in Section 6351 of the Code of Virginia, as 
amended in the penalty of $4,500.00. · · 
Witness my hand this 30th day of July, 1946. 
CH1\.S. R. PURDY, 
Clerk of the Hustings Court, Part II, 
of the City of Richmond. 
Fee for Reeord, $35.50. 
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